
1An exciting hobby.... for everyone

2 WAY IN-HOUSE

E CRYSTAL SET



COMPLETELY SOLDERLESS ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION KIT.
BUILD THESE PROJECTS WITHOUT

SOLDERING IRON OR SOLDER.

iptil
Total Building Costs

27.23 I' P & Ina. 44p.
(Overseas P a P
31116p.)

I too VAT ;,7p)

* 4 Transistor Earpiece Radio *
nal Tracer * Signal Injector * Translator
Tenter NPN-PNP * 4 Transistor Push
Pull Amplifier * v Tranelator Push Pull Ampli-
fier * 7 Transistor Loudspeaker Radio MW/LW
* 5 Transistor Short Wave Radio * Electronic
Metronome * Electronic Noise Generator
* Batteryless Crystal Radio * One Transistor
Radio * 2 Transistor Regenerative Radio
* 3 Transistor Regenerative Radio * Audible
Continuity Tester * Sensitive Pre -Amplifier.

* 24 Resistors * 21 Capacitors * 10 Transistors
* 31 loudspeaker * Earpiece * Mica BaseImani * 3 12 -

way connectors * 2 Volume controls * 2 Slider Switches
* 1 Tuning Condenser * 3 Knobs * Ready Wound

MW/LW/SW Coils * Ferrite Rod * 61 yanls of wire * I

yard of *keying, etc. *Parts price lint and 1 lens 50p (FREE with Port 

de.

ROAMER
TEN
with
VHF including air-
craft. 10 Transistors.
Latest 4" B watt Fer-
rite Magnet Loud-
speakers, 0 Tunable
Waveband.. MW1,
MW2, LW, SW1, SW2, SW3, Trawler Band, VHF
and Local Stations slap Aircraft Band, Built in
Ferrite Rod Aerial for MW/LW. Choose plated 7

section Telescopic Aerial, ran be angled and rotat,.1
for peak short wave and VHF listening. Push Pull
output using 600 sow Transistors. Car Aerial and
Tape Recording Sockets. 10 Transistor. plus 3 Diodes.
Ganged Tuning Condenser with VHF section.
Separate coil for Aircraft Band. Volume
on/of. Wave Change and tone Control. Attrac
live Case in black with Wirer blocking. Sixe
9" n 7" x 4". Easy to follow instruct ions and diagrams.
Parts price list and plans flllp ( with parts:.Total

building costs E850 P. P. &
(Overseas P. & 1:1 85) Ina 52p

I AT tttOpt

POCKETNow with 3" loudspeakers

FIVE
3 Tunable wavebands.
M.W./ I.. W. and Trawler
/Sand. 7 stages, 6 tran-
eistora and 2 diode.,
supersensitive ferrite rod
aerial, attractive Black and
Gold Case. Mize 5r

31" approx. Plans and
parts price list 16p, ',Free
with parts).

Total Building Costs
(Overseas P &I. El 05111 £2.50

% VAT 20p)

TRANSONA
FIVE

Wavebands, transistors
and speaker as Pocket
Five. Larger Cue with
Red Speaker Grille and
Tuning Dial.
Plan and part. price
list 15p (Free with part.).

Total Building Costs E2-75
P P(Overseas P & P LI ll5P) Ina. 26p

( I )4°,, VAT 21p)

NEW
EVERYDAY
SERIES
Build this
exciting New
series of designs
E.V. 5 5 Transistor. &IA 2 diodes. M WILW.
Powered by di volt Battery. Ferrite rod aerial, tuning

denser. volume control, and now with 3" loud-
speaker. Attractive cane with red speaker grille. Si,
9" x 51" approx.
Parts price list and Plan 15p. Free with parts.
Total Building Costs £295 LI'.

109(Overseas P & P el 25p)
( + 8% VAT 23p)

E.V. 6 Case and looks as above. 6 Transistors and
3 diodes. Powered by 9 volt battery.Ferrite rod aerial, 3"
loudspeaker, etc., MW/LW coverage. Push Pull output.
Parts price list and Plana 15p. Free with part..
Total Building Costs E360 P "(Overseas P & P 11.25p) Ina. 30p

1+ Is% VAT 29p)
E.V. 7 Cue and looks as above. 7 Transistors and
3 diodes. Six wavebands. MW/LW, Trawler Band,
fiWI, SW2, SW3, powered by 9 volt battery. Push
Pull output. Telescopic aerial for short wave.. 3" loud-
speaker. Parts price list and easy build ylans 20p.
Free with part..
Total Building Costs £4.08 rn:lip(Overseas P & P 11.851

VAT

ROAMER
EIGHT Mk 1
NOW WITH
VARIABLE
TONE CONTROL
7 Tunable Waveband: MWI, MW2, LW, SW I, SW2,
SW3 and Trawler Band. Built In Ferrite Rod Aerial
for MW and LW. Chrome plated Telescopic aerial
Cali be angled and rotated for peak short wave listening.
Push pull output using 600mW transistors. Car aerial
and Tape record wickets. Selectivity switch. S tran-
sistors plus 3 diodes. Latent 4" 2 watt Ferrite Magnet
Loullopeakers. Air spaced ganged tuning condenser
Volume/on/off, tuning. wave change and tone controls.
Attractive case in rich chestnut /Made with gold
blocking. Size 9 x x Sin. approx. Easy to follow
instructions and diagrams. Parts price list and plans
Sip (FREE with parts).
Total Building Costs £6.9tt Pu(Overseas I'. a P. El 851 Ins 47p

( 0", VAT 35p)

NEW
ROAMER
NINE
WITH
V.H.F.
INCLUD-
ING
AIRCRAFT
Nine Transistors,
9 Tunable wave-
bands as Roamer
Ten, built In
ferrite rod aerial for MW/LW. Retractable chrome
plated telescopic aerial for VHF and SW. Push Pull
output using 600 mw transistors. 9 Transistor. and
3 diodes, tuning condenser with V.H.F. section,
separate coil for aircraft, moving coil loudspeaker,
volume ON/OFF and wavechange control. Attractive
all white case with red grille and carrying strap.

Si"Size x 7" x 21" approx. Parts Price lint and
Plans 30p (FREE with parts)
Total Building Costs £695

P P AIna 44p.(Overseas P & P Cl 85p)
. so,, VAT 55p)

Bulld Radio.'
Amplifiers, eta
from em stage
diagrams. Five

unite including
master wilt
to construct

Components include:
Tuning Condenser: 2 Volume Controls: 2 Slider
Switches: Fins 3" Tone Moving Coll Speaker: Terminal
Strip: Ferrite Rod Aerial: Battery Clips: 4 Tag Boards:
10 Transistors: 4 Diodes: Resistors: Capacitor.:
Three i" Knob.. Unite once constructed are detachable
from Master Unit, enabling them to be stored for
future use. Ideal for School., Educational Authorities
and all those Interested In radio construction.
Parts price list and plan. 21ip (FREE with parts).

Total Building Costs 1550
Ins.10 P & P 85)

(4- 8% VAT 44p)

ROAMER SIX a ns-13( M
Cow awl Woke
as Tr

6 Tunable Wavebands: MW, LW, IINV1, SW2, SWO,
Trawler band plus an Extra Medium waveband for
easier tuning of Luxembourg etc. Sensitive ferrite rod
aerial and teleineopic aerial for Short Waves. Mn.
Speaker. 8 stages -6 transistor. and 2 diodes. Attrac-
tive black case with red grille, dial and black knob.
with polished metal inserts. Sine 9 x 51 x 21In.
approx. Plans and parts price list 261 (FREE with
parts).

Total Building Costs £3.011 P r a
/81(Oversee. P.& P.£1 85) Ins.Sip
8% VAT 31P)

TRANS EIGHT
8 TRANSISTORS and B DIODES

6 Tunable Wavebands; MW, LW,
SWI, 13W2, SW3 and Trawler
Band. Sensitive ferrite rod aerial
for M.W. and L.W. Telescopic
aerial for Short Waves. Sin.
Speaker. 8 improved type trans-
lator. plus 3 diodes. Attractive case in black with red grille, dial and black
knobs with polished metal insert.. Size 9 x x 211n. approx. Push pull
output. Battery economiser switch for extended battery life. Ample power to
drive a larger speaker. Parte price list and plans 25p (FREE with parts).

Total Building Costs
(OverseasP & P LI 25) E4.48 PP AIns. 3311

( 8% V.A.T. 3811)

 Cellars side "Lavelle" Shop
 Open 10-I, 2.30-4.30 Mon. -Fri. -9-I2 Sat.

61a HIGH STREET, BEDFORD, MK40 1SA
Reg. no. 788372

I enclose £ for

Tel. 0234 52367

Name

Address

(Dept.



HOME RADIO (Components) LTD Dept EE, 234-240 London Road, Mitcham.CR4 3HD Phone 01-648 8422

240 pages
Over 6,000 items

Nearly 2,000 pictures

55p. plus 22p ppAO SC TK AN NDD

Send off the coupon today. It's
your first step to solving your
component buying problems.

The price of 77p applies only to customers In the U.K.
end to BFPO Add r .

ififg1OTH °

Ixattafea'a% a
rive -away catahgae

-wed I .57,121%d

°tie ow. a.

HOME RADIO
Com,axeit-treata4tie

I

I

I

I

Splashed out? /nvested is more the word! It cost me
just 77 pence (including packing and postage) and I
saved more than that on my first order. And if I take
into account the satisfaction I've gained from using
such a comprehensive, clearly set out, well illustrated
production, I've saved the outlay many times over.
Think I'm exaggerating? Why not test it for yourself?
The coupon below is just waiting to be filled in and
sent off with your cheque or postal order. No need
to keep it waiting any longer.

By the way, the catalogue contains 10 free Vouchers,
each worth 5 pence when used against orders-so
you can soon get most of the price of the catalogue
back anyway!

Please write your Name and Address in bloc* capitals

NAME

ADDRESS

HOME RADIO (Components) LTD., DePt. EE,
234-240 London Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HD

I

I

(Rev. No. I
London
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AMTRON
electronic

kits.
What a

selection!
RECOMMENDED RE TAIL PRICE LIST
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

45

PO
17

107
110
117
115
170
175
177
130
135

06142
06145
UK .52
Utt 157

s 160
. 167

155
,m167

U6170
.76172
..6175

K180
185
1.107
O 190
K 192
5195

.5/70
U6730
U6235

.K240
+252
5 755

,0770
0.275
U6205
U6300
UK 302
U6310
UK325

UK 330

iniermateni Wanhng 0011 (583
Tranostor Tinter (1 87
0.M000pe (291
Tenphone 4.01.1. (909
Fut; EP.. (1816
Sleep (1771
Rawly Preans014.!. (2905
N. 5 enwi,Cor 8w (495
H.1. ArrwiMer 12. (520
Sler. Conoco. Uno (727
440.44 R.ochon Una 0051
Mono Control Urot (457

190e0400e Pre all, (7 37
LOw1.1.0ame Pre.nP (291
Tone Co01.01 Um. (768
Ampht. 1 58, (4 19
Stomp Ow.. ChfIerenha. Moho( 17 71
Prnote TV Loop Trans (544

C Arnpl.fm By. (12 71
Po.. TV leslener (1530
RI AA S.W. Oman. (583
Steep Prep., to R $   of

MC R Sienclaols (168
. Preamp +nth ton* cont rols (7608

Unowersal Prow, (1737
1. Sler. Neon° (3578

4 Chonnet Sou. Um,. (33 73Sm. how 70.20a(1909
H. 6 Storm 4.17 (110 45
9, ....owl.. 50. (3466
Ht h Stereo Amp 50.50w (5167
Wm. Arno 2. (403
Slow I momor (791
AM FMAntenn Amts (367
AcousticMr. for *Own.
Mnolo0 Dore.,
Pa.', cohn to Match

Stereu Docone,
Levoi ind.cator
IC Amp 6o.
Watt PreemPFTe.
VHF UHF Anienne Amp (946
0.,0 Connor Trnsenner (7 17
Raw Control Transmocr (1377
RM." Control P.m.. CI 62
GaC2 Channel Soloma Un(
1030 and 20001sr

(947
(760

0731
V GB
(986
17 58

(13 71
GPC2 COonnel Splattry Unt
1500.0 2500 Hz 10 71

175346 Superheleroctsne R (777
370 R F Loam 4.013m 140133

 375 CB Cfystal CaMbotor (17 33
385 H F Plammte. 10. (1564

+390 Von (1496
'5407 Sou... (65,
K 415 Resaslo Bo. (10 IS
54250 Copecoor Bo. (8 39

425$ CapacTor Bon (1766
0432 Uhlay Tower 01! (24 01
+436 St. Pon*, &wn (3553

437 Aocho Frnmency (Anew°. (35 26
440C Bogy C.., Meter (958

0990
(1333
(1903

549% ( *
K45C rto

4455 Low Freo Woonveter
04505 TV Swoop G.eralm
.455C AM S.g.1 Generator (13 57
04606 FM 5.9441 644.4,4,4, (1996
K 465 Quart, Gys..l Tem. (1089
+4700 Co,. C.P.Orat. Mather C.en (19 37
54705 Mar.. Genwalm rem (luau

Donlrol 177 20
.475C Electron.. Voorroler (7401
5487 4....10 Gaon, Charge. (7401
6500 LOCKSWIF NS Roomer (4360
K515 M. Ramo Roden. (871
5 570 AM Tuner (506
5525C VHF Tuner 170 160 WO (1744

x.11540 LW/ MW$ FM Tuner (3336
UK 546 41.11/FIN Rec... 25 700 WO (657
1305505 LF Frequency sous (2538
UK555 F.1.10 Strength Meyer (1200
U05606 Transmfor Anent.. (36 71
U6565 P.1Mslon El« t voltmeter (36.
U55706 Low Frmu.ucr SIna.

10 SO 1001 (2358
U 6575.5 Stwate Were Grnerato. IV 75
U0585 (moon., Beam Soot, (29 76
U0590 SWP hewer (1041

(1.

13650.1
24 14 VDC (835

U6605 Pow. Supply 18 VDC IA (584
05607 Slats Poo. Supply 9VDC

100.. (987
00510 Power Soo... 24VDC 054 (584
06615 Power Supply 74013C IA (130
U0677 Stow,. Battery Volt., 0,0.' (715
00630 5,.6 Power Swoon 6VDC

750rn 750OC 700. 9VDC
110,04. 17V DC ICOrnA 00 16

00640 700W Ltght D.rnmel (8 35
U6657 51. P0*I SuOINV 12V 154 (18 15
Ult665 Tenn PO.. Supply 55VDC

7 74.2 124 02
00670 Butler Salle, Charger 111 35
UK672 St. Pone. Suophe 12VDC

15.04 (651
U6675 Rogutet. Power Supply (65 29
130682 51.6 Power SuPP,V 4 35VDC

254 158 03
U6690 DC Motor Speed Governor 13 64
00597 Stats Power Supply 5 5 to

16VDC /A (2905
UK 700 (Whom Chothesch (I3 71
UK702 Otonozer (1534
UK /07 1111nclocreen W.per Toter 18 77
00710C 4 Channel A F (1303
00715 Photo...our. C. Swoon 0907
007600 Acoustic Swoch (1383
UK765 Mup.pA Sterns Conn... (364
00767 116topie Sher. Connector 14 70
UK 780 E.., Um. for Mot. Detector (1700
UK 790 C. Burg.. Alarm DI 71
00795 Elect Conon.. Tester (S47
05900 3 Wm CIOSSOrer Fern.

124.0mme
05805 3 Way Crossover F ...er

635 00,..
136815 Uhrason.. Pada. thug. Alarm (3.
0687006870 (Mot Dtg lal Clod. (II
06837 Photo electrK R. Counter (2
05835 Gun.. PreamplMor I'
00837 Logo.. Demons...,
00840 AchuPede Tune Lag Car

Burglar Alarm
051342 Bmary Dornonstraior 1./4
U0850 E.ectron0 Key. (IOW
U6855 'Whom( Fut( 8.74 (796
00857 E1econ Fut( Sound 0163
00860 to Toner 11706
008714010 Emergency Ugh. Control (900
05871 Auonsette Feed Comm. for

Stole Propolens (908
001375 Cep 11189,97 1190,8

Ignmon tor lemma. C....soon
Enemas (1451

001185 Cap.mve Cont., Alasrn (796
UK890 7 Channel F Mom (5 44
00903 $11 Cry.. 0.0.114.or 70601111W (792
06905 R F Gym. Oscolator 3 TAM, (291
00910 R F Wk. 1/ 170 UHT (297
U0915 R F Amp 12 17011. (297
110920 R F (Amer 2 3 271.00 C197
U6975 R F Arno 2 3 279.81 (2 92
U0930 R F Power amp 3 (292JO
UK935 voite lama AmplMor 3 30.391 (292
00960 01.11 C0moro.. 144.144194110 (10 79
06965 CB Corecartor .27.1451 1/15 27
00995 Co... ang Dot Gortera. (7181
301/9 00 Mel. mstrunwnt Cato

w
net 05 87

3009 10 Metal Instrument Cadet (5 01
3009 70 Mr.. Instrunenl

Send 10p for illust brochure.

gmTROr
WIJEK.

AMTRON UK, 4 & 7 CASTLE ST., HASTINGS,
SUSSEX TN34 3DY. TEL (0424) 437875.
ALL educational enquiries to Phillip Harris Ltd.
Ludgate Hill, Birmingham. Tel: 021-236 4041.

CRESCENT RADIO LTD.
11-15 & 17 MAYES ROAD, LONDON N22 6TL

(also) 13 SOUTH MALL, EDMONTON, N.9
MAIL ORDER DEPT.

II MAYES ROAD, LONDON N22 6TL
Phone 883 3206 & (EDM). 803 1685

PLASTIC BOXES
b

I 11 E FOLLOWING
-17.133 ARI: AVAILABLE.

0
1005 - 10.5 cm x 7 310 0 4.7 0M 516
1006 - 14 9 crei 7 3 ent x 49 ern - ESP
1007 - 10.2 ern 0 12 2 x 84em =- 96p
Hr21 - 10.9 cm x 7 4 cm x 4.5 cm - 909

Po.t and Packing lop
SLOPINII FRONT 60DE0 (Approx.)

LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
I 1209 Medi with ('lip 22p each

209 o with Clip 3Sn I -Al II
.209 (Yellow( 1% ith Clip 909 ,0,11

Nucd 300 TO02 Typc 16. ra. h

LED READOUTS
LitrOnia
111.707 -3 Character 14 Pin DII EE 00
111.701 AT above but t 1 .. 1E 00
('(.747 Character .. LE 62
Minitroo
3111$ 7 Regtnent 16 Pin D11 .. 21.16
301512 As alms e but ± I .. 41.18

CLOCK CHIP

(77001 3100/1.131 Digital Clock/
Calendar Chip plan loll O. -culls and
Inforn.tion Leaflet .. 29.90
Circuit.. and Information Sleet 16o
1.11704 Led Display for ahm e 11 35

Or 4 for 1.5 25

3 KILOWATTS PSYCHEDELIC
LIGHT CONTROL UNIT

P.
41

Three I 'hamlet( Ilatte-Mhblie-Trehle.
Each channel hat it, own eensithity
control. Just connect the Input of (hi.
unit to, the I bleaker terminals of ail
amplifier. and connect three !50V up to
111.10W lamps to the output terminal.
.If the unit, /111.1 you produ,  faxen,
Ai to2 ..olltotTIght display. (All guar -

C113.50 Ph" 3$p P. a

CRESCENT" 100 WATT R.Y.S.
ALL PURPOSE AMPLIFIER

U . BUILD . IT
We supply the three lomilline for you
to build this Dincodiroup-P.% atop 1.
tier into the cabinet of your choice.

* TEE POWER AMP MODULE
17(1W. p.m., Ng. a a( 300W Instat1

(mark into 8 ohm (WOW int,
Ill ohm). 114 ss. care. 45p.

* THE PRE -AMP MODULE
Fool COM rol preanip.Vol. Rom
Treble. Middle controls. Designed to
.Irls e tom. iliplitlers using F.E.T. find
-loge. SS 96 care. 25p.

* THE POWER SUPPLY
I. supplied complete with the main..
tranofornier. 1P 66.earn 50p. Complete
floing instructions &re ftupplie.I and no
technical knowledge I. required to
monneet the three ready wired modules.
A fantaatM bargain. II You Purt1349.'
all three niMules. IEB. ear, 75p. Rend
S.A.E. for further detail. oti it'll .37

our ready built amplifler

E2.36
P. a P. 10p.

MAINS
TRANSFORMER

700-340 PRI
1 ii0v. 50M.% ME.
031. 1 snip PM.

E1.00 'OP P.SI
EACH

AL20

5 Watt
R/414

50 Hz
to

75 kHz

CRESCENT CATALOGUE
I f you construct you should own

send 20P.

VAT

Pleaae include 0% VAT on
110((I. plum 000118(0.
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EXPRESS COMPONENTS
17, Albert Square, London, E15 1HJ

fuzz box
INTRODUCING the first of our electronic
kits for the musician, suitable for use with
electric guitars and organs. Kit comes
complete with wire, solder, ready drilled
case and step-by-step irstructions.
(Batteries are not supplied).

PRICE FOR KIT OF PARTS £5.75 inc. p. & p.
Resistors

Ip each
Eli *W 5% low noise

P iom
1k lin.
10k in.
10k log.
22k log.
50k lin.

15p

I.C's
748 8 -pin 40p
7400 I4 -pin (1.1.1. 18p

NESSOL TO -S 95p
NE555V 8 pin d i 1 90pCapacitors AF/V

2/25 6p
10/10 6p

100k lin.
470k log.
IM in.

10/25 7p All carbon track Transformers
33/25 7p Mains/6V *A 110p
100/10 7p Beta M2I8 LI Up
100/40 7p Transi
500/25 ISp AD 142 35p

Miscall1000/25 lOp ADI61/162 nip 65p
BCI07 /8 /9 lop1000/40 15p BCI84 lip Crystal earpiece and

2000/12
2000/50

20p
15P

0071 12o
0075 ISp socket 70p

2200/25 30p 0C204 ISp
OCP71 55p
2N2926G lip

8, 14 -pin d.i.l. sockets
111p

2N3704 12p
Diodes
0.681 Op C.W.O. only add
0A91 Bp 15p p 8 p S.A.E
N4148 sp MR3BP 100µA L2 2Sp enquiries

ENGINEERS

YOURSELF FOR A

BETTER JOB WITH

This76p---allik\ge

shows howl
FREE boo_k.."

MORE PAY!
Do you want promotion, a better job, The B.I.E.T. guide to success should be
higher pay? "New Opportunities" shcws read by every ambitious engineer.
you how to get them through a low-cost Send for this helpful 76 page FREE book
B.I.E.T. home study course. There are no now. No obligation and nobody will call
books to buy and you can pay-asyou- on you. It could be the best thing you

ever dld.
MCI.IT OUT THIS COUPON MIMI NM- IMI

°S1...1 CHOOSE A BRAND NEW FUTURE HERE!
T.:, or ,atr st hv, . tc. address tirto.J.

l'ia. al Kadlei a
ectronica

(Teehneteohl
V leetronlc

Engineering
Television Mainten

acne & Servicing
i:eneral Radio

TV Engineering
Radio Servicing.

Maintenance and
Repairs

City 8 Guilds Radio.
TV Electronics
Mechanics

Radio %meteor., Cl
Practical TV

 ('dour Television 0
Computer Electron'. 0

O CaOLI Radio
TV hervicing Cert. 0

O Poet Master General
let & 2nd close
Cede.

C a G Electrical
Engineering

O Practise 0
C  11 LI Installa

lions and Wiring 0

General Electrical
Engineering

Society of Engine, r
(Electrical Eng.)

Electrical Imitalla
tiona and Wiring

C & G Electrical
Technicians
(Primary)

C  G Tele-
communication.

To B.I.E.T. BEE 95 Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF Qg

NAME Meek Capitals Meese)

ADDRESS

Oran .14W*
Aceredited by C'..4 C.C.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

e GIRO NO. 331 7056
C.W.O. only. P.8 P. 10p on orders below LS

Discount: 110-10%, (20-159/. (except net items)
Export Order enquiries welcome (VAT free)

SPECIAL RESISTOR KITS (Prices include post 8 packing)
10E12 *W KIT: 10 of each Eli value, 22 ohms -I M. a total of 570 (CARBON FILM 5%), II - 65 net
10E12 fW KIT: 10 of each Eli value. 22 ohms -1M, a total of 570 (CARBON FILM 5%). L3 I15 net
25E12 1W KIT: 25 of each EU value, 22 ohms -I M, a total of 1425 (CARBON FILM 5%). Li  35 net

Official Orders accepted from
Educational 8 Government Departments

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

25E12 fW KIT: 25 of each El/ value, 22 ohms -IM, a total of 1425 (CARBON FILM 5%), 111.45 net
5 1W KIT: 5 of each Eli caul e. 10 ohms -IM, a total of 305 (METAL FILM 5':.1. L2'85 net
DUE TO CURRENT WORLD SHORTAGES. RESISTOR KITS MAY TEMPORARILY CONTAIN
WATTAGE OR VALUE SUBSTITUTIONS.

MULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS C280 SERIES
250V P.C. Mounting: 0.010, 0015aF. 00220. 0-0330. 0.047µF, 30. 0.0680.
0.10. 41p. 0.150F. 4fp. 0.220. Sip. 0, 33aF, Bp. 0-470F. 9p. 0.680F, 12p. 10,
15p. 1  50, 2.3p. 2.2,0. 2.6p.
MULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS 0296 SERIES
400V: 0.0010F, 0-00 ISsiF, 0.00220, 0.00330F, 0.00470F, 21p. 0.006E44F. 0-010,
0.015aF, 0-0120, 0-0330F, 34p. 0-0470. 0 0680, 0.10. 41P. 0-150. 61P.
022µF, 80. 0.330, 12.p. 0.470, 14p.
160V: 0.010,0.01SO, 0.0220, 3p. 0.0471iF, 0.068,0. 3*p. O. 10. 4*p. 0  150,

Sp. 0 -220, 51.p. 0. 330, 9SP. 0 '470. Ef p. 0 .680, 12p. 10. 14p.
MINIATURE CERAMIC PLATE CAPACITORS
SOV: (0) 22, 27, 33, 39 47, 56, 68, 82, 100, 120, 150. 180, 220, 270, 330, 390, 470.

RESISTORS
CF -High Stab Carbon Film. 5% MF-High Stab Metal Film, 5%.
W. Type Range 1-99 100-499 500-999 1000+ Size mm
* CF 22 -IM I 0'75 0-60 0-55 2.4 x 7.5
i CF 22-2M2 1 0.75 060 0.55 3.9x10.5
i CF 22-1M I 0

1 -1
5.56

1-32
0.55

1-54
0.60

MF 10-2M7 2
0-75

* MF 10-2M2
3x7

2 1.43 I -21 0-99 4-2.0013
1 MF 10-10M 3 1-98 1.81 1.65 66x13
2 MF 10-10M 4 5 3-52 3.08 2-75 Ilit I 7.5
Fpr value mixing prices, please refer to our catalogue. (price in pence each)
VALUES AVAILABLE -Eli Series Only. (Net prices above 100.)

560. 680, 820.1K, I KS. 2K2, 3K3, 4K7, 6K8. (10)0.01-, 0.015, 0.022, 0.033, 0.047.
lip. each. 0 I, 30V, Sp.
POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS 160V 5%
(pF) 10, 15, 22, 33, 47, 68, 100, 150, 220, 330, 470, 680, 1000, 1500. 2200, 3300.
4700 6800 10 000, .

PRESET SKELETON POTENTIOMETERS
MIN1ATJRE 0 25W Vertical or horizontal 6p each 1K. 2K2, 4K7, 10K, etc.

to If" t)up
SUB -MIN 0 05W Vertical, 100 G to 220K it Sp each

(E .E.) 61I cCHHTE0D DNI NB GuTz0z ROAD,ANRD

E SF" LT SUrf°10 NA LB. H. COMPONENT FACTORS LTD. TL l. , Cherldington 668446 IStel. Code 0296)
CATALOGUE No. 3-10p

Miniature Mullard Electrolytic;
1-00 63V 11* -p 680 63V Ilp
I .50 1000 10V 44p

VEROBOARD 0 I 0 15
2) 4 5" 36p 369

25p

POTENTIOMETERS
Carbon Trac 5K ti to 2M (I, log or Iin. Single. 16,p Coal Gang 46p Log Single with switch 26p
Slider Pots. 10K. 100K. 500K. 30mm, 34p. 45mm, 47p. 60mm. SSp.63V 6.10

220 63V 11.1p
3 3aF 63V 61
4.70 63V 6*
6 -11siF 63V 6}
10µF I 6V
100 15V
100 63V
15sF I6V

1000 25V 44p
100,uF 63V I4p
1500 16V 6ip
1500 63V 1 p
2200 6.4V 64p
2200 10V 63Is
2200 16V Sp
2200 63V 11p

55 42p 42p
3 31, 36p 36p
2 x 1" 9p 9p
2 x 5" (Plain)
2 3r (mein) - 19p
5 ax3*" (Plain)

- 16p
- 29p

1 ion tool 739 73p
Track Cutter Sep 56p
Pins. Pkt. 50 22p lip

DIODES
IN4001 6ip
1N4002 lip
IN4003

lip
IN4004 94p
1N4005 12p
1N4006 14p
1N914 7p
IN916 7p

PLUGS
DIN 2 Pin 12p

3 Pin 13p
5 Pin 180° 16p
Std. Jack 20p
2.5mm Jack 13p
Phono 6p
SOCKETS

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS. Tubular & Large Cans
(uFIV): 1125, 2/15, /25, 4-7110. 5/25, 8125. 10110. 10/50, 16/25.

22163. 25125, 25150, 32(25, 50/25, 100110, 100125, 61p. 50150, Ilp.
100/50, 200/25, I 1p. 250/50. 113p. 500/ (0, I I p. 500/25. ISp.
500150, lip. 1000/10. 15p. 1000/25, 12p. 1000/50. 40p. 2000110.
20p. 10410/100 90p. 2000125, 30p. 20001100, 95p. 2500125, 38p.
2500(50. 62p. 3000(50. SOp. 5000125. 66p. 5000/50, LI  10.
HI -VOLT: 8,350, ttlip. 16 350, 2.2p. 32 350, 33p. 50:250. 20p150 63V

ItessF 40V
220 2SV
220 63V
320 lOy
330 16V
'330

3300 I6V 12p
330,0 63V 25p
4700F 6.4V bACI27
4700 40V 20p
680 I6V ISp0
6800F 40V 25p

TRANSISTORS
16*p BC212L Iler

ACI28 Up BC2 I 3L 119
BC 107 I I p BC214L 17p
BC108 lip 0C44 1Bp

BAI00 10p
OAS 42P
0A47 99
OAS' I IP
0A200 8p

DIN 2 Pin 10p
3 Pin 109

S Pin 180° 11p
Std. lack ISp
2.5min Jack 1631pP

Phono

100.100 2.0p. 100.250. 30p.
METALLISED PAPER CAPACITORS
250V: 0.050 0 10,6p. 0 25. 6p. 0.5µF, 74p. I µF. 9p. 500V:

00
0-25 71p. 0 5, 9p. 1000V, 0'01, I IP.25 0 OS 6p.(:) I eip.

.0.022,-* .13p.0 -047. 0 -I, 15p. 022, 23p. 0 47. 28p.
40V

320 63V
470 10V
470 2SV

%685F

63V
I6V Ill*p

100014F I 6V 20p
p I"'µ4 25V 25p

I "0 6-4 ISp
15000 16V 2Sp

p 72000 10V 259
3300ssF 6.4 26p

BC 1 09 Ilia 007 I 13p
BC148 12p 0031 16p
BC149 lip 0C170 2.3p
BC182L 12p 71543 33p
BC I83L lip 2N2926 lip
BCI84L 13p 2N3702 I 1p

=.....=S
Circuits
aA709C SOp
pA741C SSp
µA LIzN4I4 LI .32

d Wire. Metre 6+9 NEWTwin Screened Wire. Metre 12p CAPACITOR KITSStereo Screened Wire, Metre 11p
Connecting Wire, All colours. Metre i Please send for List-

2tP S.A.E. pleas..Neon Bulb. 90V Wire Ended S for 14p
Panel Neon. 240V Red, Amber, Clear 2.0p
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C FOR AUDIO
ON A BUDGET

"PUSH BUTTON CAR RADIO KIP
- The Tourist 11

NOW BUILD YOUR OWN
PUSH BUTTON CAR RADIO

Easy to assemble construction kit comprising fully
completed and tested printed circuit board on which
no soldering is required. All connections are simple
push fit type making for easy assembly.
Fine tuning push button mechanism is fully built and
tested to mate with printed circuit board.
Technical specification:
(1) Output 4 watts R.M.S. output. For 12 volt

operation on negative or positive earth.
(2) Integrated circuit output stage, pre -built three

stage IF Module.

Controls volume manual tuning,and five push
buttons for station selection, illuminated tuning scale
covering full, medium and long wave bands.
Size chassis 7" wide,. 2" high and CA " deep approx

Car Radio Kit f7.70 + 55p. postage & packing
Speaker including baffle and fixing strip f1.65+23p.pep.

Car Aerial Recommended -fully retractable and locking

f1.37+20p. postage Et packing
Tourist Mk.1 kit stil'. available -price £6.60+55p. p&p.
See July issue for full specification

',,tereo 21 easy to assemble audio system kit. - no soldering
required. Includes :-
BSR 3 speed deck, automatic, manual facilities together with
ceramic cartridge.
Two speakers with cabinets.
Amplifier module. Ready built with control panel, speaker leads
and full, easy to follow assembly instructions.

For the techmEally minded:-
Specifications:
Input sensitivity 600mV.:Aux. input sensitivity 120mV: Power
output 2.1 watts per channel: Output impedance 8-15 ohms.
Stereo headphone socket with automatic speaker cutout.
Provision for auxiliary inputs - radio. tape, etc.. and outputs for
taping discs. Overall Dimensions. Speakers approx.
15;" 8- 4". Complete deck and cover in closed position
approx. 15)- . 12" 6-. Complete only £18.95
Extras if required. f1.60 p Et p.
Optional Diamond Styli L I 1
Specially selected pairof stereo headphones with individual
level controls and padded earpieces to give optimum
performance, £3.85.

DISCO 50

DISCO
AMPLIFIER

Reliant Mk IV Mono Amplifier, ideal for the
small disco or house parties.

Outputs 20 watts R.M.S. into 8 ohms (suitable
for 15 ohms).

Inputs  4 Electrically Mixed Inputs 3
Individual Mixing controls. 'Separate bass
and treble controls common to all 4 inputs

Mixer employing F.E.T. (Field Effect Transis-
tors). Solid State Circuitry. *Attractive Styling.
INPUT SENSITIVITIES

- Input -I.) Crystal mic. guitar or moving coil
mic. 2. and 10 mV. (selector switch for desired
sensitivity. -Inputs -2). 3). 4, Medium output

equipment -ceramic cartridge, tuner, tape
recorder, organs etc.

- all 2511mV sensitivity.
AC Mains 240V. operation.

Size approx.12, insA 6 ins> 31 ins

£15.00 60p.post>i pack

45 WATT R.M.S. MONO DISCOTHEQUE AMPLIFIER
Ideal for Disco Work. Output Pcwer: 45 watts R.M.S. Frequency
Response 3dB points 30Hz and 18KHz. Total Distortion: less than
2% at rated output. Signal to noise ratio: better than 60dB. Bass
Control Range: 13dB at 60Hz. Treble Control Range: 12dB at
10KHz. Inputs: 4 inputs at 5mV into 470K. Each pair of inputs
controlled by separate volume control. 2 inputs at 200mV into
470K. Size: 191 101 8ins. appro. Amplifier £27.50 £1.50 p. ft p.

Special Offer: Disco 50 plus two 15" E.M.I. speakers type 14A/780
(as illustrated on opposite page). Complete £57.00 £4.00 pbp.
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f COMPLETE(*)
STEREO SYSTEM

ft a 1#

>EMI SPEAKERS AT FANTASTIC REDUCTIONS

Available complete for onlyt69.00+Ed p p

£51.00 £6900
System II
Viscount III amplifier (As System I)
Garrard SP. 25 (As System 0
Two Duo Type IIIA matched speakers -
Enclosure size approx. 31" 13" 111".
Finished in teak veneer. Drive units approx.
13:". 81" with 31" HE speaker. Max. power
20 watts. 8 ohms. Freq. range 20Hi to 20kHz.

Complete System £69.00
PRICES: SYSTEM 1
Viscount III R 102 amplifier
2 Duo Type II speakers

Dastard SP25 with
MAG.-cartridge de luxe plinth
and hinged cover

f 24 20 fl p h p
f 1 4 00 ! f 2 20 p & p

(21.00 - f1.75 p b p.

total £59.20

Available complete for only £51.0044150 IL bk.

PRICES: SYSTEM 2
Viscount R102 amplifier 124 20 11 00 p. p

2 Duo Type IIIA speakers 139 00 f400 p. p.

Garrard SP25 with
MAC cartridge de luxe plinth F21.00 f 1 .75 p. & p
and hinged cover

total £8420

40 Watt Amplifier.
Viscount III - R102 now 20 watts per channel.
System I includes.
Viscount Ill amplifier - volume, bass, treble
and balance controls, plus switches for mono/
stereo on/off function and bass and treble
'filters. Plus headphone socvet.
Specification
20 watts per channel into 8 ohms.
Total distortion4 10W(ei  kHz 01%. P.11.1 (fm
ceramic cartridges) 150mV into 3 Meg. P.U.2
(for magnetic cartridges) 4mV,a, 1kHz into 47K
equalised within 1dB R.I A.A. Radio 150mV
into 220K. (Sensitivities given at full power).
Tape out facilities: headphone socket. power
out 250mW per channel. Tone controls and filter
characteristics. Bass: 12dB to -17dB!dr,
60Hz. Bass filter: 6dB per octave cut. Treble
control: treble 12dB to -12dB 4 15kHz.
Treble filter: 12dB per octave. Signal to noise
valio: (all controls at max.) -58dB.
Crosstalk better than 35dB on all inputs.
Overload characteristics better than 26dB on all
inputs. Size approx. 131".-. 0". 31"
Garrard SP25 deck, with magnetic cartridge.
de luxe plinth and hinged cover.
Two Duo Type II matched speakers -
Enclosure size approx. 17 101" 6"0 in
simulated teak. Drive unit 13".- 8" with parasitic
tweeter 10 watts handling

Complete System. f51.00

20 WATT
SPEAKER SYSTEM
System consists of a 13" - 8" (approx)
eliptical woofer unit with a 8" 5"
(approx.) mid range unit inccrporating
parasitic tweeter and crossover
components.
Technical Specification:
Bass Unit
Flux density -100 K. speech
Cone, Triple laminated paper with
P.V.C. surround.
Mid Range Unit
Flux density -33K, speech coil -1" with
parasitic tweeter.
Power Handling
20 watts R.M.S.. impedance -8 ohms,
frequency response - 20 Hz to
18,000 Hz.

OUR PRICE £6.60. Complete 90p p p.

15" 14A/780 BASS UNIT
Bass unit on a rigid diecast chassis.
Superior cone material handles up id 50
watts RMS. and is treated to give a smooth
frequency respcnse. Resonance 30 Hz flux
density 360.000 Maxwells. Impedarce at
1 kHz is 8 ohms 3' voice coil.

Recommended retail price E4080.

OUR PRICE El 8.70 + f150 p ft p

950
KIT

Five matched speakers and crossover unit
for handling up to 45 watts. frequency
esponse from 20 to 20,000 Hz.

Huge 19" 14" (approx ) high efficiency
Bass.Speaker with 16.500 -gauss magnet
built on a heavy diecast frame.
The four 10.000 gauss tweeters. each 31"
Ma approx., are fed by the crossover which
critically adjusts signal for maximum
fidelity. Impedance at 1 kHz is 8 ohms.
Bass coil 2". others 0 5". Recommended
list price f 44 00 OUR PRICEf19.50

f1.50 p Et p Special Offer.

BUILD YOUR OWN
STEREO AMPLIFIER(*)3414

For the man who wants to design his own stereo - here's your chance to start.
with Unisound - pre -amp. power amplifier and control panel. No soldering -
lust simply screw together. 4 watts per channel into 8 ohms. Inputs: 120mV

(for ceramic cartridge). The heart of Unisound is high efficiency I.C. monolithic
power chips which ensure very low distortion over the audio spectrum.
240V. AC only. £7.64 + 55p. p ft p

V

8 TRACK CARTRIDGE
PLAYED*'

Elegant self selector push button player for use with your stereo system.
Compatible with Viscount III system, Unisound module and the Stereo 21.

Technical specification Mains input. 240V. Output sensitivity 125mV
Comparable unit sold elsewhere at C2400 approx.

Yours for only £10.95+ 90P P E1 p

Just write your order giving
your credit cardnumber

DO NOT SEND
YOUR CARD

Mail orders to Acton. Terms C.W.O.
All enquires Stamped Addressed Envelope.
Goods not despatched outside U.K.

Leaflets available for all items listed
thus (*)
Send stamped addressed envelope.

.4,11
T V

1.111.
C

Radio an TV Comps ants (A -Ann) td.

21 High Street, Acton, London W3 6N G
323 Edgware Road, London W2
Personal Edgware Road: 9a.m.-5.30p.m. Half day Thurs.
Shoppers Acton: 9-30 a.m.-5 p.m. Closed all day Wed.

is
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YATES ELECTRONICS
(FLITWICK) LTD

DEPT. E.E., ELSTOW STORAGE DEPT.
KEMPSTON HARDWICK,

BEDFORD.
RESISTORS
4W Iskra high stability carbon film-very low noise-capless construction.
SW Mullard CR25 carbon film-very small body sire 7-5 a 2.5 mm.
4W 2% ELECTROSIL TRS.
Power
watts Tolerance Range

5% 4.70-2 2M0
10% 3 -3M0 -10M0
2% 100-1960

10% 10 -3 -on
5% 4 70-1MO

10% 10-100

Values Price
available 1-99 100+

E24 1 3p lip
E12 1 39 1.1p
E24 3 Sp 39
E12 1 Op 1.1p
E12 1 3p 1.1p
E12 lip 79

Quantity price applies for any selection. Ignore fractions on total order.

DEVELOPMENT PACK
0.5 watt 5% Iskra resistors 5 off each value 4.711 to IMO.
E12 pack 325 resistors E2 40. E24 pack 650 resistors LI 76.

POTENTIOMETERS
Carbon track 5k0 to 2M0, log or linear (log 4 W, lin 4W).
Single, 14p. Dual gang (stereo). 499. Single D.P. switch, 259.

SKELETON PRESET POTENTIOMETERS
Linear: 100, 250, 5000 and decades to 5M0. Horizontal or vertical P.0
mounting (0.1 matria).
Sub -miniature 0-1W, Sp each. Miniature 0 25W, 7p each.

SMOKE AND COMBUSTIBLE GAS DETECTOR-ODI
The GIN le the world's first semiconductor that can convert a concentration of
gas or smoke Into en electrical signal. The sensor decr Its electrical
resistance when It absorbs deoxidizing or combustible such as hydrogen,
carbon monoxide, methane, propane, alcohol, North Sea gas, as well as carbon -
dust containing air or smoke. This decr Is usually large enough to be utilized
without amplification. Full details and circuits are supplied with each detector.
Detector GD1 E2. Smoke and Gas Detector Kits, mains operated with audible
alarm &VOL Mains operated Meter Indicator ES M. Mains/Battery Gas Leek
Detector E12-40. 12/24v Battery operated ES 40. 12v Battery operated Two Remote
Sensors /12 M. NOTE. The battery operated kits incorporate our patented circuit
to minimise battery drain. Typically 120mA for 12v. These kits contain all parts
required with the exception of case. Suitable case mains operated kit L1 N.
Battery operated kits LS.

C.W.O. PLEASE. POST AND PACKING
PLEASE ADD lap TO ORDERS UNDER E2.

Catalogue sent free on request, 100 stamp
appreciated.

PLEASE ADD 8% VAT
MULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS COI SERIES
400V, 0 00ImF, 0 0015pF, 0 0022pF, 0 00330, 0 0047pF, 3p. 0.001191pF, 0.01uF, 0 015pF,
0 022uF, 0 033pF, 34p. 0 0470F, 0 0680F, 0.1pF, 5p. 0.150F, 11p. 0.22pF, Tip. 0-330F, 11p.
0 470F, 13p.
160V, 0 OtuF, 0.0150F, 0 022pF, 0 0330F, 0 0470F, 0.068pE, 3p. 0.1pF, 34p. 0 15PE, 441.
0.220F, 5p. 0 33uF, Sp. 0 470E, Tip. 0.680F, 11p. 1.0pF, 13p.
MULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS C2/14 SERIES
250V P.C. mounting: 0 010F, 044150F, 0 022pF, 3p. 0.0330E, 0 047pF, 0 0689F. tit:,
0-19F, 4p. 0;159F, 0 22pF, Sp. 0 33pF,114p. 0 47riF, 'fp. 0 68mF, 1Ip. 1 OpF, 139. 1 -5uf,
21Ip. 2-29F, tip.
MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS 100V ; CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS
0-0019F, 0.0029F, 0 0059F, 0.019F, 0.029F, 100pF to 10,030pF, 2p each.
Op. 0.049F, 0;059F, 0.0689F, 0;19F, Sp.

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
(9F/v) 1/63, 1-5/63, 2.2/63, 3.3/63, 4.7/63, 68/40, 6 8/63, 10/25, 10/63, 15/18 15/40, 15163,
22/10, 22/25, 22/241, 33/6.3, 33/16, 33/40, 47/4, 47/10, 47/25, 47/40, 68/6 3, 68/16, 100/4, 100/10,
100/25, 150163, 150/16, 220/4, 220/63, 220/16, 330/4, 11p. 47/63, 100/40, 150/25, 220/25, 330/10,
470/63, 7p. 68/63, 150/40, 220/40, 330/16, 1000/4, 11p. 470/10, 680/63, 11p. 100/63, 150/63,
220/63, 1000/10, 12p. 470.25, 680/16, 1500/63. 13p. 470/40, 680/25, 1000/16, 1500/10, 2200/6 3,
18p. 333/63, 680/40, 1930/25, 1500/16, 2200/10, 3300/63, 4700/4, 21p.

SOLID UM BEAD CAPACITORS 12p
0.10F 35V 0 47.F 35V 2.2nrF 35V 6 81iF 25V 22UP 16V 470F 6'3V

0-22,F 35V 100F 35V 4.7uF 35V 10pF 25V 33gF 10V 100pF 3V

VEROBOARD
0 1 0 15

a 34 269 22p
2 a 5 219 28p
3 a 39 Sip 729
31 5 5 349 Up
17 a 2 9Sp 779
17 it 3 1309 1969
17 x (plain) lap 72p
17 a 2; (plain) - 57p
24 it 5 (plain) - 18p
24 a 34 (plain) - 139
Pin insertion tool 629 62p
Spot face cutter 529 521)
Pkt. 50 pins 29p Sip

JACK PLUGS AND SOCKETS
Standard screened 2Ip 2 5rnrn Insulated 12p
Standard insulated lap 3 -Stem insulated 12p
Stereo screened Op 3 5mm screened 169
Standard socket Sip 2 -Oven socket lip
Stereo socket 31Ip 3 5mm socket 11p

D.I.N. PLUGS AND SOCKETS
2 pin, 3 pin, 5 pin 180 , 5 pin 240 , 6 pin, 7 pin.
Plug 12p. Socket
4 way screened cable, 23p/rnetre.
6 way screened cable 31Ip/metre.

BATTERY RUMINATOR 2.1 76
9V mains power supply. Same sire as PP9 battery.

PRINTED BOARD MARKER
Draw the planned circuit onto a copper laminate board with the P.C. Pen, allow to dry,
and Immerse the board In the etchant. On removal the circuit remains In high relief.

SITIVAITE Mk II
Electronic Ignition... Better on all points
The SPAR KHI TE MK 2 is a lull capacitive discharge electronic system
Specifically designed to retain the points assembly with all the
advantages and none of the disadvantages. No misfire because contact
breaker bounce is eliminated electronically by a pulse
suppression circuit which prevents the unit firing if the
points bounce open at high rpm. Contact breaker burn is
eliminated by reducing the current to about 1/50th of
norm, thus avoiding arcing. But you can still revert
to normal ignition it need be. In seconds. If points
go (very unlikely) you can get replacements
anywhere. All these advantages.

Fitted in 15 minutes Up to 20% better fuel
consumption. Instant all weather starting Cleaner
plugs they last 5 times longer without attention.
 Faster acceleration  Faster top speeds
Coll and battery last longer Efficient fuel
burning with less air pollution.

The kit comprises
everything needed
Ready drilled scratch and rust resistant case.
metalwork, cables, coil connectors, printed
circuit board, top quality 5 year guaranteed
transformer and components, full
instructions to make positive or negative
earth system, and 6 page installation
instruction leaflet.

WE SAY IT IS THE BEST SYSTEM AT
ANY PRICE!

de
dr

Because you keep your points!
PRICES
U,1 only 110.93 not VAT and P 6 P
Ready Built Unit 113.86 incl. VAT and P & P
IBoth to fit all can with coil/distributor ignition up to
13 cylinders)
We can supply units for any patrol enpned vehicle (boat,
motorcycle etc/ with cog/contact breaker ignition
Details on request Call in and see rs ri,t a demon

I
Semi. nee MK II Cagrarorrm OrKharge VonK
syrreen nor rurr  Pen id lardere rnolor Ore Orlthorge yowler

IN NE Nim mo Ns
I ORDER NOW TO:

1
ELECTRONICS DESIGN ASSOCIATES
(Dept EE 9 1 82 Bath Street,
Walsall WS1 3DE Phone 33652
Please supPly
Sparknte Mk 2 D.I.V. Kitts) at each incl
VAT and P & P (Will make pos. or neg. earth/ Ll

Sparkrite Ready Built Neg. Earth Unit(s)
at , each incl. VAT and P & P

'

Sparkrite Ready Built Positive Earth Unitls)
at - each incl. VAT and P & P 0

NAME

ADDRESS

I enclose cheque/P 0 for f
Send SAE for brochure
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SOLDERING
GUN
A*74 11 11111 1111 :

ELETRIC
TRANSFORMER

TYPE -111111W. 240INSTANT HEAT weth
TRIGGER SWITCH VOLTS

£215
VAT PAID
P&P 33p -

TIME SWITCHES

AC

New surplus stock as illus-
trated. AC240 volts. Input
Power 100 VA. Instant heat at
touch of trigger switch in
handle. Constructed in robust
plastic casing with work light
in front and 4' x 3 core cable.

0.

New surplus stock as illus-
trated. Size 7"x 4" x 3"
Smiths Time Switch with 24
hour dial which is simple to
set to switch on 'off twice per
day at any times required.
Also fitted with two lever
switches which can be set to
operate two circuits which
can each be set to operate on
Time Switch twice per day,
all day, continouus, or oft.
Mounted in robust white VAT paid.
plastic casing Drilled for fix-
ing on back supplied with wiring instructions.
lighting and many other applications.

PROGRAMME

Designed to
switch central heating
and hot water on/off twice a day.
Suitable for any electrical appliance
up to 3 amps 240 volts A C

£5.5o P&P
28p

Ideal for shop

SAE FOR CATALOGUE WITH MANY
OTHER BARGAINS TO

C. W. WHEELHOUSE & SON,
9 13 BELL ROAD,

HOUNSLOW.
PHONE 01-570-3501.

YOUR CAREER in
RADIO &

ELECTRONICS P
Big opportunities and big money await the qualified man
in every field of Electronics today-both in the U.K. and
throughout the world. We offer the finest home study
training for all subjects in radio, television, etc.. especially
for the CITY & GUILDS EXAMS (Technicians' Certifi-
cates); the Grad. Brit. I.E.R. Exam.; the RADIO
AMATEUR'S LICENCE; P.M.G. Certificates; the
R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc. Also courses in Tele-
vision; Transistors; Radar; Computers; Servo -mech-
anisms; Mathematics and Practical Transistor Radio course
with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS' experience
in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken record of
exam. successes. We are the only privately run British
home study College specialising in electronics subjects only.
Fullest details will be gladly sent without any obligation.

To: British National Radio & Eloctronics School, Dept EEC 94
P.O. Box 156, larsoy. C.I.
Please send FREE BROCHURE to

NAME Block

ADDRESS Caps.

Please

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO
AND ELECTRONICS SCHOOL

JOSTY KITS
FROM
ELECTRO SPARES

* ALL KITS POST FREE! * ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT!
It makes practical sense to invest in Josty Kits. They come
complete with everything. you need - all the components ready
to use, including even the solder. Plus easy- to -understand,
fully comprehensive instructions, and a cast -iron guarantee.
Just look at the list of Josty Kits available now from Electro
Spares. Remember, every price includes VAT, and every Kit
-s post free.

Model Josty Kit
No Retail Price list
AF20 Mono Transistor

Amplifier
4F25 Mixer
4F30 Mono Transistor

Pre -Amplifier
AF35 Emitter Amplifier
4F80 Small 0-5 W Amplifier

for microphone
AF305 Intercom
4F316 Mono Amplifier (for

Stereo use two)
M160 Multivibrator
M1302 Transistor Tester
M191 Vu -Meter
M192 Stereo Balance Meter

Total RRP AT30 Photo Cell Switching
Inc. VAT Unit 6.21

AT50 400w Tnac light Dimmer
5.28 Speed Control 5.28
3.96 AT56 2.200w Triac light Dimmer

Speed Control 7.59
2.87 AT5 Automatic Light Control 2.84
2.50 GU330 Tremelo Unit for

guitars. etc. 8.25
416 HF61 Diode Detector 3.66
8.28 HF65 Frequency modulated

FM transmitter 2.91
6.50 HF15 FM Transistor
1.88 Receiver 3.16
9.30 HF310 FM Tuner Unit 17-39
5.01 HF325 De -Luxe FM Tuner Unit 26-53
5.47 HF330 Stereo Decoder for use

LF380 Ouadrophonic Device 12-50 with HF310 or
AT60 Psychedelic Light Control. HF325 1095

Single Channel 8.58 GP310 Stereo Pre -Amp to use
AT65 Psychedelic Light with 2. AF310 23.39

Control. 3 Channel 16.00 GP312 Basis circuit board 12.60

AT25 Window Wiper Robot 6-40 Plus many others.

'AMATEUR ELECTRONICS'
Specially produced by the makers of Josty Kits to give you a
professional insight into 'he fascinating world of electronics.
Written with the amateur in mind from start to finish. "Amateur

Electronics" is an ideal introduction to the
whole subject -
from first principles to advanced electronic
techniques. The price includes a circuit board
for making ten Josty Kit projects Only £3.30.
plus 20p p Et p No VAT.
Send S.A.E. now fora free 8 -page colour
brochure all about Josty Kits and
A171,IteLl Electronics.

COMPONENT LISTS FOR
"EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS" PROJECTS
You only need to have constructed a few
projects as published in "Everyday
Electronics", to know what a problem it
is to get every component just when
you need it. Electro Spares have devised
the complete solution. Now you can get lists
of all the components required for any of the projects in
this issue. Just send us a stamped addressed envelope, and tell
us which project you are interested in. The list shows a
separate price for each item, as well as a price for the complete
kit. You can buy any one or more components to suit yourself.

GUARANTEED COMPONENTS FROM ELECTRO SPARES
Every single component you buy from us is a new branded
product from a reputable manufacturer. And it carries the
manufacturer's full guarantee

ELECTRO SPARES
eSThe Component Centro 01 the, Noah
288 ECCLESAU. RD., SHEFFIELD 511 8PE (8)
Tel: Sheffield (0742) 668888
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inclain'TivvvnkwiTievitir
Was S2745.

Now only £14:95!

You save £1250!
An advanced 4 -function
calculator in kit form
The Cambridge kit is
the world's largest -
selling calculator kit.
It's not surprising - no other
calculator matches the
Sinclair Cambridge in
functional value for money ;
and buying in kit form, you
make a substantial saving.

Now, simplified manufacture
and continuing demand mean
we can reduce even the kit price
by a handsome £12.50. For Cambridge
under £15 you get the power
to handle complex calculations
in a compact, reliable
package - plus the interest
and entertainment of building
it yourself !
Truly pocket -sized
With all its calculating capability,
the Cambridge still measures just
4;"x 2" x "4-i". That means you can
carry the Cambridge wherever you
go without inconvenience - it fits in
your pocket with barely a bulge. It
runs on ordinary U16 -type batteries
which give weeks of normal use
before replacement.

Easy to assemble
All parts are supplied -all you need
provide is a soldering iron and a pair of
cutters. Complete step-by-step instructions are
provided, and our service department will back
you throughout if you've any queries or problems.

Total cost? Just £14.95!
The Sinclair Cambridge kit is supplied to you
direct from the manufacturer. Ready assembled,
it costs £21.95 - so you're saving £7 ! Of course
we'll be happy to supply you with one ready -
assembled if you prefer- it's still far and away
the best calculator value on the market.

460

Features of the Sinclair
Cambridge
-*Uniquely handy package.

x 2" x H-". weight 3-1 oz.
*Standard keyboard. All you
need for complex calculations.
*Clear -last- antry feature.
*Fully -floating decimal point.
*Algebraic logic.
*Four operators (+, -, x, ),

with constant on all four.
*Constant acts as last entry

in a calculation.
*Constant and algebraic

logic combine to act as a
limited memory, allowing
complex calculations on a
calculator costing less
than £15.

*Calculates to 8
significant digits.

*Clear, bright 8 -digit
display.

-X-Operates for weeks on
four U16 type batteries
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A complete kit!
The kit comes to you packaged in a
heavy-duty polystyrene container. It
contains all you need to assemble
your Sinclair Cambridge.
Assembly time is about 3 hours.

Contents :
1. Coil.
2. Large-scale integrated circuit.
3. Interface chip.
4. Thick -film resistor pack.
5. Case mouldings, with buttons,

window and light -up display in
position.

6. Printed circuit board.
7. Keyboard panel.
8. Electronic components pack

(diodes, resistors, capacitors,
transistor).

9. Battery clips and on/off
switch.

10. Soft wallet.

This valuable book -free!
If you just use your Sinclair Cambridge for
routine arithmetic - for shopping,
conversions, percentages, accounting,
tallying, and so on -then you'll get more
than your money's worth.

But if you want to get even more out of it,
you can go one step further and learn
how to unlock the full potential of this
piece of electronic technology.

,

How? It's all explained in this unique
booklet, written by a leading calculator
design consultant. In its fact -packed 32
pages it explains, step by step, how you
can use the Sinclair Cambridge to carry
out complex calculations.

mirn=lmir-
Sinclair Radionics Ltd, London Road,
St Ives, Huntingdonshire
Reg. no : 699483 England
VAT Reg. no: 213 8170 88

Why only Sinclair can make you this offer
The reasoh's simple : only S nclair - Europe's largest electronic calculator
manufacturer- have the necessary combination of skills and scale.
Sinclair Radionics are the makers of the Executive - the smallest electronic
calculator in the world. In spite of being one of the more expensive of the small
calculators, it was a runaway best-seller. The experience gained on the Executive
has enabled us to design and produce the Cambridge at this remarkably low price.
But that in itself wouldn't be enough. Sinclair also have a very long experience of
producing and marketing electronic kits. you may have used one, and you've
almost certainly heard of them -the Sinclair Project 80 stereo modules.
It seemed only logical to combine the knowledge of do-it-yourself kits with the
knowledge of small calculator technology.
And you benefit !
TSke advantage of this money -back. no -risks offer today
The Sinclair Cambridge is fully guaranteed. Return your kit within 10 days, and
we'll refund your money without question. All parts are tested and checked before
despatch - and we guarantee a correctly-assemoled calculator for one year.
Simply fill in the preferential order form below and slip it in the post today.

Price in kit form: £13.59 £1.36 VAT. (Total: £14.95)
Price fully built: £19.95 + £2.00 VAT. (Total: £21 -95)

To: Sinclair Radionics Ltd, London Road,
St Ives, Huntingdonshire, PE17 4HJ

Please send me
a Sinclair Cambridge Calculator kit at

£1359 £136 VAT (Total: £14.95)
a Sinclair Cambridge calculator ready

built at £19.95 £200 VAT
(Total: £2195)
'I enclose cheque for £ made
out to Sinclair Radionics Ltd, and
crossed.
"Please debit my *BarclaycardiAccess
account. Account number

'Delete as required.

Name

Address
I
I
I
I
I

PLEASE
F E 9 7

NM NOM IIMMI MON
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everyday
electronics

THE SEEKERS
It is hardly an exaggeration to call electronics

the universal provider. For electronics has made
so much possible, in many quite different and
totally unrelated spheres. Among its achieve-
ments, this technology based upon the free elec-
tron has fostered a number of spare time hobbies
that would never have become universally popu-
lar without its aid.

Take for example the widely followed pastime
of seeking out buried curios and relics which may
have some intrinsic or historical value. The band
of amateur "treasure hunters" has increased
greatly since the introduction of the first tran-
sistorised lightweight metal detector. A sizeable
industry has come into being just to cater for this
growing outdoor leisure activity, and a wide
range of commercial metal detectors or locators,
is now available.

This type of instrument also happens to be an
ideal project for the electronics constructor.
Many designs have already been published, but
we make no apology for adding yet another. In
this issue we give full details for a home -built
metal locator which should satisfy some of the
continuous demands from would-be treasure
hunters and curio collectors.

PROJECTS ...
THEORY

LATE APPEARANCE
Regular readers will have been puzzled and

maybe annoyed because of the late appearance
Of EVERYDAY ELECtRONICS these last few months.
We apologise for this unhappy state of affairs
which is due to production difficulties-matters
that are entirely beyond our control.

We also apologise to our advertisers who must
have suffered inconvenience because of erratic
publication dates. We hope things will be "back
to normal" within the course of the next couple
of issues.

VAT CHANGES
Changes in the rate of Value Added Tax were

announced just before this issue went to press,
and it has not been possible to amend prices
quoted in advertisements.

Where prices are shown inclusive of VAT at
10 per cent, the REDUCTION may be calculated
by dividing the :nclusive price by 11 and then
by 5.

If in doubt readers are advised to refer to the
advertiser for a revised quotation.

Because of prevailing production problems, no firm publishing date con be announced for the October issue. Readers ore
advised to check regularly with their local supplier from mid -September onwards.

EDITOR F. E. Bennett ASSISTANT EDITOR M. Kenward B. W. Terrell B.Sc.
ART EDITOR J. D. Pountney P. A. Loates K. A. Woodruff

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER D. W. B. Tilleard

IPC Magazines Limited 1974. Copyright in all drawings, photographs, and articles published in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS is fully
protected, and reproduction or imitations in whole or part are expressly forbidden.

All reasonable precautions are taken by EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS to ensure that the ad +ice and data given to readers are reliable.
We cannot, however, guarantee it, and we cannot accept legal responsibility for it. Prices quoted are those current as we go to press.

Everyday Electronics Fleetway House. Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Phone: Editoricl 01-634-4452; Advertisements 01-634-4202.
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Enjoy the hobby and fun
of "treasure hunting" with
this simple and inexpensive
unit.

THIS metal detector is easy to construct, both
mechanically and electrically, and is also

inexpensive. It is completely self contained,
giving many hours of use from a PP3 battery,
as the current consumption is only about 2mA.
The circuit uses three silicon transistors and is
capable of detecting a 10p piece at a depth of
about 50mm and larger objects to a maximum
depth of about 200mm.

This type of detector is quite sensitive despite
the simplicity of the circuit, although a certain
amount of skill is required if the best use is to
be made of the unit.

PRINCIPLE OF DETECTION
A block diagram showing the various stages

of the detector is shown in Fig. 1. The search
coil consists of a large air -cored coil which is
used to scan the ground which is being searched.
When something made of metal comes near to
the coil, it causes a minute change in its in-
ductance.

The search coil is used as the inductor in an
oscillator circuit, and any change in its value
will therefore alter the frequency of oscillation
slightly.

The output of this oscillator is fed to a beat
frequency oscillator (b.f.o.). This has the same

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS

including V.A.T.
£3.20

excluding case
and frame

Based on prices prevailing at
time of going to press

METAL LOCATOR
BY R.A. PENFOLD

WHO KNOWS WHAT YOU MAY FIND II



SE ARC
COIL

FIXED
FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR

b.f.°. 111111."-
DIODE
DETECTOR

AUDIO
AMPLIFIER

1111111..0
OU1PUT TO
EARPHONE

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Metal Locator

nominal frequency as the first oscillator, but its
frequency can be adjusted over a small range
of frequencies either side of the nominal
frequency. The combined output of these is fed
to a diode demodulator, an a.f. (audio
frequency) amplifier, and finally to a crystal.
earpiece.

In use the b.f.o. is tuned a few hertz above or
below the frequency of the search oscillator
(approximately 100kHz). The two oscillator
signals will hetrodyne, and will produce an
audio output at the output of the detector. The
hetrodyning principle is quite simple, and con-
sists of the oscillator signals combining to pro-
duce the sum and difference signals. The differ-
ence signal is equal to the difference in the
frequencies of the two oscillators, which as al-
ready stated is only a few hertz.

This low frequency audio signal is amplified
by the a.f. amplifier, and is heard through the
earpiece. The frequency of the audio signal
does of course depend upon the frequencies of
the two oscillators, and if the frequency of one
of these should change, then the frequency of
the audio signal will change also.

As the search coil is scanned across the
ground, a change in the audio note in the
earpiece indicates that the frequency of the
search oscillator has changed, and thus indicates
the presence of a metal object below the search
coil.

CIRCUIT
A circuit diagram of the detector is shown in

Fig. 2. The search coil (L1) is incorporated in
an oscillator circuit employing TR1. This tran-
sistor is operated in the emitter follower mode,
is biased by R1, and has R3 as its emitter load.
Positive feedback is provided between TR1
emitter and base by R2. As the voltage gain
of TR1 is slightly less than unity, the feedback
is taken to a tap on Ll (formed capacitively by
C3 and C4) to provide the necessary voltage
step up to permit oscillation.

Fig. 2. The complete circuit diagram of the Metal Locator.
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It is important that the oscillators are stable,
so that the b.f.o. tuning control (C6) does not
require constant readjustment. It is also im-
portant that the output waveform is reasonably
pure, so that spurious audio signals are not pro-
duced. This circuit is very good in both these
respects.

The b.f.o. uses TR2 in a circuit which is
basically identical to that associated with TR1.
This has the addition of extra tuning capacitors,
C5 and C6, and two extra windings on the coil,
(forming a transformer T1) one of which is
used to couple the output of the oscillator to
the detector diode, D1, via C10.

Transistor TR3 is used as a common emitter
audio amplifier. Capacitors C11 and C12 filter out
the r.f. component in the signal from the oscil-
lators, leaving only the required audio signal.
R7 and CI are r.f. supply decoupling compo-
nents, and S1 is the on/off switch. Note that
only a crystal earpiece or crystal headphone
can be fed from the output of TR3.

When looking at the circuit diagram it
appears that the output of TR1 is not coupled
to the rest of the circuit. There is in fact no
coupling provided in the circuit as this is not
necessary, as it is provided by stray capaci-
tances, and by the signal which is radiated by
the circuitry around TR1 being picked up by T1.

CONSTRUCTION
Details of the wooden frame of the detector

are shown in Fig. 3. Start by making the
wooden coil former for the search coil. The six
parts which comprise this are glued together.
Then mount the handle on the main pole. The
corners of the handle are rounded off using a
file, and then sanded to a smooth finish, to
make it more comfortable to hold.

Next the pole is glued to the coil former. The
bottom end of the pole is cut off at a slight
angle, so that it is not quite at a right angle
to the coil former, as can be seen in the
diagram. Use a good quality adhesive for this
join, such as an epoxy resin. Mounting details
of the aluminium box are shown in Fig. 3, but
this is not mounted until it has been drilled.

The search coil consists of 80 turns of 38
s.w.g. enamelled copper wire scramble -wound
around the former. The leadouts are brought
out through two small holes in the former, and
are cut to about 50-75mm long.

The layout of the components in the case is
shown in Fig. 4. The holes for the mounting
bolts for the component panel and for Cl are
drilled for 6BA clearance. Socket SKI and TI
require 6mm diameter mounting holes. Do not
tighten the mounting nut on T1 any more than
finger tight, as its thread is easily stripped. The
component panel is used as a template to locate
the position for its mounting holes.
486

COMPONENT
MOUNTING BOX

25 DIAMETER
WOODEN POLE

ALL DIMENSIONS IN mm

Ca)

GLUED JOINT

152x152 x 3 PLYWOOD SHEETS

102 x 13 SQUARE TIMBER ( 2 OFF )

4,)*,

127 x 13 SQUARE TIMBER (2 OFF)

(b)

HOLE FOR COIL
LEAD OUTS

13

Fig. 3. Details of the woodworking as used in
the prototype unit.

COMPONENT PANEL
Details of the component panel are shown in

Fig. 5. Commence building this by cutting a
panel of the required size (26 x 18 holes) using
a small hacksaw, and then drill the two 6BA
mounting holes. Note that the board has the
copper strips running lengthwise. Before mount-
ing the various components and soldering them
into position, make the three cuts in the copper
conducting strip.

In the nine places where leads connect the
panel to C6, SKI, etc., connect insulated leads
about 75-100mm long to the panel. Also connect
the length of two way cable (a length of flat
2 core mains cable) which connects Ll to the
rest of the circuit.

Now the panel is mounted inside the box
using two 6BA 15mm long bolts. A couple of
nuts are tightened over each of these between
the panel and the case, to ensure that the
copper backing strips of the panel do not short
circuit through the metal case.
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METAL LOCATOR

T1 CONNECTIONS

Fig. 4. Layout and wiring of the com-
pleted component mounting box.
Pin numbering for T1 is shown
separately.

Photograph of the completed com-
ponent mounting box.
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Components .

Resistors
R1 820kfl R6 3.3ki1
R2 4700 R7 4700
R3 4.7kil R8 1.5M0
R4 470ksI R9 5.6M/
R5 560c/
All 1 watt 10% carbon

Capacitors
C1 0.03/4F plastic foil
C2 0.01/iF plastic foil
C3 2200pF polystyrene
C4 2200pF polystyrene
C5 150pF polystyrene
C6 300pf miniature solid dielectric variable

(Jackson Dilemin or similar)
C7 1000pF polystyrene
C8 1000pF polystyrene
C9 0.01,uF polyester
C10 0.022/4F polyester
C11 0.01/4F polyester
C12 82pf ceramic or polystyrene

Fig. 5. The layout of the components on the
component panel. Shown right is a photograph
of prototype panel.
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Semiconductors
TR1 2N3702 silicon pnp
TR2 ZTX500 silicon pnp
TR3 BC212L silicon pnp
D1 0A91 diode

SEE

SHOP
TALK

Miscellaneous
S1 On/off switch (s.p.s.t. toggle slide or push

button).
T1 Denco transistor useage coil, colour code

green, range IT.
SK1 3.5mm jack socket for crystal earpiece.
B1 PP3 battery and clip to suit.
38 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire for L1, crystal
earpiece with plug, 0.1 inch matrix Vero -
board, 26 holes by 18 strips, control knob for
C6, aluminium case approx. 135mm x 75mm x
40mm, wood and screws for frame, approx.
1m of twin mains flex to connect L1, 6BA
fixings, connecting wire, etc. I

LICENCE
A licence is necessary to operate this Metal
Locator in the British Isles. The circuit as
shown is designed to operate within the
frequency band specified by the Ministry of
Post and Telecommunications (16 to 150kHz)
and no alterations should be made to the
published design that might alter the operat-
ing frequency.

The necessary licence costs 75p for five
years. An application form for a licence is
available from the Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications, Waterloo Bridge
House, Waterloo Rd., London, SE1.

488
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Next connect the free ends of the leads from
the component panel to the appropriate com-
ponents, and mount C5 across the terminals
of C6. Connect the negative battery clip lead to
Si, and then connect the battery itself. The
battery is positioned in the case next to SK1,
and is held in place by the lid of the case when
this is screwed on.

Only two connections remain unwired, and
these are those that connect the lower end of
the two way cable to the lead outputs of Ll.
Once these have been completed, tape the lead
to the pole using a couple of turns of insulation
tape over these connections. Then use a few
drawing pins, or more tape, to secure the cable
to the back of the pole. Do not leave any spare
cable curled up inside the case as this might
cause instability.

Finally, paint or varnish the wooden parts of
the detector.

NOTES ON USE
Before turning on, check all wiring thoroughly

for mistakes, and screw in the core of T1 so
that virtually none of the metal thread is pro -

0111,

...Counter Intelligence
BY PAUL YOUNG

A retailer discusses component supply matters.

THE LEFT HAND
If I tend to harp on shortages

and price rises, it is with good
reason I do assure you. I know it
will not have escaped your notice,
that one famous firm has with-
drawn its catalogue (albeit
temporarily) because they cannot
keep up with the rapid price
changes!

Only recently we went to order
a six -way tag board and were told
that the price would be 10p. We
have been selling this particular
article for years at 5p.

SUPPLY CHAIN
This problem, I am sure con-

tributes in no small measure, to
the ever lengthening delivery
time. If you consider that this
will be happening along the whole
chain of supply. The wholesaler
who supplies us finds the price
to him has jumped and the manu-
facturer finds the price of the
raw material has increased.

The wholesaler has in stock
item X which we require, but he is
forced to hang on to it, until his
replacement stock has arrived,
because only when he has been

invoiced for his replacement stock
will he know what to charge us!

You will see that this is going
to stretch out the delivery period
still further. To add to our dis-
comfort. I have to waste much
valuable time, replying to dis-
gruntled customers, who cannot
understand, why our prices have
gone up, or why we are out of
stock of many items.

"Sheer inefficiency" states one
customer! I only wish it was,
then it could soon be remedied-
I could sack myself-but only
time will cure the present malaise.

BUYING GROUP
We have always tried hard to

keep prices down, and one
positive action we took, was to
form a buying group, with the
object of bulk buying. I admit it
was not entirely altruistic, but
even so, you the customer
benefited. In addition we were
able to prevent certain items from
completely disappearing.

Although we have had many
successes in this direction, I have
to admit to one recent failure. I
refer to the ordinary "china eggs"
used as aerial insulators. We were

truding. Then plug a crystal earpiece into SK1,
and turn on. A whistle should be heard from the
earphone, and using C6 it should be possible
to alter the pitch of this. It should be possible
to find a point at which the tone disappears, and
tuning C6 either side of this produces the tone.
The further C6 is tuned away from this point,
the higher the pitch of the tone.

Adjust C6 slighty in an anticlockwise direc-
tion from this point, and obtain as low a note
as possible. To check that the unit is working
properly, place the search coil over a 10p coin,
or other metal object of about this size. This
should cause the audio note to drop in pitch,
and the tone will cease altogether if the coil is
placed close enough to the coin.

Note that most metals cause the -note to drop
in pitch, but brass for instance, will have the
opposite effect.

A little practice may be required while one
gets used to using the unit, but then it should be
found that even quite small objects can be de-
tected. C6 should be set with the search coil on
or near the ground, as placing the coil near the
ground, or any very large object, will cause a
slight change in the pitch of the note. CI

oon! miniminownioninimum

finally reduced to one supplier,
and one of our Northern members
did the buying.

He admitted to me, that he had
to buy larger and larger
quantities, running into
thousands. I told him not to
worry, as we would take a
thousand, and all the other
members were screaming for
them! Finally he said, "They are
finished, they will not make any
more, no matter how large the
order'.

NO DEMAND
Imagine my excitement when at

the Exhibition earlier this
year I saw a firm displaying this
very article. "Can you supply
them?" I asked. "Yes" replied the
salesman. "How many would you
order?" "Oh! At least 5,000" I
replied. "All right", said the sales-
man, "I will telephone you after
the Exhibition is over".

Eventually, he came through to
me on the 'phone, "I am awfully
sorry, we no longer manufacture
them, it appears nobody wants
them". (!)

Now do you see what I mean
about the left hand? Pathetic,
isn't it, to think that in our
advanced technological age, one
additional problem that is ham-
stringing us, is, of all things, lack
of communication!!
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TEACH -111
FOR DEGINNERS IN ELECTRONICS

THEORY AND EXPERNNENTS

TUTOR : PHIL ALLCOCIC

LESSON /2 The Thyristor
THE thyristor or controlled silicon rectifier

(CSR) is the last semiconductor device to
be covered in the Teach -In '74 series. Other
solid-state devices are available and as time goes
by more new devices will appear. These will
be covered by separate articles, as required,
since in most cases they will be fairly complex
integrated -circuits, designed to perform some
specific task.

SOLID STATE SWITCH
The thyristor is really a solid-state switch

and, depending on the type, can operate at
potentials up to several hundred volts and can
handle currents up to tens or even hundreds
of amps. The type specified for our experiments
(BTX30-25) is a "baby" of this large family and
is only suitable for currents up to 500mA and
voltages up to 25 volts.

The device involves a four -layer construction
(p -n -p -n) and is illustrated together with the
circuit symbol in Fig. 12.1. If we imagine the
four layers cut along the dotted line we have
two parts which resemble pnp and npn tran-
sistors and Fig. 12.1c shows an approximate
"equivalent circuit" based on this idea.

(b)

 North Staffordshire Polytechnic (Any communications
Everyday Electronics, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,

The thyristcr will block current flow between
anode and cathode if the gate is left uncon-
nected, at least up to the limit imposed by the
voltage ratings of the device. This blocking
applies to current attempting to pass either way
between the anode and cathode. However, when
current is trying to flow from anode to cathode
(conventional current assumed) a short duration
current pulse into the gate will cause the device
to turn on.

What is perhaps more important, the thyristor
will stay on even after the gate current pulse
has stopped as long as there is sufficient current
between anode and cathode. If this current is
switched off momentarily at some other point,
or falls to a sufficiently low level, the conduc-
tion path within the thyristor will block and we
are then back to the starting point again.

Notice that once the gate current pulse has
activated the conduction path the gate loses
control and this makes the thyristor gate quite
different to the usual base control in a transistor.

DEMONSTRATION CIRCUIT
A simple circuit that can be constructed on

the Tutor -Board to demonstrate the features

Fig. 12.1. The thyristor:
(a) circuit symbol
(b) four -layer schematic

representation
(c) an approximate equivalent

circuit.

(c)

arising from the Teach -In '74 series must be addressed to
London E.C.4).
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mentioned above is shown in Fig. 12.2. The main
current path from the battery is via the thyristor
and lamp LP1. By closing S1 the gate will receive
current via the 100 ohm limiting resistor and the
lamp will light.

If S1 is now opened the gate current will
stop but the lamp will remain on. By unscrew-
ing LP1 the main circuit can be broken and
when the lamp is reconnected the off state will
have returned.

This test can be repeated with the lamp re-
placed by a 100 kilohm resistor and the 100pA
meter in series. Switch S1 will turn the thyristor
on, as previously, but when S1 is restored to the
open position the meter will show that the thy-
ristor conduction also stops.

This is due to the very low meter current,
which is below the minimum holding current
that is required to keep the thyristor in the
conducting state. At low current levels the cur-
rent gain of the pnp and npn transistors in the
equivalent circuit of Fig. 12.1c is reduced and
this is responsible for the thyristor failing to
hold itself in conduction.

LP,
6V
60,V

CSRI

TBI
lSV

UNDERSIDE VIEW
OF CSRI

Fig. 12.2. Circuit for demonstrating the action of
a thyristor. The thyristor used was a BTX30-25.

Thyristors are very useful in power applica-
tions such as motor control, lamp dimming and
similar areas. They can be used on alternating
voltage supplies and with suitable additional cir-
cuitry can be used to control the average power
delivered to a load. Fig. 12.3 illustrates the use
of a thyristor for controlling a burglar alarm.

The switches Si, S2, etc., are arranged to close
if say a door or window is opened or some item
such as a drawer is disturbed. Once the thyristor
is triggered on, the alarm will continue to sound
until the power is removed. The diode D1 pro-
tects the thyristor from the inductive surges
that can occur as the bell or buzzer contact
opens, and the resistor R3 ensures that the thy-
ristor always receives a current in excess of the
minimum holding current.

THYRISTOR RATINGS
Power dissipation must be limited in any semi-

conductor device and this means that there will
be a maximum forward current allowed. When
the thyristor is on there is a small voltage drop
between anode and cathode and the product of
this voltage and the forward current gives the
power dissipation. The voltage drop is some -
Everyday Electronics, September 1974

times called the forward voltage and a typical
value is approximately 1  2 volts for a small
thyristor.

The voltage drop can be measured using the
standard voltmeter arrangement and the circuit
of Fig. 12.2. Note that the anode is positive with
respect to the cathode. The voltage drop is effec-
tively the sum of the voltages across two pn
junctions in series and this accounts for the
value of 1.2 volts.

When a thyristor is off there will be a small
leakage current flow which will typically be less
than 1pA irrespective of the direction of block-
ing. The thyristor normally blocks current flow
when the cathode is positive with respect to the
anode. This is the reverse blocking direction and
will have a voltage limit specified.

S1

DI
IN4001

CSRI 4-11I/
BTX30-25

CABLE 10 VARIOUS
SWITCHES SI,S2 ETC.

POWER
SUPPLY

Fig. 12.3. Using a thyristor in a burglar alarm
system.

With the anode made more positive than the
cathode we have the forward blocking condition
and this will also have a maximum allowed vol-
tage rating. The triggering requirements at the
gate are usually specified by quoting the current
and voltage requirements. For the BTX30-25
thyristor the values are :

\re= 3.0 volts Igt= 10mA
These are the minimum requirements to ensure
triggering with any sample.

EXPERIMENTAL CIRCUITS
Several experimental circuits are included in

this final lesson of Teach -In '74. The circuits are
reasonably simple and can be adapted to suit
readers' requirements. Regular study of articles

Morse Practice Oscillator: the oscillator pitch
is adjustable at VR3. The Morse key can be
improised using old relay springs.

vR3 /00An

CI
0.22pF

IN4001

b2

LS1
3511

TB1
9V OR 6V
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VR3 100kfl +9V

LPI
6V 60mA

R3
loon

CSRI
BTX30-25

OV

Time Delay Unit: delay time is proportional to
value of VR3 and C1. Thyristor turns on when C1
discharges by action of TIS43.

POINTED E PLUG

TWO METAL SCREWS S.R.B.P TUBE
SET IN INSULATING TUBE

VR3

RI
100kI2

MEI
100pA

TR1
BC107

R2

ov

Moisture Detector: to calibrate, insert probe in
moist soil, grain etc. and adjust VR3 to give
suitable reading, e.g. half f.s.d.

in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS should provide readers
with further projects and it is hoped that, by
applying the basic principles that have been

TR1
2N3819

0.22pF
9

FROM
CRYSTAL RI
MIKE 3.3MIl
INSERT

VR2
5k11

R2 0.7k12

C3 /OpF
+

C I
/00pF

+9V

OUTPUT TO
MAIN AMPLIFIER

OV

Crystal Microphone Amplifier: set VR2 to give
4V across R2. If main amplifier has low input
impedance, C3 can be increased to 100/iF.

10011 4 'A11 LP1
6V 60mA

TR2
BC107

SI
PUSH
SWITCH

+45V OR 6V

CI,C2= 100pF OR 250pF

OV

Lamp Flasher: lamp flashes when S1 is pressed
and continues until S1 is released. LPI always
lights at instant switch is pressed.

covered in this series, a better understanding
will result.

For those who would like to review their
progress a Teach -In Test is also included-the
answers will be given next month. Also next
month a constructional project that uses the
components specified for this series, see page
503 for more details.

Best of luck and success in your new hobby.D

TEACH -In 174 "°41.,TEST
1. Which relationships are not correct in the

following?
Power - 12R Current - V2

Voltage Power R2

Resistance

2. How are voltage and current in an ideal inductor
related? What is the equivalent relationship for
an ideal capacitor?

3. How can a dry battery be checked to see if it is
exhausted?

4. Can a thyristor be turned off by a gate trigger
pulse?

5. Are transistors affected by temperature?
6. What is the total power rating for two 1kii 1 watt

resistors when connected
(a) in series (b) in parallel?

7. What is the emitter -base reverse voltage rating
for the BC107 transistor?

8. What is meant by resonance?

492

9. What is the average value of a half -wave rectified
supply if the input is 10 volts r.m.s?

10. Four 10k1/ resistors are connected end to end to
form a "square". What is the resistance between

(a) Opposite corners? (b) The ends of any
one resistor (i.e. adjacent corners)?

11. Will a moving coil meter indicate a.c. current?
12. What resistor value is needed to make the

100,1A meter into a 0-5V voltmeter? Assume the
moving coil has a resistance of 1k0.

13. Sketch the voltage -current curve for a normal
diode.

14. What are the main features of a monostable?
15. Why is a diode sometimes used in series with

a transistor base or emitter lead?
16. How can we test two npn transistors to see

which has the higher current gain?
17. What is meant by the time constant of a resistor -

capacitor circuit?
Answers next month.
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New products and
component buying
for constructional
projects

SHOP
TAI

( By Mike Kenward

BACK in our June issue we made
mention of a rumour concern-

ing a retail outlet for R.S. Com-
ponents-it was not unfounded.
On July 10, R.S. announced the
formation of Doram Electronics
Ltd (derived from door to door
amateur electronics); the new
company are going to sell
virtually all the R.S. products,
probably at much less than they
are at pr e se n t available
(obviously!) and also many other
items of interest to the amateur
such as more semiconductors, a
range of cases, etc.

R.S. have approached the
problem in their usual thorough
manner and will be selling a
catalogue from early September
onwards for 25p including

postage. The catalogue will, in
addition to listing all the com-
ponents, detail various kits
available.

The reputation R.S. Com-
ponents have for fast efficient
service should stand Doram in
good stead, and Doram intend to
continue this service-goods or
money back within seven days.
The overseas constructors have
not been forgotten and, although
a minimum order of £5 and
special postage will be applicable,
they will be able to order in the
normal manner for Doram.

If readers order their catalogue
early-the 25p is refundable if
you place an order of over £5
within a year-their names
will go into a draw for a £10
voucher or one of 49 £5 vouchers
that will be selected at random
by Brian Rix (a radio amateur)
at the Amateur Radio Traders
Exhibition at Granby Hall,
Leicester, to be held from
October 31 to November 2.

Doram will be a mail order only
company, and almost exclusively
cash with order; their address is
P.O. Box TR8, Wellington Road
Industrial Estate, Leeds, LS12
2UF. (Tel. Leeds 34222). We wish
them well and look forward to
a reliable supply service for all
our readers.

In -House Communicator
There really should be no sup-

ply problems with parts for the
2 Way In -House Communicator.
Some intercom designs cause
minor problems because they
employ 80 ohm speakers, but this
is not the case with this design,

and all parts should be readily
available.

The cases used in the proto-
type are available from H. L.
Smiths 287/9 Edgware Road,
London, W2 1BE, if your normal
supplier cannot provide anything
suitable. This firm (H. L. Smiths)
specialise in cases and chassis
and can also supply aluminium in
sheet form.

Crystal Set
Once again you should have no

problems when buying com-
ponents for. the Simple Crystal
Set. Not only is the design very
simple, few parts are used, and
all should be readily available.

Perspex for the case should be
obtained from a hardware shop
or one of the small sign -making
firms that appear in most larger
towns. Alternatively, any type of
plastic box of a similar size will
do.

Metal Locator
One component for the Metal

Locator needs a few words, the
Denco coil. This is available from
a few retailers or direct from
Denco-make sure you give all
the information when ordering.
The coil costs 48p plus 6p post
and packing, plus V.A.T. on the
total (60p should cover it).

Most other components should
be readily available-the case you
use should be similar in size to
that specified and aluminium, also
you should not alter the layout or
circuitry in any way. This may
upset the performance and may
make the locator illegal-see
licenc:ng details in the article.

JACK PLUG fiL
FINISHED AT LAST, MIKE -
THE FREEZER TEMPERATURE
ALARM FEATURED IN JUNE'S
E. E...

,

BUT DOES IT
WORK?

I'VE CHECKED THE WIRING -
EVERYTHING. NOTHING CAN GO
WRONG THIS TIME. BET YOU
A POUND IT'S FUNCTIONING
PER F ECT I Y WHEN YOU GET
BACK. C

BY THE WAY, YOU HAVEN'T
BEEN <EEPI NG UP THE
PAYMENTS ON THE FREEZER,
50 TWO MEN CAME AND TOOK
IT AWAY THIS MORNING.
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WRIST
WATCHES
GO
ELECTH FliEl

ALTHOUGH electronic techniques have been
used for the very accurate measurement

of time for a number of decades, it is only in
the last few years that they have made an
appreciable impact in the wrist -watch field.
Methods of measuring time using mechanical
oscillators were developed by Christiaan Huy-
gens of Holland in the 17th Century, but most
watches and clocks being manufactured at the
present time still employ this same basic form
of oscillator.

CONVENTIONAL WATCHES
Wrist -watches which employ a purely mech-

anical oscillator (normally a balance wheel and
hair spring) as the time keeping mechanism
and a main spring as a source of power have
a number of disadvantages:

(i) Although conventional watches can be
made reasonably accurate, their accuracy falls
far short of that obtainable by electronic tech-
niques. A good balance wheel watch will have
an accuracy of the order of one minute per
week, but most watches fall below this standard.

(ii) One might expect that the frequency of
the balance wheel would be independent of the
amplitude of oscillation (isochronism). In prac-
tice, however, the frequency is somewhat
dependent on the amplitude and hence on the
state of the mainspring.

(iii) Balance wheel watches are affected by
magnetic fields, temperature changes, shock,
acceleration, changes of position and even
changes of atmospheric pressure.

(iv) Most watches require winding about once
per day, but even self-winding watches stop if
they are not regularly worn (e.g. during a period
of illness).

(v) It is not easy to obtain enough power
from a conventional watch spring to operate an
alarm which can be heard in conditions of high
ambient noise.

(vi) Conventional watches cannot provide
digital readout-although many people would
not want this anyway.

BY J.B. DANCE
ELECTRONIC WATCHES

Although electronic watches have some of
the above disadvantages, the major disadvan-
tage at the present time is the price. Tuning
fork watches are available from about £40 and
have an accuracy of about one minute per
month. Although prices have fallen consider-
ably, there are still few quartz controlled
watches available for less than £100; they pro-
vide an accuracy of the order of one minute per
year.

Many watches are expensive because they
have a gold case, but some watches with a mag-
netically driven balance wheel are cheaper than
the prices mentioned. The prices quoted in this
article are believed to be the recommended
retail prices at the time of writing, but they
can change considerably in a short period.

A minor disadvantage of electronic watches
is the necessity of replacing the power cell once
per year, but this is largely outweighed by the
fact that no regular cleaning or other main-
tenance is required. Some types of electronic
watches require no oil, but in the others the
forces in the gear train are small, so the oil
does not need renewing periodically.

inch

(I ill !Ilr;lllj'll1
0 I 2 3 "

III 111"1'I I, '11

0 mm 10 LEUSruFS SA

A miniature 4Hz balance wheel movement con-
trolled by an integrated circuit.
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FIRST ELECTRIC WATCH
The first wrist -watch driven by a battery was

released by the LIP Company of France in
March 1952; it is still in production today as
LIP types R.148 and R.184. This watch employs
a balance wheel, but is more accurate than
many conventional watches, since the amplitude
of swing of the wheel remains almost constant
throughout the life of the power cell. In addi-
tion, no winding is necessary.

The LIP watch contains no electronic com-
ponents other than a diode to suppress transient
voltages which would damage the contacts. As
the balance wheel swings, a jewelled cam on its
pivot pushes a fine wire against a contact and
this allows a current to flow through an electro-
magnet. The latter attracts a magnet fitted to
the rim of the balance wheel at such a time that
the pulse increases the amplitude of swing.

The current flowing in the inductive electro-
magnet builds up to about lmA in 3ms, but
quickly returns to zero. At other times the
balance wheel swings freely, so the mechanical
losses are very small. The mean current taken
from the 1.55V cell is about 5/LA.

TRANSISTOR DRIVEN BALANCE
WHEELS

The use of delicate mechanical contacts in
electrically driven watches is clearly undesir-
able, since they may need replacing at intervals.
Watches were therefore developed in which the
switching is carried out by a transistor. In these
watches the energy required by the balance
wheel is introduced magnetically.

The balance wheel may have two magnets
fixed to it, as shown in Fig. 1; these magnets
move across the face of a coil assembly. The
latter contains two coils, a feedback coil and
a power coil. As the magnets pass the coil faces,
a pulse induced in the feedback coil causes a
transistor to pass a current through the power
coil. The magnetic field of the latter drives the
balance wheel.

MAGNET
111111 MTh MO111111111

A VA IrA IFA

AemrAwrAw ner.mr,ArANOh, Amyl
ww.

COIL
ASSEMBLY

MAGNET

I

Fig. 1. The balance wheel and coil assembly used
in some types of transistor driven watches.

A movement of this type developed by
Ebauches S.A. (a group of Swiss watch manufac-
turers) is known as the Dynotron. The inside
of a watch of this type is shown in Fig. 2.
Barium ferrite magnets are fitted to the balance
wheel which oscillates at about 3Hz. The Q
value of this oscillator is around 300-higher
than that of a conventional balance wheel, since
frictional losses are reduced to about '1.5µW.

CAPACITOR

TRANSISTO

RESISTOR

CAPACITOR

COILS

MAGNETS

MINIATURE
POWER CELL

BALANCE
WHEEL

Fig. 2. The interior of the Dynotron movement.

CIRCUIT
The circuit used in the Dynotron movement

is shown in Fig. 3. The resistor R1 is included
so that some current will pass when the balance
wheel is stationary; this ensures that the watch
will start automatically when a new power cell
is fitted. Alternating voltages induced in the
feedback coil by the moving magnets on the
balance wheel are applied ( via the power cell)
to the base -emitter junction where rectification
takes place.

The tantalum capacitor Cl therefore becomes
charged with a polarity which opposes that of
the power cell. It discharges slowly through R1
and a small pulse of current passes when the
voltage across the feedback coil is near its
maximum value.

The voltage induced in the power coils
opposes that of the power cell at the time the

L2
POWER
C011

BI
POWER CELL

_,_13SV

FEEDBACK
COIL

Fig. 3. The circuit of the Dynotron.
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transistor conducts. The difference between
these voltages determines the current through
the power coils. A small decrease in the ampli-
tude of oscillation of the balance wheel will
therefore produce a large increase in the cur-
rent in the power coil. Thus the amplitude of
oscillation is stabilised by this process.

The capacitor C2 prevents spurious oscilla-
tions from occurring due to coupling between
the two coils. The transistor is biased to cut off
except during the short pulses (duration about
10ms). This enables the Dynotron to be driven
for a year by a Mallory W12 cell of 85mA-hour
capacity. This cell is 11.5mm in diameter and
3.4mm in height and stores 1200J/cm'.

The feedback coil has 1,350 turns of 18,,tm
diameter copper wire (20-21/Lm with the insula-
tion), whilst the power coil has 3,350 turns of
the same wire. A suitable transistor is the
Philips BC112 in a plastic encapsulation of
dimensions 1.8 x 1.8 x 2mm. It must have low
leakage current, low saturation voltage and a
141. of 100 or more at an h of about 200,,A.

Watches of this type tend to have a constant
amplitude of oscillation and this tends to
improve their accuracy. An error of a few
seconds per day is typical. Similar watches are
available from Junghans of Germany, LIP of
France, Timex. etc.

TUNING FORK MOVEMENTS
Wrist watches employing electronically main-

tained tuning forks have been available since
Bulova announced their first Accutron model in
October 1960. The name is derived from a com-
bination of the words accuracy and electronics.
This was the first watch which departed from
the use of the traditional balance wheel and
the first watch to be provided with a written
guarantee of accuracy (±1 minute per month).
It represented one of the most important
developments in watch manufacturing tech-
niques.

A typical 360Hz tuning fork used in a Bulova
Accutron is shown in Fig. 4. A conical magnet
A watch in the Swissonic 100 range which
employs the Mosaba balanced tuning fork
movement.

taAjOES SA
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Bulova Accutron watches which employ a tuning
fork movement.

with a cup of a magnetic material is fitted to
each tine of the tuning fork. A coil of about
8,000 turns of 15pm diameter copper wire is
placed over one magnet and two coaxial coils
on the other magnet, the smaller one being used
for feedback purposes. A smaller tuning fork
mechanism of a different shape is used in Accu-
tron models for ladies; it resonates at 480Hz.

The circuit of a Bulova 214 series Accutron
is shown in Fig. 5; it is essentially the same as
that of the Dynotron circuit of Fig. 3. The ampli-
tude of vibration is stabilised in a similar way
to that in the Dynotron balance wheel move-
ment. Other Accutron models employ a slightly
different circuit, but the current consumption
has a mean value of 8 to 10tLA in all types.

REGULATORS

MAGNET

Fig. 4. The tuning fork
used in some types of
the Bulova Accutron
watches. The coils fit
over the magnets (but
inside the magnetic cups)
without touching either
the moving magnets or
the cups.
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Fig. 5. The circuit of the Bulova Accutron 214
series of watches.

The movement of the tuning fork (exag-
gerated in Fig. 6) is used to drive a miniature
toothed index wheel by means of a ratchet and
pawl mechanism. The index wheel has 300 teeth
spaced at 0.025mm intervals on the circum-
ference of the 2.4mm diameter wheel.

Both the index lever (which is attached to a
tine of the fork) and the pawl have a tiny jewel
at the point where they contact the teeth of the
wheel. If the index lever moves the wheel rather
more than one tooth position per vibration, the
pawl will return it during the other half of the
cycle so that the net movement is one tooth.

Fig. 6. The mechanism
used to convert the
motion of the tuning
fork into rotary motion.

The frequency of some types of Bulova Accu-
tron watches is dependent on their position.
When the tines of the fork point downwards, the
watch runs a few seconds per day faster than
when they are horizontal. The connoisseur can
use this phenomenon to achieve extremely high
accuracy by leaving his Accutron in certain
positions for a certain number of nights per
month. Normal regulation of the watch is
effected by moving small regulator plates
attached to the inner ends of the tuning fork.

Bulova Accutron watches are available in a
large number of models at recommended U.K.
prices from about £40 (stainless steel case) to
£500 (gold case with matching bracelet). Accu-
tron models for ladies are available from about
£50 in stainless steel (£60 with date indication).

THE MOSABA
Ebauches S.A. has developed a tuning fork

watch under a licence agreement made with
Bulova in .1968. The movement is known as
Mosaba (Mouvement sans Balancier). It operates
at 300Hz and employs a balanced movement,
the resonant frequency of which is independent
of its position. This balanced movement is illus-
trated in Fig. 7; both ends of the fork move, but
the movement is far smaller than that shown.

The Mosaba movement is used in the Longines
Ultronic range, in the Tronosonic watches made
by Baume and Mercier and in the Omega f300
range. The U.K. prices of the Longines Ultronic
models range from about £90 to £220. The
Omega f300 series (introduced in August 1970)
range from about £80 in stainless steel to £470
in gold with a matching bracelet.

These watches all have an accuracy of the
order of one minute per month. The damping
is very low, typical Q factors being about 300.

Fig. 7. The bal-
anced Mosaba
movement.

INDEX WHEEL

PAWL

;NDEX LEVER

MEGASONIC 720
The Omega Company have recently announced

that they are producing a new type of watch
known as the Megasonic 720. It has an accuracy
of +10 seconds per month in normal wear-
considerably better than any other type of watch
using a mechanical resonator. The frequency of
oscillation is 720Hz, the resonator being driven
by an integrated circuit.

This watch is said to be less sensitive to shock
than those employing the normal tuning fork
movement; this is partly due to the higher fre-
quency of the resonator and partly due to the
use of a new micro -motor of 7mm3 volume. The
price has not yet been fixed, but it is expected
that it will not be very much higher than that
of other types of tuning fork watches.

QUARTZ WATCHES
The stability of quartz oscillators is too well

known to electronic engineers to require much
explanation. Q factors of the order of 106 can
be obtained. Quartz oscillators were first used
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with thermionic valves in large clocks, but the
availability of transistors enabled them to be
used in small clocks and then in a pocket watch.
Although the first quartz controlled wrist -watch
did not become available until April 1971, many
watch manufacturers have now entered the
field.

The very rapid development of quartz con-
trolled watches in the last few years is closely
related to improvements in CMOS (complemen-
tary metal oxide silicon) digital techniques. In
this type of logic circuit each element consists
of an n channel f.e.t. and a p channel f.e.t. con-
nected internally in a complementary configura-
tion. It is particularly suitable for micro-
miniature circuits, since each pair of CMOS
f.e.t.s require a very small area on the silicon
chip.

In addition, they can operate from low supply
voltages over a wide temperature range at very
low currents. Most of the power is dissipated
when the transistors switch from one state to
the other. The mean current is determined
mainly by the frequency of operation and by
the output capacitance of the complementary
pairs.

A CMOS integrated circuit can be made with
about a thousand transistors on a minute silicon

Above and below, the Omega Electroquartz
showing the Mallory WH3 power cell.
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chip. Such a circuit can operate the quartz oscil-
lator and divide its frequency by a large factor
to produce output pulses which can operate a
mechanical system.

THE BETA 21
The first types of quartz crystal controlled

wrist -watches employed the Beta 21 movement
which was designed by the Centre Electronique
Horloger S.A. of Neuchatel, Switzerland. This
basic movement has been marketed under more
than twenty brand names, but some manufac-
turers who used it initially have now evolved
their own designs.

The Beta 21 employs a 8,192Hz quartz oscil-
lator. The frequency is divided by a factor of
32 to produce a 256Hz signal. The latter drives
a motor which operates a pawl mechanism to
produce a rotary motion. The hands are operated
by a conventional gear train. As in almost all
quartz watches, the accuracy is of the order of
one minute per year. The regulation of quartz
watches is carried out by adjusting a small
trimmer capacitor in the oscillator circuit.

The Omega Electroquartz (introduced in
November 1970) employs the Beta 21 movement.
The price ranges from £295 in stainless steel to
£825 in gold with a gold bracelet. The Rolex
quartz watch has been made in limited numbers
in gold only with a gold bracelet.

QUARTZ -BALANCE WHEEL WATCHES
A watch developed by the Golay Company of

Switzerland (the /,-Quartz) employs an electroni-
cally driven balance wheel similar to the Dyno-
tron, but the frequency is controlled by a quartz
oscillator. In this watch the hair spring is
deliberately designed so that the frequency of
oscillation is dependent on the amplitude.

The 32,768Hz (2"Hz) pulses from the quartz
oscillator are divided in frequency by an integ-
rated circuit. The amplitude of the pulses which
drive the balance wheel is dependent on whether
it is running fast or slow relative to the quartz

The Golay quartz controlled watch showing
quartz crystal enclosure, balance wheel, power
cell integrated circuit and trimmer capacitors.
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oscillator; this provides the necessary correction
to the frequency of the wheel. The current con-
sumption of this 30mm diameter movement does
not exceed 13,4A from a silver oxide cell. The
U.K. agents are Toolex Ltd., Sherborne, Dorset.

A balance wheel is also used in the Timex
quartz watch, but at the time of writing this
watch is not on sale in the U.K. The frequency
of the 49,152Hz quartz oscillator is divided by
an integrated circuit to produce 6Hz pulses
which control the balance wheel frequency. The
balance wheel operates a mechanical contact.
The accuracy is quoted as 15 seconds per month.

QUARTZ WATCH WITH STEPPING
MOTOR

The Girard-Perregaux Company introduced its
GP quartz wrist -watch series 350 in the U.S.A.
in January 1972 after over six years of develop-
mental work in the Company's laboratories. It
became available in other countries a few
months later; in England the prices vary from
about £100 for a stainless steel model to over
£800 for a model in white gold with a matching
bracelet. The accuracy is about one minute per
year.

The Girard-Perregaux quartz controlled watch.

The GP quartz watch employs a 32,768Hz
quartz controlled oscillator. The quartz rod is
about 13mm in length and is enclosed in a
vacuum chamber 17.5mm long. The pulses from
the oscillator are divided in frequency by a
factor of 65,536 (2'6) by means of a Motorola
CMOS integrated circuit; the latter contains the
equivalent of 312 transistors in a 6 x 4mm en-
capsulation. The resulting 0.5Hz pulses are
amplified and shaped.

The output from the integrated circuit con -
Everyday Electronics, September 1974

sists of a short pulse of one polarity followed
one second later by a pulse of the opposite
polarity. These pulses drive a miniature stepping
motor which causes the centre second hand of
the watch to jump forward once per second.

The stepping motor has a volume of less than
0.13cm' and its spindle rotates half a revolution
in about a fiftieth of a second each time a pulse
is fed to it. The minute and hour hands and the
date indicator are driven from the second hand
wheel by means of a conventional gear train.

The GP watch is powered by a 1.35V mer-
cury cell which is 11.6mm in diameter by
5.2mm in thickness. The power cell has a life
in excess of one year, but it is recommended
that it be changed annually. The whole move-
ment is 30mm in diameter by 7.2mm in thick-
ness. No oiling or cleaning is required. Very
strong magnetic fields may cause the movement
to stop momentarily, but will leave no residual
effect.

COIL MAGNETIC
FIELD

OSCILLATOR
CIRCUIT

QUARTZ
CRYSTAL

ADJUSTABLE
TORSION MASS
WIRE

INERTIA BAR

(a)

93501 -
COMPARATOR

170Hz MOTOR

ERROR SIGNAL

PAWL

170 TEETH

(b) HANDS

Fig. 8 (a) The vibrator used in the Longines Ultra
quartz watch, (b) a block diagram of this system.

MO OR

ULTRA -QUARTZ
The Longines Ultra -quartz watches are avail-

able from about £150 (stainless steel) to £550
(gold with bracelet). They are probably the only
quartz controlled watches which do not employ
an integrated circuit.

The quartz crystal resonates at 9,350Hz and
the signals from it are used to correct the
frequency of a mechanical vibrator oscillating
at 170Hz (see Fig. 8). The vibratory motion is
transformed into a rotary motion by a pawl
system. The circuit employs only 14 transistors,
7 capacitors and 19 resistors. The comparison
or servo circuit employed in this watch has led
to it being called a "cynbernetic" watch.

To be continued
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CRYSTAL
SET
By F.G.RAYER

A very simple unit, ideal for the
personal listener.

THIS unit will provide personal reception with
a pair of headphones, or single earpiece,

or will give an output which may be taken to
a tape recorder, or to an amplifier for radio re-
ception through the amplifier and its loud-
speaker. It thus has, quite a wide field of
practical utility.

The receiver is very easily made, but is
nevertheless capable of excellent results for
local reception, when an aerial, and possibly an
earth connection, can be provided. It is, in fact,
a modern type of crystal receiver, with a semi-
conductor diode, and with steps taken to avoid
the very flat tuning which can otherwise be a
nuisance with this type of circuit.

CIRCUIT
In Fig. 1, LI is the tuning coil, wound on a

length of ferrite rod to secure an improved Q

or increased efficiency, which results in greater
selectivity of tuning and better sensitivity. For
maximum possible efficiency, Cl is an air -dielec-
tric capacitor. The diode D1 is tapped down Ll
further to reduce damping on this circuit.

Alternative aerial sockets SK1 and SK2 are
provided, SK1 is usually better with a fairly
short aerial, while SK2 is used for a long aerial.
Socket SK3 is for an earth connection. This is
not always required, but improves volume.

Resistor RI is the diode load resistor, with by-
pass capacitor C2, and coupling to the external
circuit is by C3. This allows phones to plugged
in, or a screened lead to an amplifier or other
equipment. Tuning coverage is for the usual
medium wave band.

SKI
OuiPul

Fig. 1. The complete circuit diagram of the
Simple Crystal Set.

INDUCTOR Ll
The inductor L1 has 60 turns of 26 s.w.g.

enamelled wire, wound side by side on a ferrite
rod 10mm (38 inch) in diameter and about
50mm long. The tapping for socket SK2 is a
small loop, 15 turns from the earthed end. The
ferrite rod need not be of exactly this size. The
rod is a tight fit in a hole in a piece of wood
or paxolin about 30mm x 20mm and is also
cemented in place. A small bracket then sup-
ports it as shown in Fig. 2. Touches of cement
will also secure the wire ends.

CONSTRUCTION
The front panel is 1.5mm thick perspex, 75 x

90mm, Fig. 2. Drill a central hole for Cl spindle.
These capacitors are often fixed by three 4BA
bolts. One way to find correct drilling positions
for these is to press a piece of paper on to the

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS

including V.A.T.

01.50
excluding case

'Based on prices prevailing at
time of going to press
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CRYSTAL
SET
By F.G.RAYER

FERRITE ROD

PERSPEX
FRONT
PANEL

Photograph of completed unit indicating
method of construction of the perspex case.

L1 ,..
$01$10.0041

S.R.B.P. GLUED
TO ALUMINIUM

`BRACKET AND
FERRITE ROAD

TO UPPER
TAG

TC
LCWER
TAG

Fig. 2. The complete layout and wiring details of all the compo-
nents which are mounted on the rear of the front panel.
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Components ....
Resistor

R1 56k:! 1W 10", carbon

Capacitors
Cl 365pF Jackson 00 single gang variable
C2 10001)F
C3 0 25 F

Diode
0A81 or similar

Miscellaneous
LI 60 turns of 25 s.w.g. enamelled copper

wire on 10mm (}inch) by 50mm ferrite rod
SKI -3 single banana or wander sockets 2

red 1 black and plugs to suit
SK4 3.5mm jack socket and plug to suit
Tag strip (2 way with mounting tag), control
knob for Cl, materials for case, 6BA fixings,
connecting wire

front face of the capacitor, letting the spindle
pass through a hole. Then place the paper on
the panel, and mark for drilling with a sharply
pointed tool.

An insulated tag strip, to support R1, C2, C3
and the diode is fixed between capacitor and
panel by one of the bolts, and washers - equal
thickness are put on the other bolts, between
capacitor and panel. It is essential that the bolts
are short, or that sufficient washers or other
spacers are put on them so that they only run
into the tapped holes in Cl to the depth of the
front metal plate. If not, Cl will be short cir-
cuited and or damaged.

Connections are all shown in Fig. 2. The
moving plates or frame tag of Cl, go to earth at
socket SK3. Resistor RI and Cl are earthed by
the tag strip, fixed as described. The lower tag
of the output socket (SK4) also goes to earth,
so that when a screened lead is plugged in, the
outer conductor is earthed.

HEADPHONE ONLY
If a personal headphone receiver only is re-

quired and the output will not be fed to other
equipment, then RI and C3 may be omitted.
The output socket rear contact is then wired
directis' to Dl ( + ).

RECEIVER CASE
The case for the prototype was made from

3mm thick Perspex. The case is a simple con-
struction with four pillars in the corners for
strength. These pillars are cut from 6mm thick
material, and are 10mm x 30mm. Each is tapped
at one end for a 6BA screw. (A satisfactory
alternative is to drill holes which will accept

self -tapping screws.) One piece is cemented in
each corner. This strengthens the box, and the
tops of the strips are inset 1.5mm so that the
1.5mm thick panel is flush. It is secured with
four 6BA bolts.

It is also possible to build the receiver in one
of the small plastic boxes which can be pur-
chased in various sizes, using the lid as the front
panel.

USING THE RECEIVER
For direct listening, any headset of about

500 ohms to 4,000 ohms will be satisfactory, or
a medium or high impedance single earpiece.
Low impedance phones are not suitable.

It will be remembered that an aerial is neces-
sary with this receiver. This may be an indoor
or outdoor wire. A long, high aerial outside will
give maximum volume, but is by no means
essential, except in some areas where reception
is poor.

Taking the aerial lead to socket SK2 allows
greater selectivity or sharpness of tuning, but
socket SKI gives better volume, so is more
appropriate for a poor or short aerial.

In some cases it will be found that volume
is sufficient with no earth, but until this has been
found it should be assumed that an earth con-
nection will have to be provided. This lead
should run to an earth spike or other metal
object in the ground.

Indoor aerials can be made with single plastic
covered bell wire, inconspicuously fitted along
one or two walls of the room near the ceiling.
Outdoor aerials can be of 7/26 or other aerial
wire, available in coils of 20m and longer; this
is also suitable for the earth connection. 1:1

WE NOTE
Bright Ideas-July issue

Will the following contributors to this feature
kindly contact the editor. J. Beever, M. Ren-
shaw and P. Stokes.

Telephone Call Charge Calculator (July 74)
It has been brought to our attention that there

is an error in the circuit diagram, Fig. 4. The
link from pin 5 on S2 should go to R4 and not
R5 as shown. The wiring diagram, Fig. 7, is
correct.

Automatic Light Level Controller (July 74)
Capacitor C3 should be 0.1,,,F as shown on the

circuit diagram not 0.01,,IF as in the components
list.
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Lunn ITS WAY
TO YOU

NEE mom
THE
DELTA ectric Guitar

Reaction Timer
A construction exercise for those readers
that have completed the Teach In 74 course.
Although many other readers will no doubt
build this relatively simple instrument.

"let ea feeztotoark4

The EE Delta is a solid electric guitar, simple to
build and costing a fraction of price of a com-
mercial guitar. FuI constructional details are
given together with free full size blueprint
detailing the guitar and fitments.

HOME SECURITY
SYSTEM

Even if you do not possess any items of particular
value a home burglar alarm can be very useful
in preventing ransacking and theft of sentimental
items from your home.
It it opens lock it, and switch on the Home
Security System. If you are at home or away it
will provide added protection.

everyday
electronics

OCTOBER ISSUE
ON SALE

LATE SEPTEMBER



MAGNETIC INDUCTION
Obtain a piece of wood about

25mm thick and drive a steel nail
through it, so that the nail pro-
trudes on either side of the wood,
Fig. 1. Stand it up and bring one
pole of the magnet close to it but
not actually touching. The other
end of the nail will be found to
be magnetic and pins will cling to
it. Removing the magnet will
cause the bulk of the pins to drop
off, but not all. This odd
behaviour goes under the re-
sounding title of magnetic induc-
tion.

Magnetism can be induced
in a piece of iron.

Notice that not all of the pins
or filings drop off the iron nail
immediately; some remain for
quite a while. Obviously, the nail
is still slightly magnetic and while
we're dealing with classy names,
you may as well know that we call
this residual magnetism or, more
often, remanence.

Fig. 1. Bringing a magnet near
to a nail causes the pins to be
attracted to the nail.

Physics
is

FUN!
By Derrick DAINES

The experiment will of course
work when the magnet actually
touches the nail, but we particu-
larly wanted you to experience
for yourself the fact that magne-
tism can be induced at a distance.

Now remanence and induction
have far-reaching effects in elec-
tronic circuitry. Tape recorders
and computers cannot function
without them, for example, whilst
in other cases they are a darned
nuisance. So what can we do
about them in cases where they
are not wanted? Last month's
experiment with the tin provides
the clue.

Fig. 2. Only the extremes of the
tinplate attract the pins.

Cut a strip of tinplate about
25mm wide and place it across
one pole of your magnet. The two
ends of the tin will now pick up
pins, whilst the pole will not, Fig.
2. We have, as it were, trans-
ferred the effective pole to the
ends of the tin. Now the question
arises, what would happen if we
bend the tin round into a ring?
Clearly, something odd will
happen in the middle.

Try it. Cut two identical strips
of tin and bend them into rings.
Lay two magnets on the table,
with one of the rings between
them. Place a sheet of paper

Fig. 3. The area within the ring
is unaffected by the magnets
indicated by random orienta-
tion of filings.

across the top and the second
ring exactly over the first.
Sprinkle iron -filings over all, as in
the first experiment. Tap gently.

As we would expect, outside
the circle the filings take up their
North/South orientation, but
inside they remain randomly
scattered. (Note: if you have a
very strong magnet, the filings
inside will also be orientated;
remember that the field is three-
dimensional. The magnetic flux is
sweeping through space over the
top of the rings!)

That magnetism is induced in
the ring will be obvious from the
way that the lines of force bend
in the vicinity (Fig. 3) but the
magnetism is induced to go round
and round. Remember that the
centre of a magnet does not
attract filings!

A ring of .iron or aluminium
forms a shield against mag-
netism.

In electronics it is modern
practice to put a shield round all
components (such as coils) that
are likely to produce magnetic
fields.
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DEMO CIRCUITS
By MIKE HUGHES

The Parallel Resonant Filter
THE author has been in dread of covering this

aspect of electronics in simple terms. Un-
like most areas it is not possible to draw
straightforward analogies or use obvious reason-
ing when describing what happens in accurate
detail. The only recourse is to plod through some
fairly difficult mathematics which, we assume,
you would rather by-pass. Having said that let's
hope we haven't frightened you off because the
practical side of this circuit is simplicity itself
and provided you will accept (take, for granted)
one or two simple statements then there will
be no problems.

The parallel tuned LC circuit is one of the most
important in radio work because it is this that
enables a receiver to sort out one station from
another when you adjust the tuning dial; it is
also used in a superhet's "local oscillator" in the
"i.f. amplification" stages and often crops up in
audio applications as well. We have, unwittingly,
come across it already in this series when we
were talking about the Hartley oscillator. With-
out saying more it is essential that you are able
to recognise it for what it is and understand
something of how it works.

RESONANCE
We must first recap a little on the last part.

We saw that at a certain frequency, when the
reactances of an inductor and a capacitor (wired
Fig. 14.1. Increasing the value of R in the circuit
reduces the resonant current and gives a broader
frequency response.

in series) are the same, theoretically the net
reactance of the two together is zero. This is
due to the fact that the direction of current flow
in the inductor, at an instance in time, is
theoretically exactly opposite to that in the
capacitor. The current flowing through an LCR
series circuit at resonance is limited only by the
circuit resistance. This means that if we delibera-
tely left out the resistor we would (in an ideal
world) get zero impedance across the LC com-
bination at the resonant frequency and, assum-
ing zero source and load resistance, infinite cur-
rent could flow. This is shown diagramatically in
Fig. 14.1 as the current curve, A, that shoots off
towards infinity as we approach resonance.

In practice we can never get zero d.c. resis-
tance in any circuit, because even copper wire
has some resistivity. So we can say that any coil
of wire must have some internal resistance. In
the case of a coil of a few hundred turns of 36
s.w.g. wire this will be small but there all the
same. We can consider this "internal coil resis-
tance" as being in series with the coil's induc-
tance, hence, for the purposes of our argument
we show a practical inductor as being in series
with its own internal resistance (Fig. 14.2).

Remember, though, that this resistor is not an
extra circuit component, it is shown purely to
represent d.c. resistance of the coil; the
reactance of the coil still comes from its
inductance.

QUALITY
Imagine we had wound our coil out of wire

having fairly high resistance; when we hit
resonant frequency we obviously cannot get

Fig. 14.2. At resonance the current is limited only
by R. In practise the inductor always has some
d.c. resistance thus infinite current cannot be
achieved.

CURRENT
IN

R

COIL WITH ITS INTERNAL/
SERIES RESISTANCEFREQUENCY
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infinite current; in fact the resonant current
might be very low as shown in the lower curve
of Fig 14.1. The curve is "flatter" or "not so
sharp". Having very low (preferably zero) circuit
resistance gives us very sharp tuning but as
soon as we introduce even a fraction of an ohm
of pure resistance the tuning qualities of the
circuit are degraded.

This Quality of a tuned circuit is very impor-
tant because it controls the criticality of our
tuning and we give it a term. Its name is simply
Q. Q is defined as the reactance of the inductor
divided by the circuit resistance

XL 2frf L
R R

It has no units and is simply a number; for
example we might say a circuit has a Q of 100
and this immediately gives us an indication of
its tuning qualities. You can see from the
equations that if R is zero, Q becomes infinite.
Alternatively you could say the higher the
inductance and the lower the resistance then
the higher will be the Q value. Usually the
resistance of a coil will increase as you increase
its inductance (proportional to the number of
turns) so it is not usually possible to increase
Q solely by increasing inductance-unless you
use lower resistance wire!

Usually one aims to have as high a Q as
possible for a tuned circuit (although there are
some exceptions) so it is always preferable to
use low resistance wire which is as thick as
possible to wind high Q coils.

R.F. CURRENTS
At radio frequencies current tends to flow

down a wire near its outer surface (the skin
effect) hence very high quality v.h.f. coils might
be either silver or gold plated to reduce their
skin resistance. Alternatively a wire might be
made up of many finer insulated wires (like
mini flex) twisted together giving maximum
skin area. This is called Litz wire. Normally
we are not concerned with such sophisticated
problems but as you progress you might come
across specifications requiring Litz wire.

SOURCE

(a)

506

LOW REACTANCE
WHEN I IS HIGH

X
0

PARALLEL CIRCUIT
If we try to pass alternating current through

a parallel arrangement of a capacitor and an
inductor (Fig. 14.3) it should be fairly obvious
that at low frequencies the inductor has low
reactance while the capacitor has high reactance;
hence the current passes preferentially through
the inductor-the circuit shows fairly low overall
impedance. As we increase the frequency the
inductive reactance increases and the capacitive
reactance decreases. The net effect of this is
that the current that can flow through the
circuit falls (the impedance is increasing). This
continues until we hit the critical frequency
when the two reactances are the same; at this
point the current that flows becomes a minimum
(it appears we get a maximum impedance)-
we will say more about this in a moment.

As we increase the frequency still further the
current finds a low reactance path through the
capacitor and the impedance falls off again. The
frequency at which we get minimum current
(i.e. maximum impedance) is when the two
reactances are the same

XL = Xc

or 2/rf L =
27T/C

i.e. when the frequency equals 1

2nN/LC

Notice that this formula, which describes the
resonant frequency of our parallel circuit, is the
same as that for the series circuit described last
time! The only difference is that with this circuit
we get maximum impedance at resonance where-
as with the series circuit we got minimum
impedance. These two facts are the most impor-
tant to remember!

INFINITE IMPEDANCE
Staying with the parallel circuit; if there was

no internal series resistance to the coil the
impedance would, theoretically, become infinite
(this is the hard bit to justify without mathe-
matics); this is because the current through the

REACTANCE OF
INDUCTOR

FREQUENCY

)b)

REACTANCES
ARE EQUAL

REACTANCE OF
CAPACITOR Fig. 14.3. The graph

shows how the react-
ances of an inductor and
capacitor vary with fre-
quency -if they  were
both measured indepen-
dently.
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EQUIVALENT OF A
PRACTICAL INDUCTOR

(a)
CURRENT
CYCLE

HIGH IMPEDANCE
MEASURING CIRCUIT

0

0

I

SOURCE VOLTAGE'

FOR HIGH
COIL

FL,R )\ni

COIL

coil and capacitor are equal and running in
opposite directions. The net current flow is
simply cycling round and round the inductor
and capacitor without leaving the circuit or
entering it. Once this state of affairs has started,
theoretically it would go on for ever without
any extra help from outside. We say the circuit
is ringing and this is very similar to the decaying
oscillations you hear from a bell after it has
been struck.

In practise the current cannot, of course, go
on for ever otherwise we would have hit on
perpetual motion! Because there is bound to be
some internal resistance within the coil a certain
amount of electrical energy gets dissipated as
heat and the current would die away-this would
usually occur within a few cycles of the current
going round the LC loop. The current is then
replaced by more which is drawn from the
external source. As no external current would
be needed to keep a theoretically perfect LC
circuit resonating and more important that it
would draw no current its impedance must be
infinite!

FREQUENCY

(b)

Fig. 14.4. At resonance
current cycles around
the LC circuit without
any extra being drawn
from the source (ideally).
However power is lost
in the internal resis-
tance of the cell.

In practise any internal resistance prevents
this impedance reaching infinity hence the
sharpness of tuning is, again, defined by the Q
of the coil and we can calculate the maximum
resonant impedance of a parallel tuned circuit
as being
Z (for resonance) = Q x XL (measured in ohms)

If we were to monitor the voltage developed
across an LC parallel circuit at different
frequencies (Fig. 14.4) we would get maximum
voltage output at resonance (when L and C give
maximum impedance) and the magnitude of this
voltage would be greatest for the highest Q coil
we used. Unfortunately as soon as we try to
measure this voltage we invariably lower the
Q of the circuit by introducing resistances from
our measuring equipment and hence affect the
sharpness of tuning. To keep this effect to a
minimum the measuring circuit (which is in
shunt across the LC arrangement) should be cif
as high a resistance as possible (preferably
several megohms).

Continued on page 520

Fig. 14.5. Simple radio receiver using a parallel tuned circuit. A compression trimmer is suitable
for VC1.

PARALLEL
TUNED
CIRCUIT

R.F. AMPLIFIER
AND DETECTOR

AUDIO AM'LIFIER

+9V

RI
4.7k12

C2
0.22pF

d

C3
0-047pF

VCI
108pF

c> I R2
12 WII\

70 TURNS ON 150mrn OF
10mm DIA. FERRITE ROD (SEE TEXTI

C4
1500pF

C5
0.22pF

TR2
BC108

R6
10k11

ILI
TR3 EARPIECE
BC108

O

Dv o
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2 WAY IN HOUSE
COMMUNICATOR

A simple communication system
for use in the home

THE ability to communicate with persons in
other parts of the house without straining

one's voice or having to leave the room is
extremely useful. More so for the housewife who
may be busy in the kitchen, for example, where
it may not be convenient or safe for her to
leave the kitchen but she needs to contact her
husband working in the garage or greenhouse
or other such places.

The In -House Communicator described here
allows a two-way conversation to be held from
any two locations. Each location has a call
facility.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The complete diagram of the In -House Com-

municator is shown in Fig. 1.
It was decided to use 8 ohm loudspeakers in

the unit since these are more readily available
and generally cheaper than the higher im-
pedance types normally used. The loudspeakers
are used both as 'speakers and microphones.
The output from such a "microphone" is in the
order of one millivolt.

Using low impedance speakers as microphones
calls for an amplifier with low input impedance
and high gain. This is accomplished by the use
of TR1 connected in the common base mode.
The output impedance of a common base
amplifier is quite high.

By C.F.TERRELL
With the switches in the positions shown, the

output from LS1 is fed to the emitter of TR1
whose base is held at "signal ground" by capa-
citor C2. The base of TR1 is d.c. biased by the
potential divide action of resistors R2 and R3.

Output from TR1 is directly coupled to the
base of TR2 arranged as an emitter follower
(high input impedance-low output impedance).
The gain of this stage is unity and serves to
match the high output impedance of TR1 stage
to that required by TR3.

Transistor TR3 is connected in the common
emitter mode and acts as the driver for the
output transistors TR4,5 connected as a class B
push-pull amplifier. The output is from the
emitter junctions and is capacitively coupled to
the 'speaker LS2 by C5.

The biasing and split collector load of TR3
has been arranged so that both output transis-
tors are on the verge of conduction. Therefore
all signals greater than -4.5 volts are amplified
by transistor TR5 and all signals less than -4.5
volts are amplified by TR4.

With the switches in the positions as shown
in Fig 1 the master unit, containing all the

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS

including V.A.T.

£3.20
excluding cases
'Based on prices prevailing at
time of going to press
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R1
5-6kD

+ C1
33pF

TR2
0071

b

TR1
0071

+ C2
/10pF

RI
15kn

C3 2pF

R2
4.7k13

R5
8.2kI2

R3
son

5
82R012

R7
4712

R8
100D

e

TR5
AC127

b

TR3
0071

C4
/OpF

MUM

R9 18kD

TR4
AC128

CS 160pF SPK/REC

S3a

Sib

LS1
82

Sib
ON/OFF

REMOTE UNIT
r-

Fig. 1. The complete circuit diagram of the 2 -way In -House Communicator. The
remote unit is shown in dotted box.

circuitry, is able to speak to the remote unit.
When S3 is reversed, LS1 and LS2 are trans-
posed and the remote unit is able to talk to
the master.

Operating either of the call switches S2 or
S4 results in an audible tone being heard in the
appropriate unit. This is achieved by introducing
positive feedback around the output stage, from
the output via R9 to the driver input causing
oscillations to build up.

CONSTRUCTION
The prototype units were constructed on a

piece of 0.15in. matrix Veroboard size 12 strips
by 25 holes and housed in two commercially
available plastic cases size 155 x 105 x 60mm
and 115 x 70 x 35mm.

The layout of the components on the topside
of the board and the breaks along the copper
strips on the underside are shown in Fig. 2.

Begin assembly by drilling the two fixing holes
and making the breaks along the copper strips
as indicated. Next mount and solder in position
the resistors, capacitors and wire links. The
transistors should now be soldered in position.
It is important that a heatshunt be used when
soldering the transistors as these are easily
damaged by the heat from the soldering iron.

Cut-outs for the speakers and switches should
now be made on the front panels of the cases,
as indicated in Fig. 2. In the prototype all the
panel mounted components were glued to the
panels to give a neat appearance and avoid the
showing of fixing screws.

With the speaker cut-outs made, pieces of
speaker fret should be glued in position and then
the speaker glued over and around this. With
the other components mounted in position on
the front panel they should be wired up and to
the component board as detailed in Fig. 2.

In the prototype, 25mm long tapped spacers
(2 off) were secured to the board by means of
two 4BA bolts and the other ends glued to the
rear of the front panel with Araldite, once again
eliminating screw fixings showing on the front
panel.

Photograph of completed prototype master unit
showing assembly details.
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2 WAY IN -HOUSE
COMMUNICATOR

B1+ve SI

LS2 IN
REMOTE UNIT
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Fig. 2. Complete assembly and
wiring details of the remote unit
(above) and the master unit (below).
Also shown is the layout of the
components on the topside of the
VerDboard, and the breaks on the
underside.
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Components ....
Resistors

R1 5.6kil
R2 4.7kil
R3 150t1
R4 15kii
R5 13.2ki1
R6 820t1
R7 4751
R8 1000
R9 18ki1
All watt carbon I 10°0

Capacitors
Cl 33,F elect. 9V
C2 10/4F elect. 9V
C3 2,,,F elect. 9V
C4 10,14F elect. 9V
C5 160/4F elect. 9V
C6 125,uF elect. 9V

SEE

glIOP
TALK

Transistors
TR1,2,3 0071 germanium pnp (3 off)
TR4 AC128 germanium pnp
TR5 AC127 germanium npn

Miscellaneous
S1 double -pole double -throw slide
S2 push -to -make
S3 double -pole double -throw slide
S4 push -to -make
LS1, 2 miniature 8 ohm impedance loud-

speaker (2 off)
B1 PP6 9 volt battery
Veroboard 0-15in. matrix, 12 strips by 25
holes; stand-off tapped pillars 25mm (2 cff);
speaker fret; battery clips; cases (2 cff);
length of three -core cable.

The required length of three -cored cable
(mains cable is suitable) should now be
soldered to the master unit switches (Fig. 2) and
fed out through a small hole at the side of the
master case.

In the prototype, the battery was held in posi-
tion with double -sided Sellotape; alternatively
a small bracket can be made to suit. With the
battery secured in place, a layer of foam rubber
secured around it and over the base of the case,
the front panel should be fixed in place.

The external cable should now be passed
through a hole in the side of the remote unit
and wired up as indicated in Fig. 2.

All that remains is to label the front panels
as shown in the photograph. In the prototype,
Letraset, sprayed with a clear varnish was found
to give a neat and durable finish.

INSTALLATION
The rooms in which the units are to be in-

stalled and the positions within the rooms will
be an individual choice, but a couple of points
should be noted.

It is best to have the units wall mounted in
an easily accessible place in the room. If they
are fixed or laid on, for example, a worktop in
the kitchen, they can readily be damaged due
to falling objects in the kitchen or knocked off
the worktop.

The height of the units above the ground
should be carefully considered, ideally at mouth
level of the user. If mounted in the kitchen the
master should not be positioned in a hot spot,
near the cooker or central heating boiler for
example, or near a fire :n any other room, other-
wise the performance may be impaired. The
cable joining the two units must be safely posi-
tioned so as not to be a hazard; if one of the
units is positioned outside the house, weather-
proof cable is advised.

IN USE
The In -House Communicator can find other

uses than that for which it was designed, such
as a baby alarm or doorbell for invalids and
aged people, especially useful for the latter in
determining the identity of the caller. In this
case the remote unit would be positioned outside
the front door and S4 marked "push".

With no conversation taking place, S3 should
be at the receive position (REC) and SI in the
OFF position. With this set of conditions the re-
mote unit can call the master by depressing S4
whereupon the master user will set S3 to speak
(SPK) and SI to ON, and can then speak to the
remote user. For the master to then receive
messages from the remote unit, S3 must be
switched to REC.

For the master to call the remote unit, S2
must be depressed when Si is at ON and S3 at
SPK. When the conversation is over, Si must be
set to OFF, and S3 to REC. With a little practice
the correct operation will soon be found easy.

One final point when using the unit, always
give an indication that you have finished speak-
ing for the moment by giving a code word such
as "over" or "Roger", and the last person to
speak should sign off with something like "over
and out".

Photograph of the completed units ready for
installation.
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRIMER
By A.P. STEPHENSON

20  SIMPLE DESIGNING

Design of a simple class A common emitter
stage amplifier using potential divide biasing
is detailed below and in Fig. 20.1.

Requirements
The output is to have a voltage swing of 8

volts peak -to -peak and the emitter resistor is
to waste 20 per cent of the rail voltage.

The transistor has a gain (hFE) of 100 and
is to operate with a lmA collector current.

Design Procedure
Base current is given by:

collector current I mATe-0 10µA
hFE

Step 1 First, all VOLTAGE DROPS should be
calculated as shown in Fig. 20.1. Re-
member that about 0.6 volts must be
allowed for across the base/emitter
junction of TR1 (shown npn).

Step 2 Now calculate the currents in base bias
chain RI, R2. This current is not critical
but should normally be much larger (say
ten times larger) than the base current.
Since base current is 10 microamps, the
bias chain may be set at 100 microamps
(0 I mA).

Step 3 Apply Ohm's law to produce resistor
values. It is at this stage that intelligent
approximations can be made to "round
off" in accordance with preferred
values.
This yields RI=68 kilohm, R2=2.7
kilohm, RI =3 -9 kilohm RI =2 kilohm.

Fig. 20.1. Calculated current flow and
voltage drops in the design of a simple
single -stage amplifier.

21  D.C. COMPONENT AT THE OUTPUT

The "output signal" of an amplifier is really
a steady d.c. level with superimposed variation.

Consider the circuit diagram of Fig. 21.1, a
simple amplifying stage in which the resistor
bias values are such that the voltages shown
are those with NO input signal-called the
quiescent conditions.

Without any signal, the output is delivering
a steady d.c. voltage of 8 volts which is not a
signal, Fig. 21.2a.

If a small a.c. voltage signal of say 0.1 volts
peak is applied to the input, the output
terminal will swing up and down by one volt,
since the voltage gain is 10. The actual output
will thus vary between (8+1)V and (8-1)V as
the signal deflects it, i.e. between 9 and 7 volts
see Fig. 21.2b.

Fig. 21.2. Output voltage at the collector of
TR1 with (a) no input signal (b) 100mV
peak a.c. signal.

Fig. 21.1. Quiescent voltage con-
ditions at the output of a simple
amplifier having a gain of 10.

OUTPUT

1111

0
TIME

la)

v.

OUTPUT

TIME

(b)
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look

RAPY

... practical
...visual

...exciting !

no previous knowledge
no unnecessary theory

no "maths"

electronics
I really

mastered

BUILD, SEE AND LEARN
step by step, we take you through all the fundamentals of
electronics and show how easily the subject can be mastered.
Write for the free brochure now which explains our system.

1/ BUILD AN
OSCILLOSCOPE

You earn how to build
an oscilloscope which
remains your property.
With it, you will become
familiar with all the
components used in
electronics.

2/ READ, DRAW
AND UNDERSTAND
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS

as used currently in the
various fields of electronics.

3/ CARRY OUT
OVER
40 EXPERIMENTS
ON BASIC ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS & SEE HOW
THEY WORK, including :

valve experiments, transistor experiments
amplifiers, oscillators, signal tracer, pho-
to electric circuit, computer circuit, basic
radio receiver, electronic switch, simple
transmitter, a c experiments. d.c. experi-
ments. simple counter, time delay circuit,
servicir.g procedures

This new style course will enable anyone to
really understand electronics by a modern.
practical and visual method-no maths, and
a minimum of theory-no previous knowledge
required. It will also enable anyone to under-
stand how to test, service and maintain all
types of electronic equipment. radio and TV
receivers, etc.

NOW
fCoHrURE

I

II or write if you prefer mot to cut page

To: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS SCHOOL,
P.O. Box 156, JERSEY. Please send you' free brochure, without obligation, to:

we do not employ eePlesentet,es

BLOCK CAPSNAME

ADDRESS PLEASE 91EEL

_J

special free gift also to all our students
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enrrs
UK's

LARGEST RANGE

OF KITS &

GADGETS

TEST EQUIPMENT
MULTIMETERS
(carr. etc. 30p)
ITI-2 20K Mort Slimline E5.115
M210 (Case 11.25) 20K/Volt Slimline de -luxe E075
TLH33O 2K/Volt Robust /7.50
114323 (+1F8AF Osc) 12741
AF105 (Case 12.25) 50K/Volt 1E12.50
U4313 20K/Volt AC current. Steel case 1111511
114341 Plus Built in transistor tester 1E18'58
Model 500 (Case E2 25), 30K/Volt 111.75

OTHER EQUIPMENT
SE2508 Pocket Signal Injector £2.25 carr. 15p
TE15 Grid Dip meter 440kHz-280mHz 114'58 carr. 30p
TE40 AC Millivoltmeter 1.2mHz E10-75 carr. 35p
TE6528 Range valve voltmeter £33 50 carr. 40P
TE20D 120kHr-500mHz RF Generator 118 95 carr. 40p
TE22D 20Hz-200kHz Audio Generator 2111-115 carr. 40p
SE350A Deluxe Signal Tracer E12 85 carr. 200
5E400 Volts:ohms/R-C sub./RF field/RF gen.

115.59 carr. 20te

New Revolutionary Supertester 680R
1080R Multi -tester Accessories
Eft -N Transistor tester £11 AO

Electronic voltmeter 118-00
Ampclamp £11.5
Temperature probe E11.1115
Guass meter E11.95
Signal Injector L5115
Phase Sequence E5 OS
EHT Probe E.S 95
Shunts 25/50/100A £451

't

A SELECTION OF INTERESTING ITEMS
C3025 Compact transistor tester Et 9S p& p 150
Q4002 Photoelectric System /13 711
(1310 Stereo map. cart. preamp. FA 811 p 6 p 25p
Easiphone 01201 telepnone amplifier E7 58 p & p 250
D1203 Teleamp. with PU coil Et 95 p&p 20p
LL1 Door intercomm. and chime Ll 40 p & 0 25p
9" Twin spring unit For E3 30 p & p 15p
16" Twin spring unit Reverbs Et 85 p & 0250
US50 Ultrasonic Switch Transmitter/Receiver E12 75
C3041 1-250 MHz 1E4 25
C3043 5CH 1-300 MHz 15 75
VHF 105 Aircraft Band Convertor E4 50 p 6 p 150
B2005 4 Ch. mlc. mixer EA 20 p 6 0150
82004 2 ch. Stereo mixer 0175 p & 015P
PK3 Kit. Etch your own ptd. circuits Et -95 p & p 20p

BUILD THIS RADIO
Portable MW/LW radio kit
using Mullard RF/IF module.
Features MW-bandspread for
extra selectivity. Slow motion
funning. Fibre glass PVC
cabinet. 600MW output. All
parts 17.911 (battery 22p), carr.
etc. 320.

EXCLUSIVE: SPECIAL OFFERS
MW/LW CAR RADIO PORTABLE CASSETTE
+ or - Earth with speaker TAPE PLAYER-for car or
and floings. EON c./p. 30P. carry around. E7 28 c./p. 200.
8 TRACK CAR STEREO HANIMAX BC808 POCKET
( - Earth) with speakers In CALCULATOR WITH
Pds & flogs. 312 50 c.10.40P. % KEY. E.28-115
Portable Battery Cassette HANIMAX BC811M
Tape Player E7 25. MEMORY VERSION 333.75
Car Lighter Plug and adaptor  BC807 ", Key 12245
for all cassette and radio  BCM850 °. Key -t Memory
8/73/9 volt output (state 13345
width) 11.5 each  MAINS UNIT L325 Extra
Rotel Stereophones HANIMAX H101 STEREO
RH630 El so COMPACT RECORD
RH700 £10 25 PLAYER 2 x 7 watts. Com-
RH430 Eit 14 piete with Speakers (List
Wain W500 Battery/Mains 154 501 Price L75 IS Plus
Cassette Recorder 1E12 75 Nee pair of stereo phones.

DON'T RELY ON YOUR MEMORY
BUY NOW AT BARGAIN PRICES
Hi Fi and Transistors - Up to date

Brochures on request

SPECIAL PURCHASES
UHF TV TUNERS s=
CHANNELS 21 TOM
Brand new transistorised
geared tuners for 625 Line r).
Receiver IF output. 1250,
Post 20o.
PUSHBUTTON UHF TV TUNER
New purchase of 4 button transistorised UHF
tuner. 13 SO + post 20P.

EASY TO BUILD KITS BY AMTRON-
EVERYTHING SUPPLIED
Model No.
310 Radio control receiver
300 4 -channel R/C transmitter
345 Superhet R/C receiver

65 Simple transistor tester
115 8 watt Amplifier
120 12 watt amplifier
125 Stereo control unit
130 Mono control unit
605 Power supply for 115
610 Power supply for 120
615 Power supply for 2 x 120
230 AM/FM aerial amplifier
240 Auto packing light
275 Mic. preamplifier
570S LF generator 10Hz-I mHz
575S Sq. wave generator 20Hz-20Khz
590 SWR meter
630 STAB Power supply 6-12v 0.25-0-1A
690 DC motor speed Gov.
700 Electronic Chaffinch
760 Acoustic switch
780 Metal Detector (electronics only)
790 Capacitive Burglar alarm
835 Guitar preamp.
840 Delay car alarm &LIN
875 CAP. Discharge Ignition for car engine

(-Ve Earth) E13.99
80 Scope Calibrator E2

255 Level indicator £5 IS
525 120-160mHz VHF timer E11 31
715 Photo cell mitch LS 97
795 Electronic continuity tester E4 17
860 Photo timer E15 51
235 Acoustic Alarm for driver LS 81
465 Quartz XTAL checker
220 Signal Injector
390 VOX

£1£12053:1

432 Testakit 118 30
670 Buffer Battery Charger ES SS
850 Electronic Keyer 113 75
820 Electronic Digital Clock L55
ALL KITS OFFERED SUBJECT TO STOCK

AVAILABILITY
Prices correct at
time of preparation.
Subject to change
without notice.

132.
ES 81

81
£1 64
/4 SO
E4. 73
1E8 01
E41{
E5 31
LS 31
El 44
E3.29
LS SO
LE SI

L21 45
E1 P 77
Ell 47
L9 24
LS 31
E792

E12 57
/10 91
17.92
14.99

BUILD THIS TUNER ML3
MW/LW Radio Tuner to use with any mollify.
Features Mullard RF/IF module Ferrite serial, built
in battery. Excellent results. Size 7" x 23" x 33".
All parts E5 25, carr. 150.

Mullard FM Modules
LP1186 Tuning Heart
Module.
LP1185 IF Module com-
plete with data. Price
LI-00 pair.

Sinclair Special Offer
Stereo 60 Pre -amplifier
-for use with most
small amplifiers. Ex-
clusive offer ES 75.

FM Tuner Module
FM5231 12v FM Tuner
27 115.
LS713-4,9512 Stereo Decoder

SF82H 6v Stereo FM
Tuner 114 95.

PPS Eliminator Kit
Complete module kit
9v 100mA output E1.55,

TBA8110 5 WATT I.C.
Suitable alternative to
SL403D.
5/30 volt operated. 8/16
ohm
5 watt output.
With circuits and data
E1 56.
Kit with printed circuit
panel 2278. All kits
available from stock.

STROBE TUBE
ZFT4A. Suitable for
December '73 Pract.
Electronics E3 SO.

ST2 (D32) DIAC 2Sp
CRS1 /40 SCR 45p.
ZFT4 EA 50
ZFT8 E4 SS

0011

to ran,c/
CZTE

changes,

a0;:i all,oDgazeeei,ann,dhreaw

lie

ces h ion
ne lor ge'catal test

 Die A °gue

UK'S
LARGEST RANGE OF
TRANSISTORS AND DEVICES

JUST A SELECTION
113A800 5 Watt IC
Sinclair IC12 6 Watt IC
ZN4141C Radio
Ultrasonic Transducers
3015F 7SEG indicator

TIL 209 LED
 With circuits/data sheet

L1 SO
E2 SO
1E1 20

E5 N pr.
1E1 78

Up each. 22p each per 10

OVER 1500 DIFFERENT SEMI - CONDUCTOR
DEVICES IN STOCK
Free stock list-latest edition (Ref. 36) on request.
Includes radio valves, I.C.'s Rectifiers, Triacs, SCR's,
LED's, etc. More types-better prices-discounts for
quantity small or large.

a&RRARD BATTARITAPE DECK
GARRARD 2 speed
9 volt tape decks.
Fitted record / play
and oscillator/Erase
heads. Wind and
rewind controls.
Takes up toe' spools.
Brand new complete
with head circuits.
LS SO carr. 30p.

TOP QUALITY
SLIDER CONTROLS
60mm stroke high quality
controls complete with
knobs (post, etc. 15p any
quantity).

Singles Lou and Lin
5K, 10K, 22K, 50K, 100K,
250K. SOOK, 1 Meg. 45p
each.

Ganged Log and Un
10K, 22K, 50K, 100K, 250K,
85p each.
Complete with knobs.

MARRIOT
TAPE HEADS
4 TRACK MONO or
2 TRACK STEREO
'17' High Impedance Et 54
'18' Med. Impedancen 50
'38' Med. Impedance LS PI
R730/E73 2 track mono
Record/Erase low Imp.
759 pair.
Erase Heeds for '17', '18'
and '36' 11.011
'63' 2 track mono, Hi Imp.

£1.75
'43' Erase Head for '63'

759
(Post, etc. 15p any qty).

SINCLAIR, MINIATURE AMPLIFIERS &
TUNER/DECODER
AMPLIFIERS (carr., etc. 200)
4.300, 0 3 mitt 9volt 11 75 SP40-5 2240/stereo
104, 1 watt 9 volt E3 10 08'PZ5 L25 IN
304, 3 watt 9 volt E3 9S SP40-82Z40/stereo
550, 3 watt 12 volt E410 80/PZ6 327-75
E1208, 5 watt 12 volt ES 1111 SP60 2260/stereo
608, 10 watt 24 volt E4 9S 80/PZ8 Ls 43
110, 10 watt 28 volt E4 115 Transformer PZ8 L.1.1115
E12013, 30 watt 45 volt Ell 95
(1210, 2) + 23 watts

12 volt £5 25
RE500, 5 watt IC mains

operated Amplifier with
controls ES 30

SAC14, 7+ 7 watt Stereo .......?
with controls 111-75

SAC13. 15 + 15 watt
Stereo with controls

114 65

POWER SUPPLIES FOR EVERY PURPOSE
( All cased unless stated chassis)
470C 8/71/9 volt 300 mA (includes Multi -Adaptor for

Tape Recorders, etc.) E2 25 post 20p
Car Lighter Voltage Adaptors 300mA (State voltage

6v, 70, 9v) Ef 115 ea. post 2Sp
SC202 3/6/74/9 volt 400mA £1.2S carr. 30p
HC244R Stabilised version E5 SO carr. 30p
P500 9 volt SOOmA 13 26 post 209
P11 24 volt 500mA (chassis) 12 N post 209
P15 26/28 volt 1 amp (chassis) 12.00 post 200
P1080 12v 1 amp (chassis) Ea 70 post 209
P1081 45v 0 9 amp (chassis) 27 SS post 209
P12 44-12 volt 0 4-1 amp 17 15 poet 30P
5E101 A 3/6/9/12 volt 1 amp (Stab.) 112 7S post 2Sp
RP16415/71/9112 1 amp (Stab.) /13 45 post 30p

FIBRE OPTICS
0 01 Diam. Mono Filament 15-S0
per 100 metre reel 0-13 Diam. 64
Fibres Sheathed. E1.04 per metre.
SPRAYS 15mm Diam. (Mares Tail
Spray £10 50)

411 types offered subject to availability.
Prices correct at time of press E & 0E.

VAT TO BE ADDED TO ALL ORDERS.
UK post etc. 15p per order unless stated.

Henry's RADIO
EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2

404-406 Electronic Components and Equipment 01 -402 8381
309 PA Disco Lighting High Power Sound 01-723 6963
303 Bargains Store (Callers only
Home and Car Enterta,nment Centres London and branches now open
120 Shaftesbury Avenue. London W1 01 -437 9692
144 Burnt Oak Broadway. Burnt Oak. Edgware 01.952 7402
190-194 Station Road. Harrow.Nliddlesee 01 -663 7788/9
354.356 Edgware Road. London W2 01.402 5854/4736

All mail to
303 Edgware Road.
London W2 1 BW
All stores open 9 am to
6 pm sty days a week
Hnfi - Tape Equipment
Discount Stock List
Free at a// stores
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Know YOUR comronENTs...
Hints & Tips for the Novice Constuctor By Ron Adams

The Diode
Extra care must be taken in

fitting the diode because, like
an electrolytic capacitor, it is
polarised and could be damaged
by reverse connections. The
body markings must be carefully
noted.

Most diodes have a band on
their bodies which normally indi-
cates cathode connection. Some
diodes are marked with the diode
circuit symbol, which is fine as
long as you relate the symbol

to the physical component.
A diode can be damaged by

excessive heat, so don't leave
your soldering iron on the solder
joint too long. A good tip is
either to use a heat shunt, this
is a device to conduct the heat
away from the diode; i.e. a pair
of long -nosed pliers, or a good
substitute is a flat aluminium
spring hair clip, or to keep the
diode leads as long -as possible
by putting one complete turn or
loop in each wire before mount-
ing on the component board

BAND OR SPOT
AT THIS END

Circuit symbols for (a) the
diode and (b) the transistor,
npn.

t

Photograph showing a few of the many different
types of transistor encapsulations.
(a) AD149 (b) BC107 (c) 0072 (d) AC128 (e) AD161
(f) BD201 (g) BC147-Lockfit.
Everyday Electronics, September 1974

The Transistor
Great care must also be used

in mounting the transistor. The
temperature problems are the
same as for the diode.

The lead connections are
obviously very important and
must be checked with the appro-
priate data sheets, etc. On most
metal -can transistors the collec-
tor is connected to case, there-
fore transistors should not touch
each other.

Three common
types of diode

(a) power or rectifier
type -1 N92

(b) small signal sili-
con -1 N914

(c) small signal ger-
manium -0A91.

0

b = BASE
= COLLECTOR

e= EMITTER

0

0
0

Oc

ob

Oe

Three common types of encapsulations showing
lead connections. (a) case type TO -92 for 2N3704,
(b) TO -98 for 2N2C26, (c) Ferranti encapsulation
for such as ITX301.
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DOWN TO MEM
By GEORGE HYLTON

"Please explain the expression 'virtual earth' which I have some-
times seen used in describing amplifiers."

A virtual earth is a point in a
circuit which is at the same volt-
age as "earth" even though it is
not actually connected to earth.
It can be seen what a virtual
earth is by making up a rather
unusual bridge circuit (Fig. la).
Here B1 drives a current through
R1 and it flows in the direction
shown by the upper arrow. Simi-
larly B2 and R2.

OPPOSING FLOWS
These currents flow in opposite

directions through the meter. If
they happen to be equal they can-
cel and the meter reads zero.

To the uninitiated this may
seem impossible. The batteries are
still there. The resistances are
still there. So what's happened to
the current? The answer is that
it is still flowing quite happily-

(a)

B1 I
m6

A

(b)

Fig. 1. Two simple bridge cir-
cuits to illustrate virtual earth.

but not through the meter. It al
flows from the positive side of Bl
through R1 and R2 in series and
into the negative side of B2. So
B1 and B2 are just two batteries
in series driving a current through
two resistances in series.

Remember that this is only true
in the special case where each
battery supplies the same amount
of current. Change either voltage
or resistance and the balance is
upset and the meter reads.

Now, if a voltmeter reads zero
there is no volts across it. This
means that there is no difference
in voltage between point A and
point C. Poiiits A and C are at
the same voltage. In the circuit
there is an earth connection to
point A. But point C, although not
earthed, is still at the same volt-
age as the earthed point. Point
C is a virtual earth.

UNDECIDED
In Fig. lb,B1 and B2 are "series -

aiding"; i.e. they push the current
in the same direction. Voltage
drops appear across R1 and R2 as
shown, leaving point C in a state
of acute indecision, not knowing
whether to be positive or negative.

For special values of Bl, B2,
R1, and R2 it is neither positive
nor negative, with respect to
earth, but neutral. A meter con-
nected from C to A will then read
zero. Point C is a virtual earth.

If you have begun to suspect
that Fig. lb is the same as la

Fig. 2. A simple
two -stage audio
amplifier.

only drawn differently and with
the meter omitted you are right!
The point is that in practical cir-
cuits you often see something
much more like lb than la. Be-
fore we look at one, let me make
the point that Bl and B2 could
just as well be two a.c. voltages in
antiphase. In practical circuits
they are a.c. signal voltages, as
in the audio amplifier, Fig. 2.

PRACTICAL CIRCUIT
The input is vi, TR1 provides

voltage gain and also inverts the
phase of vi; TR2 is an emitter -
follower which passes on the
voltage at TR1 collector to the
output as v2, without further
change of phase. At a particular
instant the polarities of vi and v2
could be as shown. These voltages
aid one another to drive a current
through RI and R2 in series.

Now comes the tricky bit. Out-
put voltage vs is created by apply-
ing the input vi. It's created be-
cause the amplifier responds to
vi. Well,- no, that's not quite true.
The amplifier responds to the sig-
nal voltage between point C and
earth, which is the true input to
TR1. This is not the same as vi,
because some of vi is lost in Rl.
The greater the current in RI,
the more of vi is lost.

But the current in R1 depends
on v2 as well as vi, since these
two voltages are series -aiding.
Since v2 depends on the gain, then
as the gain increases so the cur-
rent in RI increases and so more
of vi is lost before reaching MI

In practical circuits, nearly all
of vi is lost in RI. The tiny bit
that remains at C is still enough
when amplified by TRI, to pro-
duce v2. The higher the amplifica-
tion, the less of vi is needed at C.
As the gain approaches infinity,
the voltage at C sinks towards
zero. But zero in this case means
earth voltage. So if the voltage
gain is high, point C is nearly at
earth voltage, it is a virtual earth.

OUT
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Project 80
the slimmest, most
elegant hifi modules
ever made

, , y with Protect 80 f( They
-an be assembled virtually anywhere. creating opportunities to install
systems hitherto only dreamed about and never before made practical.
Quality and reliability are everything you could wish for. Units are

are in
v.

22 'high;:deep
Slider controls
New circuitry

Stereo 80 pre -amplifier
and control unit
Each channel has inde
pendent tone and volume
slider controls enabling
exceptionally good er
vironmental matching 1.,

he obtained. A virtual
earth input stage forms
part of the up -dated
circuitry which includes
generous overload mar-
gins Clear instructions
with template are
supplied.

R RP £11.95 +VA1P

Size - 260  50 20mm (10; 2 ins)
Inputs - Mag P U 3mV RIAA corrected.
Ceramic P U ,Radio,Tape
S/N ratio - 60db
Frequency range - 10Hz to 25KHz 3dB
Power requirements - 20 to 35 volts
Outputs- 100mV  AB mon toting for tape
Controls - Press button for tape. radio and
P U Sliders for Volum, Bass and Treble

Project 80
FM tuner and stereo decoder

FM Tuner
Size - 85 x 50 k 20mm
Tuning range - 87.5 tc 108 MHz
Detector- I.C. balanced
coincidence
AFC - Switchable
One 26 transistor I.C.
Twin dual varicap tuning
Distortion 0.2% at 1 KHz for
30", modulation
4 pole ceramic filter in I.F. section
Sensitivity -4 microvolts for
30dB quieting
Outp - 300n5 for 75 KH

Decoder -
With gallium arsenide tuning
beacon and 19 -transistor I C
Size - 47

FM
R R.
tunP

I
p, rid'

V
,11-A19

;J T

DecoderRni£7.45

Project 80 active filter
unit

IIII 'iii

Size - 108 50 20rnm (4;  2 Sins)
Voltage gain - minus 0-2d8
Frequency response - 36Hz to 22KHz.
controls minimum
Distortion - at 1 KHz -0 03% using 30V
HF cut off (scratch) - 22KHz to 55KHz.
12dB, oct slope
L.F. cut off (rumble) - 28dB at 20Hz.
Bc1Binc!

R

f6.9m 0.6A9p0 V T.

Z.40 & Z.60
power amplifiers

Z.40
Size - 55 30  [Omni
Input sensitivity -.100mV
Output - 15W RMS
continuous 8 CT (35V).
Frequency response -
10Hz 100KHz 1 dB

Signal to noise ratio -
64d1-1
Distortion - less than
0 1 at 10VY into 8 0
Power requirements -
12 -35 volts

RRP £5 J VAT, 54p

Z.60
Size - 55 - 98 20e

Input sensitivity -
100- 2::,0mV
Output- 5W RMSb
(45V)
Distortion - typically
0.03%
Frequency response -
10Hz to more than
200101z -ldB
5/N ratio -
better th,e

R.p.f6 95 

Sinclair power
supply
units

module. NOP,
(,3dILIStable)9PJV
R R P 17.98 0 7`lo t.
Witi -

PZ.5
R l L4-98

PZ.6 35V stabilised
PRP f 7-98 0 79n T

G uarantee
,,rths of purchasing any product cirect

are dissatisfied with it. your money w II be
hfiinded on production of receipt of payment Many
Sinclair appointed Stockists also offer this guarantee

Should any defect arise in normal use. we will sevice
it without charge For damage arising from nos use a
small charge (typically 1.1 00) will be made

Sinclair
R 0 London Road. St Ives. Huntingdon. PEI 74HJ Phone SI Ives (0480) 64311 Req
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A

SUPPLIERS OF SEMI -CONDUCTORS TO THE WORLD

G.P.O.

Telephone
Corner

COMPLETE
TELEPHONES
Normal Household Type

"11.05 P&P
p 45p each

TELEPHONE DIALS
Standard Post Office type. Guaranteed In

working order.

271/2p POST 6 PACKING 16}

Tested and
Guaranteed
Paks" 4

101141

1.000 PIV1007
Sillamp. Rec.

pla
diostic

`d
es. 5p

Read Switches, 1' long. [Cy..
r dia. High Speed P.O. --r
type

H35 inn Mixed Diodes, Germ, SSDGold bonded. etc.
Marked and Unmarked.

H38 Short lead Transistors, cr.
NPN Silicon Planar types --r30

H39 6 Integrated Circuits. 55p4 Gates BMC 962. 2 Flip
Flops BMC 945

H41 2 Sit Power transistors ss
comp pair BDI31/132

1153 A 2N3055 type NPN SII.
power transistors. Below "."' r
spec. devices
3819 N Channel FETs 55p2N38192N3819 in plastic case "H14 4

e7 Unmarked
Untested Paks

SI 50 Germanium Transistors 5.5p

866 Kfl Germanium Diodes 55p -- Min. glass type
883 200 rTeriax.11:1Nnr eta.catunrders55p

Germs.
Silicon Diodes DO -7 c5p
glass equiv. to 0A200.
0A202
Sit. Diodes sub. min. K5p
IN914 and IN916 types

a" 100

100
H34

Germ. NPN Silicon
Power Transistors. PNP, SSp

TO -3 Can.
1447 in 3819N Channel FETs 55p

 - plastic case type

Make a rev counter
for your car

The 'TACHO BLOCK'. This encapsulated
block will turn any 0-1mA meter into a linear
and accurate rev. counter for any car with
normal coil ignition a. In
system. ZerlUp sad!

17et4 N38120919

II

Intercom Telephones
Exactly as Internal telephone systems still In
everyday use where automatic Internal ex-
changes have not yet taken over. Available In
5, 10 or 15 ways. Complete with circuits and
instructions. Price lbf each instrument is
Independent of the number of ways. Please
phone for latest details of cable.

£2.75 pi.3 p Per Instrument

Extension Telephones. 71(p each. p.p 272p.
£1.37} for 2. PAP. 55p.
These phones are extensions and do not con-
tain bells.

New X Hatch
Our new vastly improved Mark Two Cross

Hatch Generator is now available
Essential for alignment of colour guns on all
colour T.V. receivers. Featuring plug in IC's
and a more sensitive sync. pick-up circuit. The
case is virtually unbreakable-ideal for the
engineer's tool box-and only measures 3' 
51- 3".
Reatibtulit

only
(Includes .A.T. an.p. & p.hu no batteries

111.4141 AUDIO IC
We have just received a large consignment of
LM380 IC's. These are specially selected to a
higher grade and are marked with the number
S 1.60745.
This fantastic little 3watt audio IC only
requires two capacitors and two potentiometers
to make an amplifier with volume and tone
control. The quality is good and has to be
heard to ho

LM380

special
POur. ZI 110 ea

complete with
data and
protects book

Over 1,000,000
Transistors
in stock
We hold a very large range of fully marked,
tested and guaranteed transistors, power
transistors, diodes and rectifiers at very
competitive prices. Please send for free
catalogue.

Our very popular 4p transistors
TYPE "A" PNP Silicon alloy, TO -S can
TYPE "B" PNP Silicon, plastic encapsulation
TYPE "E" PNP Germanium AF or RF
TYPE "F" NPN Silicon plastic encapsulation
TYPE "G" NPN silicon similar ZTX 300 range
TYPE "H" PNP silicon similar ZTX 500 range

RELAYS FORVARIOUS TYPES El  Op
P P 27

U
TV TunerHFUnits

Brand new by a famous
manufacturer

Data supplied £2.75

IIJ

Plastic Power
Transistors
NOW IN
TWO
RANGES
These are 40W and 90W Silicon Plastic Power
Transistors of the very latest design, available
In NPN or PNP at the most shatteringly low
prices of all time. We have been selling these
successfully In quantity to all parts of the
world and we are proud to offer them under
our Tested and Guaranteed terms.
Range 1. VCE. Min 15. HFE Min 15.

1-12 13-25
10 Watt 22p 21Io
90 Watt 713P 24(p
Range 2. VCE. Min. 10. HFE Min 40

1-12 13-25
40 Watt Up 31p
90 Watt Blip Wilk

Please state NPN or PNP on order.

211-511

lip
220

24-54
250
330

High Speed Magnetic Counters 4 digit (non -
reset) 21Vor 48V 4 . I lin 33p p & p 5p.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
We stock a large range of I.Cs at very com-
petitive prices (from 11p each). These are all
listed In our FREE Catalogue, see coupon
below.

METRICATION CHARTS now available
This fantastically detailed conversion calcula-
tor carries thousands of classified references
between metric and British (and U.S.A.)
measurements of length, area, volume, liquid
measure, weights etc.
Pocket Size 15p Wall Chart Hp

LOW COST DUEL IN LINE I.C. SOCKETS
14 pin type at 16)p each 1 Now new low profile
18 pin type at 18p each) type

BOOKS
We have a large selection of Reference and
Technical Books in stock. Details are In our
latest Catalogue, Send for It TODAY. using
the coupon below. N.B. Books are void of
V.A.T.

Send for lists of publications

)ma/
Our famous P1 Pak

is still leading in value
Full of Short Lead S,,,lOconcluclurs a E,nctronic
Components. approx. 170. We guarantee at
least 30 really high quality factory marked
Transistors PNP & NPN, and a host of Diodes
& Rectifiers mounted on Printed Circuit Panels.
Identification Chart supplied to give some
information on the Transistors.

lip P & Pon this Pak. cc
Please ask for Pak P.1. only Dap

0

Please send me the FREE Bi-Pre-Pak Catalogue

NAME

ADDRESS

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 11% VAT
MINIMUM ORDER 50p. CASH WITH ORDER
PLEASE. Add 15p post and packing per order
OVERSEAS ADD EXTRA FOR POSTAGE

BUY THESE GOODS WITH ACCESS

Dept.°. 222.224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ONSEA, ESSEX.
TELEPHONE SOUTHEND (0702) 46344

15
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MESSING around with calcula-
tors can be almost as much

fun as messing around with boats
-more so in the winter and on
wet Sunday afternoons. Even
those (like myself) with a mental
block when it comes to mathe-
matics can enjoy using or playing
arithmetical games with an elec-
tronic calculator.

The first electronic calculator,
which was made at the end of
the last war, used 18,000 elec-
tronic valves and so was hardly a
practical proposition. But even
that was more practical than the
mechanical toothed -wheel calcu-
lators that had been under
development since the 17th
century.

The advent of the transistor
made life easy for the designers
of calculators, if only because
18.000 large, hot valves could be
replaced by 18,000 small, cool
transistors. But even transistors
take up space and it was the
wherewithal to cram most of those
transistors onto a single chip lie
integrate them into one circuit)
that made the pocket calculator a
reality.

CHEAPER
CALCULATORS

The reason why calculators
keep getting cheaper is that chips
cost a fortune to design and put
into production but relatively
little to produce once the produc-
tion run is under way.

Thus those people who bought
calculators when they first
appeared paid much, much more
for them then than they would
be paying now. And the trade-in
value on a calculator is virtually
nil. They are still being improved
and new chips developed which

means that no one wants to buy
an old second-hand model when
they can just as easily and just
as chnply buy a better new one.

The sad truth is that what cost
£100 a few years ago may not
be 'half as good as what costs
£30 brand new today. But with
raw material prices going up all
the time it is unlikely that calcu-
lators will continue to get much
cheaper and my guess is that the
price of a reasonable model will
in the end, settle at around £15.

CHOOSING
There is nu point in buying a

machine which will work out
square roots, tangents and
cosines, and all manner of other
math'matical mumbo jumbo if
it is only to be used for routine
arithmetic.

Likewise, although the constant
facility (which enables a whole
string of similar multiplications
to be carried out) may be
invaluable to some people, it will
be utterly redundant for others.

Although a memory may be
useful to enable one calculation
to be held in limbo while another
side calculation is tackled, a full
functional memory is pretty ex-
pensive. But a simple memory,
whicl will enable the user to re-
trace his steps through one stage
of a zalculation to correct a mis-
take and so avoid starting the
whole calculation over again, may
be quite cheap and so well worth
looking for.

Percentage keys are only really
useful if they are so-called "live"
or "net and gross" keys which
enable the operator easily to add
on and subtract a few per cent
extra for this and a few per cent
extra for that (for example) on a
special offer.

Simple percentage keys often
do little more than shift the
decimal point a couple of places
to the left, (divide by 100) and
provide no facility for adding or
subtracting the result from the
original price in question.

FREE -FLOW LOGIC
My own personal hobby -horse

is that a machine should have
full flow arithmetic (sometimes
called free flow logic or free flow
arithmetic or chain flow logic or
some other similar term). In
simple language this means that
the operator can enter all his
calculations into the machine key-
board just as he would write
them.

On most of the early machines,
and many of the cheaper modern
machines, it is necessary to follow
the machine's own logic when
entering up calculations rather
than act normally.

Experienced salesmen will
know what you mean when you
ask for a machine which has chain
or free flow logic. But others will
just look blank. The best way of
checking in the shop whether a
machine has what you want is to
try entering a simple calculation
as you would write it and see
what happens.

Take for example the sum
11-2+4X2. Keying in the first
number, 11. pressing the minus
sign and then keying in 2 may
well give you the result minus 9
instead of plus 9. From then on
the calculation is doomed. Keying
in plus 4 gives you the answer
minus 5 instead of plus 13,and
multiplying this by 2 gives you
the answer minus 10 instead of
the answer plus 26.

Of course using the machine's
particular logic (which usually
involves pressing the minus sign
after the 2 has been keyed in
rather than before) will give you
the correct result and if you are
happy to work that wa} you can
save yourself a fair amount of
money.

This is because the new genera-
tions of machines all tend to work
with human logic rather than
machine logic and the ware-
houses are full of old -logic
machines that become more obso-
lete every day. So keep a very
wary eye open on very cheap
offers. Quite often these will be
batches of old odd -logic machines
which are technicall} sound but
have become a drug on the
market.
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Counteract
I have just read Mr. Paul

Young's to EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS April 1974, concern-
ing supplying overseas customers.

I would suggest that Mr. Young
has not tried every way to get
around the problem he describes.
I would propose that he institutes
a flat postage and packing charge

of say £2 for all overseas orders. I
would think that this would cover
the extra time involved, small
items could be airmailed and
larger ones sent surface post.

As prices of electronic com-
ponents in New Zealand are
more than double U.K. prices it
is economical in many cases to
order from the U.K. even with the
higher post and packing. I am
hoping Mr. Young will see fit to
reconsider his policy so that he
can update his wall map with
many more blue -headed pins.

I am one of those who does not
have a pen friend in the U.K. to
purchase goods on my behalf.

Ronald Mathews,
Nelson, New Zealand

Thank you for your interesting
and constructive letter.

We should love to fill our map
up with blue pins, but we should
go bankrupt in the process.

There was not enough room
(printing space) in my article to
go into the subject more deeply,
and most people assume that we
have just trifled around with the
problem before giving it up. TH'e
facts are that for ten years we
tried to make overseas mail pay.

it, and had it grown to large
enough proportions, there would
have been no problem, because it
would have been worthwhile
having an export department.
However, since the gross turn-
over never rose above £1,500, it

111111111111111111111111111:IN111111111!!11111,B1111111! Ir,'IIIIIIW'1111:i',!1.11'C7!.:Fil!i;i1HrIli,.ii:1;1:!1 I

Continued from page 507

PRACTICAL CIRCUIT
We can demonstrate the effect of parallel

resonance by making a simple tuned radio
frequency (T.R.F.) radio. See Fig. 14.5. The
coil is wound on a ferrite rod having dimensions
150mm length by 10mm diameter. Use 70 turns
of 22 s.w.g. wire and close wind the turns. The
rod picks up radiated electromagnetic fields from
any radio stations in the area and induces vol-
tage across the ends of the coil. The parallel
circuit of Ll with VC1 shows low impedance to
all but the resonant frequency, hence that
frequency alone will give a maximum voltage
across the end sof the coil. This frequency can
be varied by adjusting the value of VC1.

We measure this "tuned voltage" by connect-
ing Ll to an amplifier circuit (TR1). We are
using an f.e.t. because it gives us a very high
input impedance (so that we do not affect our
520

was with much reluctance that we
had to abandon it.

The position at the moment is
that we accept only BFPO orders,
as the postage is the same as for
the U.K. Other than this we will
accept an order if it is over £50
in value, and if several people
could pool their requirements, it
may be possible to reach this
amount.

One thing we find puzzling is
that other overseas would-be cus-
tomers have praised other U.K.
suppliers so highly, that we can-
not understand why they are dis-
satisfied that we cannot match
their performance.

Paul Young

N. E. Radio Course
I write once again, firstly to

thank you for the publicity you
have given my course for the
R.A.E. (Radio Amateurs Examina-
tion) in the past, and secondly to
ask that brief details again be in-
cluded in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS.

The course commences in the
middle of September at the Gos-
forth Secondary School, North
Road, Gosforth, Northumberland
-from
days/Wednesdays. A prospectus
and further details may be had
from the principal on written or
telephone request.

D. R. Loveday,
G3FPE,

Newcastle upon Tyne

Q too much). Transistor TR1 also rectifies any
tuned radio frequency signals which, of course,
would be modulated with audio. This operation
is called detection. Capacitor Cl removes the
radio frequency component after rectification
and leaves the audio signals which are further
amplified by the two simple audio stages that
follow. The overall amplification is sufficient to
give very good reception of medium wave signals
(the frequencies of which fall into the range of
about 1.3MHz down to 500kHz).

Those who are mathematically inclined might
like to try and work out the inductance of the
coil if you assume it takes a capacitance of
40pF to tune in a frequency of 1MHz. If you
then assume a Q of 1,000 work out the resonant
impedance of the tuning circuit-you may be
surprised how high it is !
Next part: The Armstrong oscillator
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Beforeyoubuilda Heathkit
send away for a free

bookful of encouragement.
The new Heathkit catalogue.
In it you'll find the whole range of Heathkit

electronic kits. The world's largest range, in fact.
Every one of which you can build yourself.

Easily. And quickly.
And, if you're not convinced, we're sure a quick

glance through our catalogue will soon encourage 
you to try.

You'll probably surprise yourself.
Because, even if you've never used a soldering

iron in your life,you can build a Heathkit.
The easy to understand assembly manual and

Kit Builder's Guide you'll get, see to that.

,HE NOR DS LAMEST SELECTION OE ELECTROW .0Th W.?*
SEMEMEKA NIX

Start with something comparatively easy
perhaps. Like our very popular digital
alarm clock-the one on the front
cover of the catalogue. It should only
take you about three enjoyable evenings.

After which you may like to try your hand at the
AR -1214 stereo receiver. Beautifully finished and

delivering 20 watts music
power a channel, it's
ideally suited to form
the basis of a

complete stereo system.
Or, if you want something to drag you away

from watching television all night, we have just the
thing: a television.

The GR-9900 to be precise. A 12" solid-state
black and white te:evision designed for mains or 12V
battery operation.

So you can use it in
the boat or caravan as well
as at home.

Yet it's so straight-
forward to build that even
a first time kit builder
will probably be switching on
after only a few short evenings of absorbing work.

Send us the coupon now and we'll send you your
free catalogue. Or, if you happen to be in London or
Gloucester, call in and sec us. The London Heathkit
Centre is in Tottenham Court Road (where else?) at
number 233.

The Gloucester showroom is next to our factory
in Bristol Road.

At either one you can be sure you'll get a lot of
encoaragement.

Heath (Gloucester) Limited, Dept EE -974,
Bristol Road, Gloucester, GL2 6EE.

Telephone: Gloucester (0452) 29451.

r The new Heathkit catalogue. Out now. FREE.
1

To: Heath (Gloucester) Limited, Dept EE-974,Gloucester, GL2 6EE. Please send me my free Heathkit catalogue.

Name Address

i±emember easy terms arc available with the Heathkit Monthly Budget Plan
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Marshall's
A Marshall (London) Ltd
42 Cricklewood Broadway London NW2 3HD Telephone 01-452 0161/2 Telex 21492
& 65 Bath Street Glasgow G2 2BX Telephone 041-332 4133

Popular Semiconductors
2N456 75 253711 11 AF116 25 BC338 19 BU104 42
25456A 75 2N3712 96 AF117 20 BCY30 43 BU105 25
25457A 35 2N3713 20 AF118 50 13CY31 52 C106A 46
2N490  16 253714 33 AF124 24 BCY32 IS C106B .55
25491 SS 253715 50 AF125 20 BC033 34 C106D  65
25492 99 253716 80 AF126 19 BCY34 37 C106E 43
25493 20 253771 20 AF127 20 BCY38 53 CA3020A 80
25696 15 253772 00 AF139 39 BCY39 05 CA3046 70
25697 15 253773 65 AF170 25 BCv40 07 CA3048 11
25698 25 253779 15 AF172 25 BCY42 15 CA3089E 96
2N699 29 253790 40 AF173 55 BCY58 21 CA30900 23
25706 16 253791 35 AF179 65 BCY59 22 LM301 A 40
2747064 10 2N3792 .69 AF180 50 BCY70 17 LM304A 03
2N708 14 253794 10 AF186 40 BCY71 22 LM309K 88
2N709 39 2613819 37 AF200 35 BCY72 13 LM702C 75
25711 30 253820 38 AF239 51 8CY87 54 LM709T09
2N718 21 253823 42 4F240 72 BC088 42 48
27471RA 49 2N3900 21 AF279 54 BC089 97 MIL 79
25720 50 253901 32 AF230 54 BD115 75 141)1L 33
25721 55 2N3903 24 AL102 75 80116 75 LM723C 75
25914 22 253904 27 ALIN 70 60121 -75 LM741709
25916 41 253905 .24 BL107 16 130123 32 40
25918 47 253906 27 BC108 15 130124 67, BOIL 46
25929 30 2N4036 .63 BC109 19 80131 40 1401L 38
2N1302 19 254037 42 BC113 13 BD132 50 LM747 00
251303 19 254058 16 BC115 15 BD135 -43 LM748801
251304 24 2N4059 09 BC116 15 BD136 49 60
251305 24 254060 11 BC116.3 18 60137 55 14D1L 73
251306 31 254061 11 BC117 21 80138 -63 MC1303p 26
251307 22 254062 11 BC118 11 80139 71 NIC1310 92
251308 25 254126 20 BC119 29 80140 Si MC1458C
2N1309 .36 254289 13 BC121 23 80Y20 OS 79
251671 44 254919 84 BC125 15 BF115 25 MJ480 90
251671A 54 2N4920 99 BC126 20 BF116 23 MJ481 14
2N1671B  72 254921 73 BC132 .30 BF117 43 MJ490 98
2516710 32 254922 84 B(.134 11 BF119 511 MJ491 30
251711 45 2644923 03 BC135 11 BF121 25 MJE340 42
251907 50 2N5172 12 BC, 36 15 BF123 27 MJE2955 12
2N2102 50 255174 22 130137 15 BF125 25 MJE3055 60
252147 70 255175 26 BC138 24 BF152 20 MP8111 32
2642146 94 2N5176 32 BC140 34 BF153 21 MP8112 40
252160 60 2N5190 92 130141 29 BF154 16 MP8113 47
252192 40 255191 95 130142 23 BF158 23 MPF102 39
252192A 40 255192 24 130143 21 BF159 27 MPSA05 25
252913 40 255195 46 BC145 21 BF160 23 MPSA06 26
252193A 61 255245 43 BC147 12 BF161 42 MPSA55 26
252194 73 255457 49 BC148 13 BF163 32 MPSA56 27
2612194A 30 255458 45 BC149 12 BF166 32 NE555V 90
252218A 60 255459 49 BC153 18 BF167 21 NE560 4$
252219 45 40361 40 BC154 48
2522194 60 40362

16 BF173
50 BC157 14 8F177

24 NE56I
29 NE565A 4$

252220 45 40363 61 130158 13 BF178 35 0C23 se
2642221 45 40389 46 130159 14 BF179 43 0C28 76
252221A 40 40394 56 130160 37 BF180 35 0035 60
2N2222 40 40395 65 BC167B 13 13E181 34 0C42 35
2522224 SO 40406 44 1301688 13 BF182 32
252368 31 40407 33 1301680 11 BF183

40 OC45
12

I

252369 37 40408 SO 1301698 13 BF 181
40 0071

13
2612369 41 40409 52 1301690 13 BF185

30 0072
20

252646 77 40410 52 B(.170 11 BF194
17 0081
16 0033 20

2N2647 12 40411 25 BC171 13 BF195 17 ORP12 50
2N2904 SS 49414 55 BC172 11 BF196 15 SC350 68
252904A 70 40430 BS 130182 12 BF197 15 SC36D 46
252905 40 40583 23 BC182L 12 BF198 111 SC400 89
2612905A 50 40601 67 130183 09 BF199 111 SC41D 32
2N2906 31 40602 46 BC183L 09 BF200 40 504513 89
252906A 37 40603 53 130184 11 BF225J 19 SC46D 96
2N2907 40 40604 56 501846 11 BF237 22 505013 60
252907A 45 40636 10 130186 25 BF238 22 SC51D 39
2N2924 14 40669 1 00 13018/ 27 BF244 16 SL414A 90
252926 11 40673 70 130207 12 BF245 33 SL623 59
253053 32 A(.107 25 50208 11 BF246 43 TAA263 70
253054 60 AC113 16 BC212K 10 BF247 23 TAA350 10
2N3055 75 AC117 20 BC212L 16 BF254 16 TAA62I 03
2N3390 26 AC126 25 BC214L 21 BF255 17 TAA661B 32
2N3391 23 AC127 25 130237 09 8E257 46 TA0100 50
253391A 29 AC128 25 00238 09 BF258 59 Filter 70
253392 13 401510 14 130239 09 BF259 55 TBA271 64
2N3393 13 AC152V 17 130251 20 BF521A 30 16464113 25
2N3394 13 AC153 25 50252 18 BF528 92 TBA800 50
2N3402 It AC153K 25 00253 23 8F561 27 TBA810 50
2743401 19 AC154 20 BC257 Of BFS98 20 TI L209 35
253440 59 ACI76 18 130258 Of BF)(29 30 TIP29A 49
2N3441 97 AC176K 25 80259 .13 BFX30 25 TIP30A 56
2N3442 69 AC187K 23 130261 241 13F)(44 33 TIP31A 62253414 10 AC188K 34 BC262 1111'5F)(63 O. TIP32A 0 742743415 10 ACY18 24 BC263 23 BFX68 30 '.,.,,,,,,,,

01253416 15 ACY19 27 130300 1211FX84 24 _'"'''
253417 21 4CO20 22 130301 34 BFX85 es IIP34A 51
253638 15 ACY21 26 BC302 29 BFX87 28 'TIP35A 90
253638A 15 ACY28 20 130303 54 BFX88 25, TIP36A 70253639 -27 ACY30 42 130307 10 BF089 45 1IP41A 79,,,253641 -11 40142 50 BC301A 10 BFY18 ii TIP42A 90253702 11 A0143 45 130308 09 BF019
253703 12 AD149V 66 803084 12 BF020 so TIP2955 63
253704 -14 AD150 63 13030613 09 BF029 40 T1P3055 60
2N3705 12 AD161 45 BC309 10 BF050 23 ZTX300 12253706 09 AD162 45 BC309A 10 BFY51
253707 13 AD161 pr 0C3095 10 BF052 12? ZT X302 20

2N3708 70 AD162 OS BC237 21 BF053 16 ZT 05® 15
2N3709 11 AF10911 40 130218 19 BFY90 60 ZTX502 17
253710 12 tAF115 24 13033/ 19 130039 40 ZTX530 21

Everything you need is in our
New Catalogue
available now price 20p
(100 pages of prices and data)
Call in and see us 9-5.30 Mon -Fri

9-5.00 Sat
Trade and export enquiries welcome

New from Namens
7 segment 4 digit clock display
Liquid Crystal Type AN 4132 complete
with data From stock now Pnce L1303
complete with holder Ideal for battery
operated Quartz clock using !woof the
latest CMOS Cs Iron Solid State
Scientific 15v battery operated, minimum
of discrete components required
Send SAE for details

Seven Segment Reed Out
Minitron 3015F t 1 55
0L707 Litronix £2.35
All data in our new catalogue price 20p

Printed Circuit Madre, Pen
DALO 33PC-complete with instructions
No masking, No mess, Red or blue.
Price 67p

400mW Zeners 3.3e to 43v
New low price tip each LEI 20 for 100

A large selection of freatsinks for all types
of transistors from Redpoint, in stock now
305 - 6ci TO18- 7p
6W1-6 undrilled £100
4W1 - 4 x 4 undrilled £080
2W1-2 x4 undrilled L045

Resistors
Power W Tol Price

5% 1p

v. 5% 1-5p
1/2 5% 2p
1 10% 2-5p
2 10% Ep
215 5% 7p

5% 9p
10 5% 10p

Tint/Wm EWed
Caps
Value
1/35v
22/35v
47/35v
15/35Y
2.2/35v
4.77350
2.2/16v

Price
14p
14p
14p
146
146
top
14p

Visfeboard Largest stockist
Copper
-15

2-5s35 20 28
2-5,15 30 30
33/4034. 30 30
34'.x5 35 34
21.e17 67 89
334417 95 1 21

trade or retail supplied

Plain
-1 -15

- 14

- 14

- 24
- 49
76 69

Thomaston
MullardE299DD Series 12.4p

E298ED Series 10p
Neg temp Coef VAI000 Series 20p
053 I.120
Full details of ranges in our catalogue 20p

Equivalents Books
Transistors 90p
IC's 70p

Vinvina 1
36Pcs 24

200pcs 89

15 Face Cutter 46p
24 Insertion Tools 64p
92

VAT
Please include 10% Vat with all orders
Prices quoted are all exclusive of Vat
Poet end Package
15p postage and package charge.
Prices correct at July 1974

Full range of Carbon and
Wirewound resistors avail-
able.

Integrated Circuits
TTL (SN 7400 Series)
Type Price a Type Price Type Price

I

Type Pilo
£ £

S617400 16p SN7432 45p SN7483 1 20 S6474154 1 66
SN7401 16p SN7437 35p SN7484 95p 55741551 55
557401 AN SN7438 75p SN7485 1 511 5574157 1 09

389 SN7440 16p 5N7486 45p S6174160 1 58
SN7402 16p 5617441 85p $57490 65p SN74161 1 SS
S647403 16p SN7442 85p 557491 110 SN74162 1 58
SN7404 24p 557445 1 59 SN7492 75p SN74164 2 01
SN7405 24p SN7446 2 00 057493 65p 5574165 2 01
SN7406 45p SN7447 1 30 SN7493 65p SN74167 4 10
SN7407 45p SN7448 1 50 SN7494 SN74174I 110
557408 25p SN7450 16p SN7495 Np SN74175 1 29
5617409 33p S617451 16p SN7496 1 011 55741781 74
SN7410 16o 5147453 16p SN74100 2 16 SN74180 1 44
SN7411 25p SN7454 16p SN74101 43o $574181 510
557412 290 5197460 16p SN74118 I 00
5N7413 50p SN7470 3013 SN74119 1 92 $574190 1 95
5617416 ISp SN7472 38p SN74121 Sip SN74191 1 95
SN7417 30p 5617473 44p 5N74122 Pip SN74192 2 05
S647420 16p 5N7474 lip 5574123 72p S574193 2 30
557423 SN7475 59p SN76145p SN74141

1 00 S6174196 I 54
SN7425 37p 74145 1 44 S7474197 1 54

SN7480 7Sp S574150 1 44
SN7427 459 5617481 1 25 ,'SN74151 I 10 SN74198 3 16
S617430 16p  S617482 976 'SN741531 59 SN74199 2 88

Diodes & Rectifiers
PIV 50 100 200 400
1.5 0 08 0 09 0 10 0 11

3 0.15 0 17 0 20 0 22
10 - 0 35 0 40 0 47
35 0 84 0 92 1 111 2 15

CATHODE STUD ONLY
1N3766 (15 A 800ov) £3.65 1613768 (3
171344 10 55A14) 017 00237
111914 07 I 8A142 017 BYZIO
191916 07 BA144 012 BYZ11
A A119 07 BA145 017 BYZ12
A A129 15 BA154 012 0A9
BA100 15 00100 015 0A10
e4102 25 03126 01S 0A47
BA110 25 130127 0 171 0A70
69015 07 80140 IN 0A73

600 800 1000
0 12 01S 0 20
0 25 0 27 0 20
0 S6 -
2 52 3 65 4 20

A 10000,1 £
121 0A79
35 0481
32 0465
30 0.490
10 0491
20 0A95
07; 0A200
071 0A202
10 0A210

20
07

10
07
07
07
07
10
271

Bridge Rectifiers
Pla tic
IA .'A 44 IA

50 0 20 12 0 60 0 62
100 0 36 37 0 70 0 75
200 0 30 41 0 75 0 80
we 036 45 0 85 I 10
600 040 52 0 95 1 2S

Metal -
Professional quality
5A 15A 25A 50A
2 22 2 64 3 36 12 30
2 24 3 80 3 60 12-x
282 3.78 4.32 14 40
3.72 4.20 5.40 16 30

AB Potentiometers -carbon
Rotary type 45
Singles (Loa and linear) 15 pence STOPSingle switched (Log and linear) 21 pence PRESS!!Doubles (Log and linear) 3$ pence
Slider type SS
Singles (Log and linear) 30 pence
Doubles (Log and linear) 50 pence
Presets (Please specify vertical

or horizontal)
0.1 watt 6 pence 0.2 watt S pence 0.3 watt It pence

Plher
Resistors 11
Pets in
stock soon ir

Kellner Construction Kits
We are the sole distributors in U.K.
ES3 3 watt Mono Transistor Amplifier Kit L4 08
ES1515 watt Hi-Fi Transistor Amplifier Kit (Iwo

for stereo) with Tone Control and Pre -Amp L13 20
ES30 30 watt Mono Hi-Fi Power Amplifier .. L9 20
ES50 50 watt Mono Hi-FI Power Amplifier .. L4 53
EV5 Distortion Compensator Pre -Amplifier £4 00
AV7 Aerial Amplifier LW, SW, MW, VHF. -TV

Channels 2-12 .. . E2 04
UH870 FM Transmitter Kit. 65mHz-145mHz. A GPO

Licence is required L2 79
MUE7 Short Wave and VHF Receiver Kit. Com-

panion to UH870 25mHz-150mHz
UH870 25mHz-150mHz L3 22
EWI8 Electronic Dice Kit
EW20 Electronic Dice with Sensor Button .. £7 79
ST800 Strobe Light Kit. 1201NIS .. £7 86
L01000 Psycehdelic Light Control, single channel £7 00
L0350 Psychedelic Light Control, three channel £13 50
NT15 Power Supply -4 to 30V, 1,5W L7 46
5785 Professional Stabilized Power Supply. 5

to 70V. 2A L12 53
13800 800W Light Dimmer Speed Control .. £2 90
WT7 Aircraft Communication Tuner. 110-130

inHz. Built and aligned £15 46
WT9 Transmitter VFO for 2 meters (14mHz-

14OrnHz). Built and aligned L15 46
All kits with easy to follow Instructions and covered
by a full guarantee.
Post and Packing 15p per order. Europe 25o. Common-
wealth (Air) 65p. (Min.)
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MADE TO SELL M
DoHBLE THE PRIC

IN cABINET FORME

W'5E£49.95
II Wo 0006 00000

QUALITY STEREO SOUND_
SOLENT AUDIO SYSTEM

mm°s1 / PRICE OFFER!

Eli;* dorfin
410111110111111

'Stereo Tuner Amplifier chassis with AM FM radio cover-
ing long medium short and Stereo FM wavebands. Separate
Base and Treble controls. Power output 7 watts R.M.S. per
channel (frequency response 25-20,00 Hz) Tape record and
playback facilities. Dimensions 18- x 14" x 3I". The very
latest BSR automatic record deck with cue and pause
control. Two matching elliptical speaker units.

Order early limited stocks available cash price £49 95.
Credit Sale £5 00 deposit 9 monthly payments of £5 75
(Total Credit price £56 75). P. & P. £2 50. Send £7 50
today.

Chassis only available for cash at £35 00.

Full 12 months Guarantee.

CALLERS WELCOME.

Stereo headphones supplied with every order. Q

E.E. 9,74. 100 CHASE SIDE SOUTHGATE
LONDON N14 591 Telephony/ 01 886

Trannies
4 Bush House
Harlow, Essex
* Price inclusive of VAT
* Retail shop open 9-5.30

Mon to Sat.
* Post & Packing 15p

LI BARGAIN PACKS
LI 10 NPN Power transistors (like

2N3055) tested no opens no
shorts.

LI 30 Plastic FET'S like 2N38I9
U Test random test shows good
yield.

LI 30 Plastic power NPN istors
like 2N3055 untested.

LI 250 mixed capacitors.
LI 500 mixed resistors
LI 25 potentiometers.

* Any 5 packs 14.50 *
p. & p. 10p per pa:l.

We stock a large range of electronic semi- 1

conductors at competitive prices. Our
new '74 catalogue is now available at 20p.

Electrolytic
Capacitors
6 3 VOLT
68,,F 6.p
1500F 6,p
4700F I 1p
61300F 13p
15000F 18p
2200,,F Illp
33000F 26p

10 VOLT
47pF 61P
I000F 63P
220pF 13c,

3300F 10p
4700F 10p
I000xF I 1 p

1500/IF 20p
2200iiF 24p

16 VOLT
15pF 6.p
33,4- 6.p
I 50,ii 6 p
15011E 8

16 VOLT
2200F 9p
6130pF 17p
I 000pF 17p
15000F 25P
20000f 43p

25 VOLT
10pF 6:p
22,,F 6,p
470F 6,1a
100pF 89
I 50p F Bp
220pF 10p
4700E 16P
6800F 20p
10000F 22p
2200p F 399
50000F 68p

40 VOLT
6 131iF 61p
I 5,iF 6:p
33//f 6

40 VOLT
47,F 6 j p
1000F 9P
68,,F 10p
2200F I 1p
4700F 19p
6800F 25p
10000F 2SP
22000F 44p

63 VOLT
IUF 6lp
2 20F 6,p
4 7r/F 6,p
6 8/iF 11,82
100 Sip
22pF 6,p
680F 10p
1000 11P
150,,F 13p
220pF
3300F 22p
4700F 260
I000,,F 44

Volume Controls
Potentiometers
Carbon track 500(3 to 2 - 2
meg (3 Log or Linear.
Single 13p. Dual gang (stereo)
44p.
Single type with D.P. switch
26p.

Vairoboard
matrix 0.15 0.1

111,1.1X nr.(1,X

21 x 31 17p 22p
21  5 . 22p 24p
31 x 33 22p 24p
31  5 . 28p 28p
21  17 . . 60p 79p
31  17 .. 81p LI OS
Pin insertion tool - 82p
Spot face cutter 529 52p
Pack of 36 pins 42p 42p

20p 20p

Resistors
watt 5"., carbon Ip
watt 5", carbon 1p

I wait l0'., carbon 3.
MULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS C280 SERIES
250V P.C. mounting: 0 01 iF, 0 0150F/ 0 2 0F, 3;p. 0 33pF, 0 047pF, 0 0613,1F.
4p. 0 luF. 41p. 0 15,,F, 0 22,iF, 51p, 0 330F/ 7p. 0 470F, Sljp. 68oF. 12p.
I OpF, 14p. I 50F. alp. 2 2pF, 279.
PI ULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS C296 SERIES
400V: 0 001/iF, 0 00151,9. 0 00220F. 0 00330F, 0 00470F. lip. 00368,uF
0 010F, 0 0150F, 0 0220F, 0 0330F. lip 0 0470F. 0 0680F. 0- 1pF, 4,p.
O 150F 6;p 0 220F, flip. 0 330f. lap 0.4711F. 14p.

ELECTRODE
Quality components
for price -minded buyers

Our 112 page catalogue No. 7 (green and
yellow covers) is packed with components,
accessories, materials, tools plus much tech-
nical information and many diagrams. It
costs 25p. post free and includes a refund
voucher for 25p. allowable on orders list
value L5 or more. Our computer -controlled
stocks and despatch ensure much better
chances of your getting what you want quicker
however large or small your order.
EVERYTHING BRAND-NEW 8 GUARANTEED  GENUINE

DISCOUNTS  FREE POSTAGE IN U.K.

RESISTORS
Code Watts Ohms I to 9 10 to 99 /00 up

(see note below)
C 13 4 7-470K I.3 I 1 0 9 nett
C 12 47 -IOM 1.3 I I 0 9 nett
C 3 4 4.7-10M I .5 11 0 97 nett
C I 4 7-10M 3 2 2 S 192 nett
MO 1,2 10-1M 4 3 2 3 nett
WW I 0.22-3.9 II 10 8 nett
WW 3 1-10K 9 8 7 nett
WW 7 I -10K 11 I 10 8 nett
Codes:

C carbon film, high stability, low noise.
MO metal oxide, Electrosil YRS, ultra low

noise.
WW' - wire wound. Plessey.

Values: All El2 except C} W, C 1W, and MOM
E12: 10, 12, 15, IC 22, 27, 33, 39, 47, 56, 68. 82

and their decades.
E24: as El2 plus 11, 13, 16, 20, 24, 30, 36. 43. 51.

62, 75, 91 and their decades.
Tol

5% except WW 10% 0.050 under 100 and
MO 1W 2%.
Prices are in pence each for quantities of the
same ohmic value and power rating. NOT
mine valus. (I g fractions of one penny
on total value of resistor order.) Prices for
100 up in units of 100 only.

ELECTROLYTICS
Axial Lead

//F 3V 6 3V 10V I6V 25V 40V 63V 100V
0 47 -1.0 - 8p
2.2 - - - - Ilp - Sp 9p4.7 - - - Ilp - 8p 9p 8p

10 - - Bp 9p Bp Bp22 - - Bp - 9p Bp 8p 10p
47 8p --- 9p Bp 8p 8p 10p 13p

100 9p Bp 13p Bp 9p lOp 12p 19p
220 8p Bp 9p 10p 10p 1 1p 17p 28p
470 9p 10o 10p 1 1p 13p 17p 24p 45P

1,000 I I p I 1p 13p 17p 20p 2.59 41P -
2.200 15p IBp 23p 26p 37p 41p -
4,700 26p 30p 39p 44p 58p - -

10,000 42p 46p

 DISCOUNTS
Available on all items except those shown with
NETT PRICES. 10% on orders from £5 to f 14 99.
159/0 cn orders E15 and over

 PACKING & POSTAGE FREE
in U.K. for pre -paid mail orders, except Baxandall.
For co -der list value C2 and under there is an
additional handling charge of 10p.

 GUARANTEE OF QUALITY
All goads are sold on the understanding that they
conform to manufacturers' specifications and
satisfaction is guaranteed as stash-no rejects,
,eronxl,' or .ut-stanclard

ELE TRU-YU-ME LTD
A posta communicaticns, mail orders etc. to Head
Office, Egham. Dept. EE.S. S.A.E. with enquiries requiring
answers. GIRO A C. NO. 38 671 4002

(Dept. EE9)213,STJUDES RD, ENGLEFIELD GREEN,
EGHAM, SURREY TW20 OHB
Telephone Egham 3603 Telex 264475
Shop hours 9-5.30 daily: Sat. 9-I p.m.
NORTHERN BRANCH: (Personal shoppers only)
680, Burnage Lane, Burnage, Manchester MI9 INA
Telephone (061) 432 4945
Shop hours 9-I p.m. 2-5.30 daily: Sat 9-I p.m

"POTS"
ROTARY, CAR-
BON TRACK. Double
wipers for good contact
and long working life
P.20 SINGLE linear
100ohms to 4.7meg-
ohms. ea.14p
P.20 SINGLE log. 4-7
Kohms to 2 -2megohms

ea. 14p
JP.20 DUAL GANG
lin. 4-7Kohms to
2 -2megohms, ea. 4So
IP.20 DUAL GANG
log. 4-7Kohms to
2 -2megohms, ea. 4$p
1P.20 DUAL GANG
Log antilog (OK, 22K.
47K, I megohm only

ea. 48p
jP.20 DUAL GANG
antilog 10K only 48p
2.4. DP mains switch for
any of above 14p
extra. Decades of 10.
22 and 47 only avail-
able in ranges above.
SLIDER, MONO
Linear or log. 4 7K to
I meg. in all popular
values ea 30p

SLIDER, STEREO
Type PG 58 ST
4.7K-1 meg. lie. or
log. per tr.
Matched tracks. 60p
Escutcheon plates.

ea. 10p
Control knobs, ea. 7p

1000s OF
TRANSISTORS.
CAPACITORS, etc.
1.Cs, VEROBOARD
ACCESSORIES, etc.

Prices quoted do not
include V.A. T., for which
10% must be added to
total nett value of order
Every effort is made to
ensure correctness of
information and prices
at time of going to Dress.
Prices subject to altera-
tion without notice.
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The largest selection
EX COMPUTER BOARDS
Ps.ke-1 with traneistors, diodes. capacitors
a, I rci-aors- COM PON ENT VALUE 6E60.
I f.r ONLY 55p * pa 1, 30P
S PECIAL ORE a+ above PLUS Power Tran-
sistors ONLY 65p each + p a p 169
S TABILISED POWER MODELES
1-0ciplete with circuit diagrams, etc.
99p each -- p & p 15p
PATOLIRE BOARDS 73 x 9" approx.
4 for 80p pa p 20p.

FIBRE -GLASS PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARDS
161 x 4" approx. 2 for 56p

DECON-DALO 33PC Marker
Lich resistant printed circuit m pen
90p each

VEROBOARDS
Packs containing approx... -1. ins. various
slue, all .1 metric 655

REPANCO CHOKES & COILS
BF Chokes
ill. 2 5ns/I 2611 1 I 'r"' ft 250

0113, 7.6m11 Up 0114. 10mH 26p
CIO. 1 Moil 265

oIL0
1,itx I Crystal set 815 DRR2 Dual range 459

COIL FORMERS & CORES
oRMAN 1" Core, & Formers 7p

1" Cores A Former. Bp

SWITCHES
iP/ DT Toggle Up SP/ST Toggle 18p

FUSES
i" and 20mm. 100mA, 200mA 250mA,

HiCimA, IA, 1-5A, 2A
'ICKBLOW 4p ea. A NTI -Si' RG F. lip ea.

EARPHONES
crystal 2-5mm plug 339
I eyelet 3.5mm plug 839

ohms 2.5fron plug 229
!I 7,, 0,, 229

DYNAMIC MICROPHONES
and

. and 35 plugs SI 60

3 -WAY STEREO HEAD-
PHONE JUNCTION BOX

111012 81 87

2 -WAY CROSSOVER
NETWORK
k 1007. 80 ohms Imp. Insert ion lone 3,11311-21

CAR STEREO SPEAKERS
ingle.11 13 85 per Pair

BI-PAK
CATALOGUE AND LISTS

Send S.A.E. and 10p.

INSTRUMENT CASES

Black Vinyl covered)
No. Length Width Height Price
iivl x 61" x 2"
11V2 11" x 8^ x r
ALUMINIUM BOXES
1, 11 53" x 21" x 13"
lt.42 4" x 4" x 13"
It.43 4 x 23" x 13"
BA{ 5r x 4" x 11"
liA5 4" x 23" x
It 06 3" 2" x I"
1147 7 r 5" x23"
li.48 6" &" 3"
11A9 6"

410
419
470
41p
345
66p
84p
542

BIB HI-FI ACCESSORIES
De Luxe Groov-Kleen
Model 42 £1 84
Chrome Finish Model 60 E1.50

Ref. 36A. Recant/Stylus Cleaning Ku 285
Ref. 43. Record Care Kit 1296
Ref. 31. Cassette Head Cleaner Up
Ref. 92. Tape editing Kit 111.64
Model 9. Wire Stripper/Cutter SSP

ANTEX SOLDERING IRONS
X25. 25 watt UN
OCNI 240. 16 watt 62 16
Model 0. 18 watt 5216
SK 2. Soldering Kit 22 86
STANDS: ST1 11.21. ST2 77p
SOLDER: 18SWO MultIrore 7ox 82t
22E14411 7ox 82p. ISSWG 22ft !Bp
22SW11 Tube 22p

ANTEX BITS and ELEMENTS
Bits No.
102 For model CN240 3/32" 382
104 For model CN240 MI6" 38p

1100 For model CCN240 3/32" 38p

1101 For model CCN240 3/8" 38p
1102 For model CCN240 1" 88p

1020 For model 0240 3/9'2" 882

1021 For model 0240 1/8" 38p

1022 For :model 0240 3/16" 38p

80 For model X23 3/33" 889

51 For model XIS 1/8^ 88p

52 For model X23 3/16" 88p

ELEMENTS
ECN 240 11.16
EG 240 ELS

ECCN 240 L1.32
E \ fl 18

ANTEX HEAT SINKS 10p

V.A.T. included in all prices. Please
add 10p P. & P. (U.K. only). Overseas
orders- please add extra for postage.

11.1 P. 111.1 r 31p
Ref. 32.4. Stylus Balance 1186
Ref. J. Tape Head Cleaning Kit 61p
Ref. 34. Cassette Case 111-27
Ref. 56. HI -Fl Stereo Hints a Tips 32p

NEW COMPONENT PAK
BARGAINS
Pack
No. Qty. Description Price
Cl 250 Resistors mixed values approx.

count by weight 065
.00 Capacitors mixed values approx.

count by weight 0-55
C3 50 Precision Resistors 1°C, 2°

mixed value. 066
C4 75 ith W Resistors mixed preferred

values 065
C5 5 Pieces assorted Ferrite Rods 066
C6 2 Tuning (lenge, MW/LW VHF 0.66
C7 1 Pack Wire 50 metres assorted

colours 0.66
C 8 10 Reed Switch,. 0 66
C 9 3 Micro Switch,. 0.66
CIO 15 Auorted Pole & Pre -Sete 066
CII 5 Jack Sockets 3 x 3 Sin 2 x

Standard Switch Type 0 55

Cl2 40 Paper C,ondeneers preferred
types mixed values 0 55

C13 20 Electrolytic. Trans. type. 0 55

C14 I Pack unsorted Hardware-
Nute/Bolts, Grommets etc. 0 55

C16 4 Maine Slide Switches 0 55

C16 20 Asmrted Tag strips a Panels 0 55

C17 10 Assorted Control Knobs 0 55
C18 4 Rotary Wave Change Switches 0 55
C19 3
C20 4

Relays 6 -24V Operating 0 55
pack sheet of Copper Laminate

20 sq. Ins 0 55

VISIT OUR COMPONENT SHOP
18 BALDOCK ST., WARE, Herts. (A10)

PLUGS AND SOCKETS
SOCKETS

I's 36 DIN 3 Pin 10
PS 35 DIN 2 Pin (Speaker)

°6
P8 37 DIN 5 Pin 180 10

PS 38 DIN 5 Pin 240. 10

PS 39 Jack 2 -Siam Switched 09
PS 40 Jack 3 -loins Switched 10

PS 41 Jack r Switched 1,
I'S 42 Jack Stereo Switched 26

I'S 13 Phono Single 06

PS 44 Phono Double 10

I'S 45 Car Aerial 09

I'S 46 Co -Axial Surface 09
Pri 47 Co -Axial Flush 14

INLINE SOCKETS
PS 21
PS 22
PS 23
I'S 24
l'S 26
PS 26
PS 27
Ps 28
PS 29
I'S 30
I'S 51
PS 32
I'S 33

D.I.N. 2 Pin (Speaker)
D.I.N. 3 Pin
D.I.N. 5 Pin 180
D.I.N. 5 Pin 2406
Jack 2 5mm Plastic
Jack 3 5mm Plastic
Jack r Plastic
Jack 3" Screened
Jack Stereo Plastic
Jack Stereo Screened
Phono Screened
Car Aerial
CoAxial

IS
17

17

10
12

24
28
22
32
14

1157

PLUGS
I'S 1

IS 2
I'S 3

PS 4
I'S 5

PS 6
I'S 7

PS 8

PS 9
PS 10
PS I1
PS 12
PS 13
PS 14
PS 15
PS 16

D.I.N. 2 Pin (Speaker)
D.I.N. 3 Pin
D.I.N. 4 Pin
D.I.N. 5 Pin 180
D.I.N. 5 Pin 240.
D.I.N. 6 Pin
B.I.N. 7 Pin
Jack 2 5mm Screened
Jack 3 5non Plastic
Jack 3 5non Screened
Jack f" Plastic
Jack 3" Screened
Jack Stereo Screened
Phono
Car Aerial
Co.A alai

011
001125

014
019
019
046
0 10
009
0 12
018
0 18
029
006
0 16
010

CABLES
CP 1 Single Lapped Screen 0.06
CP 2 Twin Common Screen 0.08
CP 3 Stereo Screened 0.08
CP 4 Four Core Common Screen 028
CP 6 Four Core Individually Screened 0.80
CP 6 Microphone Fully Braided Cable 010
CP 7 Three Core Maine Cable 0.07
CP 8 Twin Oval Maine Cable 0.06
CP 9 Speaker Cable 0.04
CP 10 Low Lose Co -Axial 0.10

CARBON
POTENTIOMETERS

1';41! )"1/'', "4 22K, 47K, 100K, 720K, 470K,
1M, 2M
VC 1 Single leen Switch 014
VC 2 Single D.P. Switch 0-26
VC 3 Tandem Leal Switch 0.44
VC 4 1K LM Les. Switch 0-14
VC 5 100K Log anti -Log 0.44

HORIZONTAL CARBON
PRESETS

0 06 each
. K 2.2K,

470k.
4.7K.
141.

10K.
211. 4

22K.
711

WORLD SCOOP
JUMBO

SEMICONDUCTOR PACK
Transistors - Germ. and Silicon RectInere -
Diodes - Teiace - Thyrl.tnrs - LC'. and
7,eners ALL NEW AND CODED.

APPROX 100 PIECES
Offering the amateur a fantastic bargain Pak
and an enormous saving -identification and
data sheet In every Pak.

Only £2 p. & p. 20p

EX -COMPUTER BOARDS
BY THE BOXFULL!!

20 llone,1. pavkr.l with Senocotohi. lorg and
other Electronic Components. Each board
approx. sire 8" x 7". All known type no's
and easily recognisable.

FANTASTIC VALUE AT
£2.20 per BOX p. & p. 52p

SPECIAL PURCHASE
2N3055. Silicon Power Transintors NPN.
I.011..6 manufacturer. out -of -spec devices
1-..- Iron open and short defects -every one
Able! 110w. T03. Metal Case.

OUR SPECIAL PRICE 8 for 11

LOW COST CAPACITORS
-01UF 400v. 3p. each
500UF 50v. Elect, 10p each

RECORD STORAGE/
CARRY CASES

r F.P. 181" x 7^ x 8". (50 records) 6210
12" LP. 131" x 71" x 12/". (50 records) 22 96

CASSETTE CASES
Hold. 12. 10" x 31" x 5". Lock & Handle.

30

8 -TRACK CARTRIDGE
CASES

Holds 14. 13" x 3" x 6". Lock & Handle
SI 96

Holds '24. 131" x 8" x 51". Lock & Handle
1270

COLOURS: Red, Black and Tan -Please
stets preference.

REPANCO TRANSFORMERS
Pr cry. S,o-orolan "Rao-. us silable

from selected tappings 4v, 7v, 8v. 10v. 14v,
15v, 17v, 19v, 21v. 25v, 31v, 33v, 40. 50
and 25v -0-25v.
Type Amp.. Price P & P
MT50/1 I 11 03 30D
MT60/1 1 12 42 35p
MT501 2 23 30 40p

CARTRIDGES
ACOS 1.1'91 -1st 2o/m%' at l 2cnispiec 1116
ACOS OP93-1. 2800,V at lemisec 1166
ACOS GP96-1. 100mV at lcm/sec 6266
TTC 2-2005. Crystal/111 Output Up
TTC 2.20 10C Crystal/HI Output Compait1ttiloe

TTC 2-200 C8 Stereo/Hi Output LI 60
TTC J-2105 Ceramis/Med. Output 11 64

CARBON FILM RESISTORS
The 0112 Range of Carbon Film Resistors.
I/tlth watt available In PAKS of 50 pieces,
wooded Into the following groups: -
RI 50 Mixed 100 ohms -820 ohms 109
R2 50 Mixed IK ohms -8 2K ohms 409

R3 60 Mixed 10K ohms -8.2K ohms 109

R. 50 Mixed 100K ohms -1 Meg. ohm. 40p
THESE ARE UNBEATABLE PRICES -
LESS TITAN 1p EACH INCL. V.A.T.

BI-PAK SUPERIOR QUALITY
LOW - NOISE CASSETTES
1,111, 32p Alp 5115
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-the lowest prices !
BI-PAK QUALITY COMES TO AUDIO!

AL10/AL20/AL30
AUDIO AMPLIFIER MODULES

The ALIO. A L20 and ALSO units ars
similar in their appearance and In their
general specification. However, careful
selection of the plastic power devices has
resulted in a range of output powers from
3 to 10 watts K.M.S.
The versatility of their design makes them
ideal for we in record players, tape recorders.
stereo amplifier. and cassette and cartridge
tape player. In the car and at home.

Parameter Conditions

HARMONIC DISTORTION Po 3 WATTS I -

Performance

226%

LOAD IMPEDANCE

INPUT IMPEDANCE

FREQUENCY RESPONSE * 3dB

-160

Po,' 2 WATTS

100 kr)

60 H. - 25KHz

SENSITIVITY for RATED 0/P

DIMENSIONS

V. -26V. RI -SO t -11tHs 76mV. RHO

3" x 20' x lw

The at m) e table relates to the ALIO. A L20 and AL2)
modules. The following table outlines the differences
In their working conditions.

Parameter ALIO ALSO ALSO

Maximum Supply Voltage 26 30

Poweri. outputtr,,I. If for 211 LI )1 . D. 3 watts
RMS Min

6 watts
RHO Min.

lo watts
HMS Min.

AUDIO AMPLIFIER
MODULES
AL 10. 3 watts RHO
AL 20. 6 warts RHO
AL 30. 10 ...iris RHO

12 16
1260
to 01

POWER SUPPLIES
PR 12. Use with ALP). AL20, AL30) Up
SPM MU. , I se with ALSO) 63 25
FRONT PANELS SP 12 with Knobs

gl 10

PRE -AMPLIFIERS
PA 12 i 1 're with ALIO A 01201 14 35
PA 100. it.,. with AL30 A ALM') 111 16

TRANSFORMERS
T461 (Use with ALIO) 11 38 I' A P 16p
T598 (Um with A1.2(1, A1.3,1)

11 93 I' & P 15p
MITS. it.. with AL61) 62 15 P & P 26p

PA 12. PRE -AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATION
The PA 12 pre-amplifler Ms been designed to match into
mat budget stereo system.. It is suitable with the
AL 10. AL 20 and AL 30 audio power amplifiers and It
can be suPPlied from their associated power supplies.
There are two stereo inputs, one has been designed for use
with Ceramic cartridges while the auxiliary input will
suit most }Magnetic cartridge.. Full details are given in
the epecification table. The four controls are, from left to
right: Volume and on/off witch, balance, bass and treble.
Sloe 152mm x 64mm x 35umf.

requet responall-
201. z - 60K Ha ( - 3dB)

Base control -
* 12dB at 6010,

Treble control
* 14dB at 14KB.

Input I. Impedance
1 Meg. ohm

iensitivity 300mV
}Input '2. Impedance

30 K ohms
Aensitivity 401V

Loot( for our
SEMICONDUCTOR ADVERTISEMENTS in

Practical Wireless Everyday Electronics
Wireless World Audio

Radio Constructor Electronics Today International

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.

The STEREO 20
The 'Mere., .20' anii,IttIrr Is 1.1"untr.1, rrady wirr4 and tested
on a one-piece chassis measuring 20 cm x 14 cm e 6 6 cm.
This compact unit comes complete with on/off switch
volume control. balance, bees and treble control.,
Tramformer. Power supply and Power anips.
Attractively printed front panel and niatch
Mg control knobs. The 'Stereo 20' has been

without interfering with the mechanism or
designed to fit into most turntable plinths

alternatively, into a separate cabinet.
Output power '20w peak. Input I (Cer.)
300mV Into 101. Freq. res. 25114.215k Hr.
Input 2 (Aural 4mV Into 80K. Harmonic
diatortion Base control *12e1B at
6011. typically 0 25% at 1 watt. *11445Treble cow. *14.1R at 14101s.

0
;4+

NOW WE GIVE YOU
50w PEAK (25w R.M.S.) PLUS
THERMAL PROTECTION!
The NEW AL60
Hi-Fi Audio Amplifier
FOR ONLY £3.95

 ,
s

. \lax Heat Sink temp. 90`c. Thermal Feedback
 Frequency Response 20Hz to Latest Design Improvements

100KHz Load -3, 4, 8 or 16 ohms
 Distortion better than 1'. at Signal to noise ratio 80dB

0 1KHz Overall size 63mm . 105mm 
 Supply voltage IS -50 volts 13mm

Especially designed to a stnct specification. Only the finest components
base been used and the latest solid state circuitry incorporated in this
powerful little amplifier which should satisfy the most critical A.F
enthusiast.

STABILISED POWER
MODULE SPM80

8PM80 biespecially deelvied to power 2 of the AL60
Amplifiers. up to IP watt (r.m64 per channel dentil
aneously. This module embodies the latest component.

aad circuit technique. Incorporating complete abort
cheuit protection. With the addition of the Mains Trans.

former BSIT80, the unit will provide outputs of up to 1.6
amps at 35 volts. Sine: 63mm x 105non ) 30mm.

These units enable you to build Audio Systems of the highest
quality at a hitherto unobtainable price. Al.,. olral for many

other applications including: -Disco SYsti,
Intercom L nits. etc. Handbook available 10p PRICE £3-25

TRANSFORMER SMT80 £2.15 p. & p. 28p

STEREO PRE -AMPLIFIER TYPE PA100
Built to  specification and NOT  Inc., and yet still the greatest value on the market.
the PA100 stereo pre -amplifier ha. been conceived from the latest circuit technique..
Isesigned for use with the ALSO pomramplIfiersystern. thiequality made unit incorporate.
no tem than eight eilicoo planar transistors, two of these are specially selected low noise
NPN devices for use In the Input stages.
Three switched stereo loputs, and rumble and scratch filters are features of the PA100,
which also has a STEREO/MONO switch. volume. balance and continuously variable
bass and treble controls.

SPECITICATIOS
Frequency Response 20HE - 90KIII * 1dB
Harmonic Dietortion better than 0.14.
Inputs: I. Tape Head 126 my Into 50K ri

2. Radio. Toner 35 mV Into 10K (2
3. Magnetic P.U. 1.5 my Into 50K (I

Alb input volages are for an output of 250mV. Tape and P.U. Inputs
equalised to RIAA curve within * 1dB. from 20Hs to 20K Hs.

Rasa Control * 15bB at 2010:
Treb e Control * 15dB at 20 K Hs
Eike.: Rumble (High Pass) 100Hs

Scratch (Low Pees) SK Hs
Flignal/Noiee Ratio better than - 65dB
Input overload + 26dB
SuP161 + 36 volts at 20mA
Dlinemion. 292mm x 82mm x 36atm

ONLY £1315

Giro No. 388-7006
P/ease send ar orders direct to warehouse and despatch department

BI-PAK
P.O. BOX 6, WARE  HERTS

Postage and pacAing add 11p. Overseas add extra for airmail.
Minimum order 55p. Cash with order please.

Guaranteed Satisfaction or Money Back
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Everyday Electronics Classified Advertisements
RATES:11p per word (minimum 12 words). Box No. 30p. extra. Semi -display -V.50 per single column inch. Advertisements must be prepaid

end addressed to Classified Advertisement Department, "EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS," I.P.C. Magazines Ltd., Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London EC4A 4AD.

EDUCATIONAL

C AND G EXAM
Make sure you succeed with an ICS home study
course for C end E Electrical Installation Work S
Technicians Radio/TV/Electronics Technicians.
Telecommus Technicians and Radio Amateurs.

COLOUR TV SERVICING
Make the most of the current boom! Learn the
techniques of servicing Colour and Mono TV sets
through new home study courses, approved by
leading manufacturers.

TECHNICAL TRAINING
Home study courses in Electronics and Electrical
Engineering, Maintenance. Radio, TV, Audio.
Computer Engineering end Programming. Also
self -build radio kits. Get the qualifications you
need to succeed.
Free Mall, from:

INTERNATIONAL
CO NDENCE SCHOOLS,

Dept 731T, Intertest House, London SWE 4UJ.
Or Phone 01X228811 -.

FOR SALE

MICROPHONES: AKG 13109, £12.65;
AKG D202E1, £43.45; AKG D190C,
£18.70; AKG D190E, £20; AKG D224,
£55; Sennheiscr MD211N, £4950; Senn-
heiser MD413N, £29.70. All brand new
and boxed. Send CWO to J. J. Francis
(Wood Green) Ltd., Manwood House,
Matching Green, Harlow, Essex. Tel:
Matching 476.

BACK NUMBERS, December 1971
onwards. For details phone 01-455 7932,
evenings.

RECEIVERS and COMPONENTS

ASS. C.C. METERS 2-3. El 15 (27p).
WIRE ENDED NEONS 10-50y (10p).
COPPER CLAD PAX. PANELS 51' x 51.6-50p
c.p. 7r. x 9. 6-LI 30 c.o.
T.V.CONVERGEANCE PANELS 2 x AC120.3
slugged coils, 3 slide switches, 11 ve.w. pots. 3
carbon presets. 2 ferrite chokes etc. El 10 c.o.
VALUPAKS P9 100 s/mica caps 65p c.p. Send
10p for lists of others plus panels etc. Refund on
purchase.
7LB ASSORTED COMPONENTS E178 c.p.
LLB ASSORTED PANELS LI 75 c.p.

J. W. B. RADIO
2 BarnIeld C I. Sale, Cheshire MU 1NL
Postage in brackets Mail order only

COMPONENTS GALORE. Pack of 500
mixed components manufacturers sur-
plus plus once used. Pack includes
Resistors, carbon and W.W., capaci-
tors various, transistors, diodes, trim-
mers, potentiometers etc. Send £1+10
p. and p. c.w.o. to CALEDONIAN COM-
PONENTS, Strathore Road, Thornton,
Fife.

SERVICE SHEETS
SERVICE SHEETS for over 6,000
models of Television, Radios, Tran-
sistors, Stereo, Tape Recorders,
Record Players, etc., at only 30p plus
S.A.E. with free Fault -Finding Guide.
Over 50,000 sheets in stock for 10,000
models. S.A.E. enquiries. Catalogue
20p plus S.A.E. Hamilton Radio, 47
Bohemia Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.
Telephone Hastings 429066.

WANTED
WANTED lessons and components for
first E.E. Teach -In. Also E.E. back
numbers Oct. 13 -Mar. '74. -Box No. 4.

MISCELLANEOUS

RADIO dr TELEVISION AERIAL BOOS-
TERS £2.95p, five television valves 45p.
50p bargain transistor packs, bargain
£1 resistor and capacitor packs. UHF -
VHF televisions £7.50, carr. E1 -50p.
S.A.E. for 3 leaflets. ELECTRONIC
MAIL ORDER (BURY) LTD., Bridge
Street, Ramsbottom, Bury, Lancs.

TEST GEAR
SIGNAL INJECTOR 1145
SIGNAL TRACER 12.113
TRANSISTOR TESTER IS 45
LOGIC PROBE ES 45
CONTINUITY TESTER E3 95

* MAIL ORDER ONLY *
G.K. SERVICES

63 WESTDALE RD.. LONDON S.E.18 38P

N E W
12-`i

8kA,

FLUORESCENT
uftimmmernotLIGHT

KIT
You can build this reverse polanty pros, i.gnt
for use in homes, garages, caravans, for camprng,
or emergency lighting. Everything; tube, all metal-
work, all components, PC.B instructions. etc 
is supplied.

Price only £3-19
DIFFUSER ONLY 59P extra inc. VA T

ORDER NOW TO -
ELECTRONICS DESIGN ASSOCIATES
82 Bath Street Walsall WS1 30E

Phone 33652

SUPERB INSTRUMENT cases by
Bazelli, manufactured from heavy
duty PVC faced steel, choice of 174
types, send for free list: Bazelli In-
strument Cases, Dept 24, St. Wilfrid's,
Foundry Lane, Halton LA2 6LT, near
Lancaster.

FERRIC CHLORIDE
Anhydrous technical quality in sealed bags
lib 55p (20p). 31b Et 32 (30P). 10Ib 0.3 S5 (6017)

COMPUTER PANELS
31bs asstd. panels E1 III (309). lib L2 21 (401)),
56Ib 114 (L2). 12 high quality panels with trinspots.
IC's. power transistors etc. E2 211 (30p), 100 panels
E13 (El). Pack of boards containing at least 500
components Inc. et least 50 transistors Np (20p).

DEKATRON UNITS
Contain 2sCV2271 dekatrons, 2 4 -digit resettable
counters, 2 sealed relays, R's. c's etc. Only
Ell 79 (300 

3W TAPE AMPLIFIERS
2.ECC83, ELM. EZ130 on 12 t 5 a 3" chassis with
tone and volume controls. 3 watts output to
7 a 4' 3f) speaker (provided) ES 58 (50p). Or In
case 14 a 13 a r with non-standard tape deck
E.3 SP (LI). Suitable cassette 151-10, tape 750,
head 30p.

"HOT WHEELS" MODEL GARAGE
Contains 1 7V (a, IA transformer (can be modified
to give up to 10V output) lamp, switch, lack plug
etc. ONLY ft 69 (30p).

7Ib BARGAIN PARCELS
Hundreds of new resistors. capacitors, pots,
switches, + PC boards with transistors and
diode* and loads of odds and ends. Still only
Et 82 (400. New 6 a 4" 4 speakers £1.16 for (20p).
500 asstd. resistors E1 -II (20p) 150 mica, ceramic,
poly caps lip (14p).
All prices Include VAT. SAE list. enquiries.

GREENWELD ELECTRONICS [EEO]
SI Shirley Park Rd. SOUTHAMPTON.
TEL 0703 772501. Callers only at 38 Lower
A ddiscomb Road, Croydon.

CONSTRUCTION AIDS. Screws, nuts,
spacers, etc., in small quantities.
Aluminium panels punched to spec. or
plain sheet supplied. Fascia panels
etched aluminium to individual re-
quirements. Printed circuit boards -
masters, negatives and boards, one-
off or small numbers. Send 6p for list.
RAMAR CONSTRUCTOR SERVICES,
29 Shelbourne Road, Stratford -on -
Avon, Warks.

LOUDSPEAKERS
Speakers, kits and
cabinets for D.I.Y.,

Hi Fi, P.A.. Disco,
etc. by EMI, Fans,
Goodman.,
Baker,
Richard Allan,
Wharfedale, etc.
Send for Eras

book let"Choosing
a speaker"

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Dept H. Swan Works. Bank Square,

Wilmslow, Cheshire SKR IHF
Tel. Wilmslow 26SM

BEGINNERS, we exist for you. In-
struction, components, constructional
kits. Send S.A.E. to Electrolern,
Lyburn Lodge, Nomansland, Wiltshire.

TELESCOPIC AERIALS 23in 28p. 3
digit counters 30p. Reed switches,
large/small 8p Magnets 6p. Add 10p
p&p. Latest list No. 9 6p --Grimsby
Electronics, 64 Tennyson Road Clee-
thorpes, Lincs.

PRESSURE SWITCH PADS, 6-12 volts,
size Sin x 21in. Suitable for your alarm
systems. Price 90p each, plus postage
and packing. Phelmetrics, 233 Sey-
mour Grove, Manchester M16 9QS.

PSYCHEDELICATESSEN
is the only way to describe the paradise
of FREAKY gear now available from Boffin.

LOOK!
Kits

NO LICENCE EXAM. Transmitter/
Receiver Ur  40

Variable -rate, BRIGHT -FLASH, Pocket
Mini -Strobe fa40

Ready -Made Modules
Maxi -Volt SPARK GENERATOR flinch

spark). 15,000 Volts. [I .35
Experimental Mini DREAM -LAB-

ORATORY [2.20
SENSITIVE non -anatomical electronic

STETHOSCOPE [2.20
Electronic 'VOICE -THROWER' 0.20
GHOST -HUNTING AID £220
PEOPLE DETECTOR [2.20
Experimental WATER-FONE [4 .40
PSYCHEDELIC MEDITATION AID /120
Bird -Watchers' REMOTE MONITOR £220
Psychological CROSS-EYED EARS

Device l4.40
Super SOUND -CATCHER 0.20
(All prices include VAT, packing &
postage)
Send remittance to:
BOFFIN PROJECTS

4 Cunliffe Road, Stoneleigh.
Ewell, Surrey

(Mail order U.K. only)
Or for more details, send 20p for lists, plus

free design project sheet
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UNIQUE ONE-TIME
ONLY OFFER DIRECT

FROM

Sinclair

SINCLAIR
215

20 + 20 watts R.M.S. HI -Fl
ALL-PURPOSE STEREO AMPLIFIER

£2995
INC. V.A.T. 6
Carriage paid
in U.K.

Difficulties which prevented these amplifiers
reaching Sweden benefit YOU! The Sinclair 215
(an improved version of famous Project 60)
includes variable high and low pass filters,
treble, bass, balance and volume controls with
input press buttons and tape In/out. Headphone
socket. DIN connections. Guaranteed and
ready for use. Fantastic value!
 Overload  SIN ratio 70 dB

protection  Inputs Map P.U.,
 Styled wooden  (R.I.A.A.) 3mV

cabinet Id" x 3)" x Ill" Ceramic Radio
(356 x 89 x 28mm) 6 Aux.

Order while stocAs last from

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD.
(Dept. SE.)

London Rd.. St. Ives, Huntingdonshire
PEST IHJ

ELECT -RCMP hiT
Electronic fun for all ages

The most versatile electronics kits
All components are beautiftlly encap-
sulated in unbreakable transparent
plast.c blocks. Perfect connections are
made WITHOUT SOLDERING. SCREW-
ING OR WIRING
INCREDIBLE VALUE. Build. dis;
mantle and rebuild projects any number
of tines and invent your own experiments
too.
COMPLETELY SAFE. Instructive and
FUN-all kits operate from 9v. battery
only.
VALUABLE MANUALS included with
every kit. No previous knowledge is
required. even with the largest kits.
KIT 2A-30 projects C10.5. Radios,
amplifiers,alarms,microphones, morse, etc.
KIT 3A-I00 projects t20.45. As 2A
plus electronic birds. cats. sirens, organs,
metronome, guns, light aid sound.
burg ar alarms, etc.
3ADX-105 projects C25 25. As 3A plus
solar cell experiments and complete
sophisticated control panel, etc.
4AD X-150 protects C33.95 As 3ADX
plus Relay and Meter experiments: ion
concentration, volume, out -put, field
intensity, volt, resistance meters,
ammeter, illuminometer, etc. and many,
many more.
ADD-ON parts and manuals available as
required.
The three larger kits include Elec-
trical experiments too.
All prices include Battery, VAT IL
p. p.
Cheque P.O. (or 6p for literature) to:

C11,11.1111Ped

ELECTRONI-KIT LTD, 408 St.John's Street,
London, EC1.101-278 45791

INSTRUMENTAL

AUDIO

EFFECTS
S JPER "FUZZ" UNIT KIT. CONNECTS

BETWEEN GUITAR 6 AMPLIFIER. OPER-
ATES FROM ay BATTERY (not supplied).
ALL COMPONENTS AND PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARD WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS. KIT
PRICE: L3 30 post paid.

CREATE "PHASE" EFFECT ON YOUR
RECORDS, TAPES ETC., UNIQUE CIRCUITRY
ENABLES YOU TO CREATE PHASE

EFFECT AT THE TURN OF A KNOB. OPER-
ATES FROM 0v BATTERY (not supplied)
COMPLETE KIT OF COMPONENTS WITH
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 6 FULL 1NSTRUC
TIONS. KIT PRICE: L330 post paid.

MAIL ORDER ONLY.

S.A.E. ALL ENQUIRIES.

DABAR
ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS

Ha, LICHFIELD STREET,
WALSALL, STAFFS. WS1 IUZ

Become a
radio amateur.
Learn how to become a radio -
amateur ii contact with the whole
world. We give skilled preparation
for the G.P.O. licence.

M NO MI RN RN MN M BE El MB MI NM

IBr,,churt., wit to:

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS SCHOOL, Dept.,
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

NAME E EB 94 I
ADDRESS Block caps please

mm m m mi mommimm m m m m m m m m MI all= MI =1 NM =I 1=1=11=1
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RECORD PLAYBACK HEADS
(TRUVOX)
Individual prices three are:
2 track record playback heads 60p each.
4 track record playback head. 72p each.
Erase head. are also available separately:
2 track Up; 4 track Up.
MV metal mounting shields SOp each.
2 track -heads already fixed on heavy mounting
plate with shield 21'22.

DRILL
CONTROLLER
NEW IKW MODEL
Electronically change.

speed from approxi-
mately 10 revs. to

maximum. Full power at all
epee& by finger-tip controt

Kit includes .11 parts, case,
everything and full inetruc-

lions. 1186 pl. 13p post and
Insurance. Made up model also

asaus1.1.. 1250 plus 13p Post  P.
TIME SWITCH
Smith's mauls driven clock with
15 amp switch, also notes
showing how you can wake up
with music playing, kettle
boiling or come home to a warm
house. warn off burglar.. keep
pets warm, halve your heating
bill.. etc. 11.06.
E XPERIMENTER PRINTED
CIRCUIT KIT BUILD 60
INTERESTING PROJECTS
CONTENTS: (1) 2 Copper Laminate Boards 41 in.
x 211n. (2) 1 Board for Matchbox Radio. (3) 1
Board for Wristwatch Radio, etc. (4) Resist.
(6) Resist Solvent. (6) Etchant. (7) Cleaoeer/
Degreaser. (8) 18 -page Booklet Printed Circuits
for Amateurs. (9) 2 Miniature Radio Dials SW/
NW/LW. Also free with each kit. (10) Essential
Design Data Circuit., Chassis Plana, etc. for GO
TRANSISTORISED PROJECTS. Circuits
suit everyone'. requirements. Price Ill, poet pall

TELESCOPIC AERIAL
for portable, car radio or

transmitter. Chrome plated -
six metions. extend. from 71 to

471n. Bole In bottom for (IBA screw.
Up. KNUCKLED MODEL FOR P.M. 6110

E XTRACTOR FAN
Clean. the air at the rate of
10,000 cubic ft. per hoar.
S ultabie for kitchen., bath-
rooms, factories, changing
rooms. etc., It's so quiet it can
hardly be heard. Compact. 51'
easing with 51' fan blades.
Kit comprises motor, fan
blades, sheet steel casing. pull
switch. mans connector, and
flaing bracket.. 6276 + 20p
P. a 1'

ONLY

1
wt FOR

ELECTRIC MOTORS
7 powerful battery motors a used in racing cars
and power models. Output and types vary to
make them suitable for hundreds of different
projecta--tools, toys, models, etc. All brand new.
reversible and for If to 12v. Bats., wiring dia-
grams Included. Post and VAT 30p.

FREE Details of how to make
miniature power station.

H1.42 TUNER COMPONENTS
For experimenting with the ZN414.
KIT NO. 1. Plessey Miniature Tuning Condenser
with built-in LW switch and Sin ferrite slab and
Ilts wound MW coil, 72p.
KIT NO. 2. Air space_ tuning condenser Sin.
ferrite rod Mx wound MW and LW coils. Ogp.
KIT NO. 3. Air spaced TC with slow motion
drive gin. ferrite rod, with lits wound LW and
MW calla 8110.
KIT NO. 4. Permeability tuner with feet and
slow motion drive and I,W loading coll., 50p.

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT BARGAIN
A parcel of integrated circuits made by the famous Plessey Company. A once-
in.a.11fetime offer of Micro -electronic devices well below cost of manufacture.
The parcel contains 5 ICs all new and perfect, first -grade device, definitely not
sub standard or seconds. 4 of the ICs are single silicon chip GP amplifiers.
The 5th Is a monolithic NPN matched pair. Regular price of parcel well over U.
Full circuit details of the It). are included and In addition you will receive a list
of many cliff went IC. available at bargain price. 26p upwards with circuits and
technical data of each. Complete parcel only 11 post paid.
DON'T .11188 T1118 TERRIFIC BARGAIN.

THYRISTOR LIGHT DIMMER
For any lamp up to lkw. Mounted on switch plate to fit in
place of standard switch. Virtually no radio interference.
Price U-96. plus 20p post and Insurance. Industrial model
5A UN. Not on plate.

MULLARD UNILEX STEREO SYSTEM
There is no doubt that it is a good
system, we believe that for the money
it is without comparison. We demon-
Mrate gladly at our Tamworth Road
depot. Prices of the individual item.
for this: -
1 Untie: Amplifier Ref. EP.9000 11.60
1 Untie: Pre -Amp Ref. EP.9001 11.80
1 Unite. Power Unit Ref. EP.9002 12 80
1 Control panel kit with spun aluminium
faced knob. U-20 Or the complete outfit -11180 post Paill air of
13. ohm speakers made by E.M.I. are also available if required. £310
the pair. No extra postage if ordered with the above, otherwise add 25p

DISTRIBUTION PANELS
Just what you need for work bench or lab.
4 x 19 amp sockets In metal box to take

standard 13 atop fused Me,- ,,,.1 onto ff mite!, with neon wsmIng light. Supplied
complete with R feet :,(fl,-,-,,'.-. Wired up ready to work. 1276 plus 25p P. a P.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP

TELEPHONES WITH INTERNAL BELL

Complete to illustrated. Ex.G.P.O., guaranteed in good
condition and serviceable. With diagram and instructions
showing how to connect in pale or aa multi -way office
intercoms. Price 21.110 + 60p p. p.

RADIO STETHOSCOPE
Easiest way to fault Ond-traces signal from aerial to
speaker -when signal stops you've found the fault.
Use it on Radio, TV. amplifier, anything -complete
kit comprises too special transistor.
and all parte Itoluding probe tube and
crystal earldom. PS 20 twin stetho-set
instead of earpiece 88p extra post and
ins. 20p

SWITCH TRIGGER MATS
So thins undetectable under carpet but will switch on
with slightest pree.ure. For burglar alarms, shop doors,
etc. 24in x 18in 1160. 13In x 101n 11.21.

SHORTWAVE CRYSTAL SET
Although this uses no battery it give really amazing results. You will receive
an amazing assortment of stations over the 19.25.91.99 R 49 metre banes -
Kit contains chassis front panel and all the parts. 21.25 -crystal earphone Up.

THE TWENTYLITE
Fluorescent lighting units with
polyester choke and finished white
enamel. Sit. model, Ideal kitchen,
bedroom, hallway, porch, lift. etc..
with tube. Assembled ready to install. Price 32 20 '1 40p P. & P.

MAINS TRANSISTOR POWER PACK
Deeigned to operate transistor sets and amplifiers. Adjustable output 6v., 9v.,
12 volt. for up to SOOmA (class B working). Takes the place of any of the fol-
lowing batteries: PP1. PP3. PP4, PPR, PP7, PP9 and others. Kit compress:
menu transformer rectifier, smoothing and load resistor, condensers and instruc-
tions. Real snip at only 1110. plus 20p postage.

I CHIP RADIO
permotp. latest device 21414 gives result better than superhet. Supplied
complete with technical notes and circuits. 21.38 each. 10 for 111411.

LIGHT SWITCH KIT
Light switch kit. Comprises photo resistive cell, solid
state relay, resistors and condenser. This Is rosins operate.I
and will switch up to 350W (it amps). price El with cir-
cuit. WWI higher loads can be witched if used In con-
junction with relay type JB7 which is also available
price 110p with circuit.
Photo Regional:1 cell mounted on switch plate with filter
and protective cover. 11 (as illustrated).
Light mita kit with this, 11.76.
Light Switch
The above kit made up ready to work and tested. 12-95.

TERMS: -
Add 10" V.A.T.
Send postage where quoted -other
items, post free if order for these
items is L6.00, otherwise add 30p.

J. BULL (ELECTRICAL) LTD
(Dept. E.E.), 102 3 TAMWORTH RD.,

CROYDON CRO IXX.

MULTI -SPEED MOTOR
S i: speeds are available 500, 850
and 1,100 r.p.m. and 8.000. 12,000
 16.500 r.p.m. Shaft is 1 in.
diameter and approximately 1 in.
long. 230/240v. Its speed may be
further controlled with the um of
our Thryrister controller. Very
powerful and useful motor else
PProx. 2 In. dia. x 6 in. long.
Price 07p plus 23p postage and
Insurance.

MULLARD AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
All in module form, each
rosily built complete
with heat sinks and
connection tam, data,

Model 1153 600mW
power output 72p

Model 1172 750mW
power output Up

Model EP9000 4 watt
power output 81110

EP 9001 twin channel or
stereo pro amp 11-O0

SPIT MOTOR
200-250V induction motor.
driving a Carter gearbox
with a 11" output delve
shaft running at 6 revs
p.m. Intended for routing
chickens, also for driving
models -windmills, colour-

ed disc lighting effects, etc. 15155 plus 20p post
and Ins.

NUMICATOR TUBES
For digital instruments. counters, timers
elocka etc. H ivm X N.3. Price 991/ each.
10 for U.
SEALED RELAYS
BTB sealed relay. Makers type ref. 0945. These are
metal encased plug in with two pairs changeover
conta..M. Approx. size 11" high x x
We understand three a vmouni waled. Two
types availed. Re (45 price 11.60; 24v
(700 ohm. coil) price 1176.
BTC sealed relay. Again, type 8945, sealed metal
cm, plug In but for 12v operation (170 ohms cMI)
and with 2 pairs normal open contact.. KM.

WALL THERMOSTATS
Made by the famous Smiths Instrument Co. called
Colourstot. Wall mounting and in a handsome
plastic case. (Cream and beige). Adjustable by
slider (lockable) and may be set to con
trol temperatures from around freezing
through to 50*C. The slide panel Is
engraved and indicates (frost) (warni)
(very warm), etc. The thermostat will
control heaters, etc., up to 15 amp at
normal mains voltage and is ideal for
living room, bedroom and greenhouses,
etc. Price 11-U. Don't miss this.

20 WATT CAMPING LIGHT
Also makes good car emergency light. This uses a
standard 2 foot 20 watt tube and operates from
a 12v. car battery drawing approx. IA. This gives
illumination per amp/hour of battery life far In
elmss to filament lamp. and In fact to the minia-
ture 8.13 watt camping lights often offered.
Complete unit ready to operate, in strong white
enamelled metal frame. These would normally
sell at 48, are unused but slightly soiled and we
offer these at 6460 pl. 4094 post and packing.

WINDSCREEN
WIPER
CONTROL
Vary speed of your
wiper to suit con
ditions. All parts
and instructions to
make. 4248.
6 DIGIT COUNTER
Resettable. 440 ohm coil up
to 25 impulse. per second.
Exequipment hut guaranteed
perfect, 12 20 each.

PRESSURE SWITCH
Containing a 15 amp. change over
switch operated by a diaphragm
which in turn is operated by air
pressure through a small metal tube.
The operating pressure is adjustable
but le set to operate In approx. 10 In.
of water. These are quite low preature devices and
can in fact be operated simply by blowing into
the Inlet tube. Original use wee for ',sating
machines to turn off water when tub has reached
correct level but no doubt has many other
applications 1168, each.

12 VOLT 14 AMP
POWER PACK
This comprises double -
wound 230/240V mains
transformer with full wave
rectifier and 2000 mif/d/
smoothing. Price 12110 +
D. a p. 20p.

Heavy Duty Maths Power Pack' Output voltage
adimtable from 15-40V in stem -maximum
load 250W -that is from 8 amp at 40V to 16 amp
at ISV. This really le a high power heavy duty
unit with dozens of workshop uses. Output
voltage adjustment is very quick -simply Inter-
change push on leads. Silicon rectifiers and
smoothing by 3,000mF. Price /6488 plus 651/ poet.
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Over ISO
ways to

engineer a
better future

find out how
in just 2 minutes

That's how long it will take you to fill in the coupon. Mail
it to B.I.E.T. and we'll send you full details and a free
book. B.I.E.T. has successfully trained thousands of men at
home - equipped them for higher pay and better, more inter-
esting jobs. We can do as much for YOU. A low-cost B.I.E.T.
home study course gets results fast - makes learning easier
and something to look forward to. There are no books to buy
and you can pay -as -you -learn.
Why not do the thing that really interests you? Without losing a
day's pay, you could quietly turn yourself into something of an
expert. Complete the coupon (or write if you prefer not to cut the
page). No obligation and nobody will call on you ... but it could be
the best thing you ever did.

Others have done it, so can you
"Ve,terday I received a letter from the Institution informing that my
application for Associate Membership had been approved. I can honestly
say that this has been the best value for money 1 have ever obtained -a
view echoed by two colleagues who recently co llllll owed the course".-
Student 1),I.13., Yorks.
"Completing your course, meant going from a job I detested to a job
that I love, with unlimited prospects".-Student J.A.O.
"My training with B.I.E.T. quickly changed my earning capacity and,
in the next few year,, niy earnings increased fourfold" -Student
C.C.P., Bucks.

HMO OUT FOR YOURSELF
These letters - and there are many more on file at Aldermaston Court
- speak of the rewards that come to the man who has given himself
the specialised know-how employers seek. There's no surer way of
getting ahead or of opening up new opportunities for yourself. It
will cost you a stamp to find out how we can help you. Write to
B.I.E.T. Dept. iti.:Eso. Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF.

Engineers-
A.M.S.E. I Mech.)
Institute of
Engineers &
Technicians
(A.M.I.E.)
CITY & GUILDS
Gen. Mech. Eng. L'
Maintenance Eng. -
Welding
Gen. Diesel Eng.
Sheet Metal Work -
Eng. Inspection
Eng. Metallurgy
ELECTRICAL &
ELECTRONIC
Society of
Engineers-
A.M.S.E. (Elec.
CITY & GUILDS
Gen. Electrical
Engineering
Electrical
:nstallations z

Electrical Maths IJ
Computer
Electronics
Electronic Eng. 1)
Practical Radio
& Electronics
with kit)

MANAGEMENT &
PRODUCTION
Institute of Cost
& Management
Acctnts.
Computer
Programming
Works M'ment.
Work Study
Gen. Production
Eng.
Estimating &
Planning
Storekeeping
Management
Skills
Quality Control

Practical Radio Et Electronics
Certificate course includes a
learn while you build
3 transistor radio kit.
Everything you need to know

about Radio &
Electronics
maintenance and
repairs for a spare
time income and
a career for a
better future.

-2-t -CUT OUT THIS COUPONS' mei al
Tick or state subject of interest.

most to address below.
MECHANICAL DRAUGHTSMANSHIP A.B.T. Clerk of
Society of Instinstitute of Works

Engineering Construction
Designers Surveyors Insti-
( A.M I.E.D. ) (

CITY &CITY & GUILDS
Draughtsmanship:- General Building
Elec. Draughts- (all branches)
manithip 1., Heating & Vent.
Architectural Inst. Clerk of
Draugh tsmansh ip 7 Works
Technical Site Surveying
Drawing ._, Health Engineer-

ing
RADIO & TELE- Road Construe -
COMMUNICATIONS Quantities.
CITY & GUILDS. EstimatesRadio. TV HydraulicsElectronics Structural Eng.CITY & GUILDS
Telem:ims.
Gen.Radio & TV
Eng.
Radio Amateurs
Exam
Radio Servicing
TV Servicing
Colour TV

AUTOMOBILE &
AERONAUTICAL
Inst:tute of the
Motor Industry
A.M I.I.
MAA IMI
CITY & GUILDS
Auto Eng.
Gen. Auto Eng.
Motor Mechanics
Auto Diesel Eng.
Garage M 'men t.
ARB Aero Engi-
neer ng Certs.
Gen. Aero Eng.

CONSTRUCTIONAL
Society of
Eng:neers-

(Civ.)
Institute of Build-
ing-L.I.O.B.

GENERAL
Agricultural Eng.
Council of Eng.
Institutions
Farm Scion( g
Plastics

Supplementaro
courses for Nat.
Certificates.

G.C.E.
- choose from
58 '0' & 'A'
level subjects.

Coaching for many
exams. including
C & G

POST TODAY FOR A
13ETT ER TOMORROW

To B.I.E.T., Dept. BFFIN QN
Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF BEE"
NAME.
Block Capitals Please
ADDRESS

OTHER SUBJECTS

AGE

letreditrd by .1 I
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

PubliAle.1 approimately the third Friday of each month by IPC Slagasines 1..I., Fleet way Souse, Farringdon Sin, -t. I..) i 1' 0. 1'rintc.1 m Englan I 1 s

!twistable, Beds. Sole Agent. for Australia and New Zealand t1onloti k 1:,,4h (Afitisi Ltd. South .%friea -Central NC,. Agency Md. Publisher's guliscript ion hate (including postage,:
For one year to 'any part of the 12-95. Everyday Electronics is sold subject to the following c !Mons, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers tirst
given, he lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at 'Imre than the rem lllll liende.1 selling price shown on the cover. 411.1 that it shall not he lent. resold Or hired out
or otherwise dispose,( Of in a 'outdated condition or in any unauthorised cone, by way of Trade. or attied to or as part of airy publieat ion or advertiing. Memo- or pictorial matter
whatsoever.



1

You pay less

VAT with Henry's

Low Prices

DON'T RELY ON YOUR MEMORY
BUY NOW AT BARGAIN PRICES
Hi Fi and Transistors - Up to date

Brochures on request

BUILD THE

TEXAN
Now built and used by thousands

of satisfied customers. Features
slim design overall size in cab-

inet 155" x 22" x 6j". 6 -IC's, 10
transistors, stabilisers Gardners

low field transformer. Fibre
Glass PC Panel, complete chassis

work. Now available built and tested as well as in
kit form. HIGH QUALITY & STABILITY ARE
PREDOMINATE FEATURES- DEVELOPED BY
TEXAS ENGINEERS FOR PERFORMANCE,
RELIABILITY AND EASE OF CONSTRUCTION.
FACILITIES. On/off switch indicator, headphones
socket, separate treble, bass, volume and balance
controls, scratch and rumble filters, monolstereo
switch, input selector; Mag. P.U., Radio Tuner,
Aux. Can be altered for Mic., Tape, Tape -head, etc.
ConstructionI details Ref. No. 21
30p. Distributed by Henry's throughout UK. FREE -Teak cabinet with complete kit.

price
LL VXVx 504+rrviAp:4_.song,),

20 -i- 20 WATT IC
STEREO AMPLIFIER

As featured by
Practical Wireless

1972

.0rdb,%°:,edE55.00 ( + VAT + 54/p
carr/packing)
as illustrated.

EARN YOURSELF EASY
MONEY, WITH PORTABLE
DISCO EQUIPMENT

DISCO MINI A complete portable
disco, fated mixer/preamp, 2 decks all
facilities. L9II 50
As above but with Slider Controls LI18.50
100 Watt amplifier for above L49'50
SDLS 100 watt mixer amplifier with
slider controls 169 00
R5050 watt mixer/amplifier [49.50
8100 100 watt mixer/amplifier 457.50
DISCO AMP 100 watt mixer/amplifier C73'00
Northcourt:

400 40 watt mixer/amp 437 SO
800 80 watt mixer/amp (45 00

DISCO MIXER -PREAMPLIFIERS
(OP for up to 6-100 watt amplifiers)
SOLI (rotary controls) L49 SO
SDLII (slider controls) (58 SO
DISCO VOX (slider controls) the
complete disco preamp L72 00
1311100 100 watt power amplifier for
above £49.50
13130L Mk II 3 channel 3kw sound to
light L36 00
DJ3OL Mk III slider controls L45 50
DJ DISC LITE as 30L-2 plus variable
speed flashes L54 00
Carlsboro Reverberation Unit L44.00
Disco anti -feedback microphone LI I -95
Colt ISO watt liquid wheel projector L2.350
ISO watt Q1 liquid wheel projector [50.00
150 watt 01 cassette wheel projector L50 00
Spare Effects and liquid cassettes large
range of patterns L6 00
6 inch Liquid wheels (5 00
Various cassettes (.6 00
Mini spot bank fitted 3 lamps 11295
Auto Trilite (mini with flashers) L17.00
Bubblernaker with liquid L22 50
MIXERS/MICS/SPEAKERS/LIGHTING
U.K-'s I aaaaa t range of Disco Lighting.
FREE STOCK LIST REF. No. 18 ON
REQUEST.
AKG 1RESLO 11311 CARLSBOROi EAGLE
MICS., STANDS, MIXERS, CABINETS.
CHASSIS AND COMPLETE SPE KER
SYSTEMS, MEGAPHONES, TURN.
TABLES, PUBLIC ADDRESS COM-
PONENTS.
CERAMIC FILTERS
10.7 MHz Ceramic filters now in stock 40p
per pair.

All prices carr. paid (UK) (VAT EXTRA)
Barclaycard Access call, write or phone your
order 0I -723 -6963 -easy terms for callers.

EXCLUSIVE
DECCA KELLY
SPEAKERS

12 watt speaker Tweeter
systems. 8" Bass Midrobe
and Melinex Domed HE
radiator plus crossover L12-50
per pair of systems (carr./packs. 40P)
or built into veneered cabinets, size 18 x
12 x 6I L19-50 pair (carr. LI).

HI-FI TAPE
EQUIPMENT
U.K.'s largest range with
discounts and demonstra-
tions for callers. Latest
stock lists or request (Ref. No. 17).
Phone 01.402-4736 for Barclay Access
Card. Direct orders and latest prices.

TRANSISTORS SEMI-
CONDUCTORS
U.K.'s! aa range for every application.
Small quantity discounts. Also Trade,
Export and Industrial enquiries invited.
Latest stock list (Ref. No. 36) including
valves on request.

JOSTY KITS
NOW IN STOCK

Latest stock list
Ref 11 on request

NEW
SINCLAIR PROJECT 80

Stereo PreAmplifier
Audio Filter Unit
240 15 Watt Amplifier
Z60 25 Watt Amplifier
PZ5 Mod. for I or 2 Z40
PZ6 Mod. IS Tab) 1 or 2 Z40
PZ8 Mod. IS Tab) I or 2 Z60
TRANSFORMER FOR PZ8
NEW FM TUNER

STEREO DECODER
All items post paid.

LI1.95
46.95
L5-45
L6.95
L4.98
(7.99
[7.98
L3-95

(II 95
L7 45

BUILD THE
NEW
HENELEC
STEREO FM TUNER
A completely new high stability stereo
FM tuner. Features variable capacity
diode tuning, stabiliser power
supply, IC Decoder, high gain
low noise. IF stages. LED indica-
tors. Tuning meter, AFC, easy
to construct and use. Mains
operated. Slim modern de-
sign with fibre glass PC, teak
cabinet. etc. Available as a
kit to build or ready built.
Overall size 8" x 21" x 61". Pro-
duced to give high performance
with a realistic price. (Parts list and
constructional details Ref. No. 5 30p).
Henry's are sole distributors UK and Europe.

KIT PRICE £21 00 ( + VAT) :ndb't'elstte d (24.95 + VAT)

LIVING SOUND LOW NOISE TOP QUALITY CASSETTES
MADE BY EMI TAPES LTD. TO INTERNATIONAL
STANDARDS ESPECIALLY FOR HENRY'S.
ALL POST PAID LESS THAN REC. PRICES COMPLETE
WITH LIBRARY CASES

C 60 I I . I 0 [1  98 [4.00 a -40 /.
C 90 L1.46 L2.80 [4.60 LII .23

3 for 6 for 10 for 25 for

C 120 II .130 i3  45 L5.45 LI 3 .45 tX41;...461.
,

Quantity and trade enquiries. invi ed
LEARN A LANGUAGE -complete with phrase
book. German - French - Spanish -
Italian LI .36 per course. L5 for any 4.

LOW COST HI -Fl SPEAKERS
SPECIAL OFFERS
EMI 13" x 8" -full range speakers
(post 20p each or 30p pair)
150TC-8 ohms Twin Cone 10 watt
L1.20 exh or L4 00 pair.
450 10 watt Cio Twin Tweeters 3, 9 or
15 ohms LI 85 each
EW 15 watt 8 ohms C Tweeter
LS 2S each or L7.40 per pair
350 20 watt C o Tweeters 8 or 15 ohms
17 80 each
 Polished wood cabinet 44 80 post 35p.

ohms (post 20p)
FR4 4" 5 watt
FR65 6)" 10 watt
FR8 15 watt
FR23 9 x 6" 15 watt
BASS L MID RANGE -8 ohms (post 20p)
AA I2 5" 15 watt
8110 5)" 15 watt
B200 15 watt
13139 2 13" x 8" 30 watt LF
TWEETERS AND CROSSOVERS (post 20P)
K2006 10 watt 8 or 15 ohms
FHT6 15 watt 8 ohms
K2011 30 watt B ohms
T27 KEF
Aacent 100 30 watt 8 ohms
K4009 I k Hz/5k Hz Clip
SN75 3kHr var. C/o
SPEAKER KITS (carr. etc. 35o)
20-2 B" 30 watt
20-3 40 watt
LINTON 2 20 watt
GLENDALE 3 30 watt
DOVEDALE 3 50 watt
KEF KK2
KEF K K3

44 75
(6 30
(8 50
LS 40

(3 75
L7 20
(.13 50

213 75

£2. 10
(3 35
Le 80
(5 50
LS 52
(2 70
LI 10

L24 50 pair
(35 95 pair
118 30 pair
(32 95 pair
[51.50 pair
LS5.00 pair
L75 00 pair

BUILD YO R ELF API CKET CALCULATOR
A complete kit, packaged in s polystyrene con-
tainer and taking about 3 hours to assemble -
that. the Sinclair Cambridge pocket calculator
from Henry's. Some of the many features include
interface chip, thick -film resistor pack, printed
circuit board, electronic components pack.
Size 41" long x 2" wide x 4-5" deep.
Free of charge with the kit for the more advanced
technologist is a 32 -page booklet explaining how
to calculate Logs. Tangents. Sines etc.
SPECIAL OFFER

213.50 toseMb1:131' 217.95
+ VAT. ready to use. + VAT.

ran
0000
3300
unn0
0 0 0

8% VAT to be added to all orders. Export supplied. Prices and descriptions correct at time of proof. Subject to change S.. pars 514without notice. EA 0 E. ALWAYS BARGAINS FOR CALLERS. of this magazine

Henry's RADIO

EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2

lectronic omponents and Equipment 01.402 8381
309 PA Disco Lighting High Power Sound 01-723 6963
303 Bargains Store (Ca lers only)
Home and Car Entertainment Centres London and branches now open
120 Shaftesbury Avenue. London W1 01 437 9692
104 Burnt Oak Broadway. Burnt Oak. Edgware 01-952 7402
190-194 Station Road, Harrow. Middlesex 01.1163 7788 9
354.356 Ed  ware Road. London W2 01.402 5854/4736

All mail to
303 Edgware Road.
London W2 18W
An stores open 9 arm to
6 pm ars days a week
Hi.F, Tape Equipment
Discount Stock List
Free at all stores




